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ABSTRACT 

Subcritical Flow at Open Channel Structures 
BRIDGE CONSTRICTIONS 

The techniques previously employed by the writers for describing 
subcritical flow at open channel constrict ions have been found val id I'm 
analyzing nonuniform flow in open channels. Combining the nonuniform flow 
analysis with the submerged flow rat ings for vario us bridge geol11ct ries has 
provided an analytical means for determining the backwater due to the bridge 
constriction under "abnormal stage - discharge" conditions. 

Skogerboe, Gaylord V., Lloyd H. Austin, and Kuelll·Tao Chang. 

SUBCRITICAL FLOW AT OPEN CHANNEL STRUCTURES: llRIDGE 
CONSTRICTIONS. Partial Technical Completion Report to Officc of Waler 
Resources Research, Department of the Interior, and Utah Center for Water 
Resources Research, PRWG 71-2, Ufah Water Research Laboratory, College of 
Engineering, Utah State University, Logan, Utah. September 197Q. 

KEYWORDS - backwater, bridges, *encrgy losses, head loss, hydraulic 
design, *hydraulic structures, nonuniform flow, *opell chanllcl now, subcriticaf 
flow. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Importance 

The importance of developing an understanding for the hydraulics of 
bridge constrictions is given by Bradley (1960): 

Structural designers are well aware of economies which can be 
attained in the structural design of a bridge of a given overall length. 
The role of hydraulics in establishing what the length and vertical 
clearance of a bridge should be and even where it should be placed is 
less well understood. Confining the flood water unduly may cause 
excessive backwater with resultant damage to upstream land and 
improvements and overtopping of the roadway or may induce excessive 
scour endangering the bridge itself. Too long a bridge may cost far more 
in added capital investment than can be justified by the benefits 
obtained. Somewhere in between is the design which will be the most 
economical to the public over a long period of years. Finding that 
design is the ultimate goal of the bridge designer. 

It is seldom economically feasible or necessary to bridge the 
entire width of a stream as it occurs at flood flow. Where conditions 
permit, approach embankments are extended out onto the flood plain 
to reduce costs, recognizing that, in so doing, the embankments will 
constrict the flow of the stream during flood stages. This is an 
acceptable practice. Whert carried to extremes, however, constriction of 
the flow canresult in damage to bridges, costly maintenance, backwater 
damage suits, or even contribute to the complete loss of the bridge or 
the approach embankments. 

Izzard (1955) has discussed the relative accuracy required by highway 
engine~rs in estimating the amount of backwater that can be expected, at any 
particular bridge constriction: 

The following distinction between the objectives of the hydro
logic engineer and those of the highway designer is important. The 
former is expected to achieve a fairly high standard of accuracy in his 
estimate of the flood discharge as computed from backwater, and that 
estimate is the end result. The highway ,engineer, however, reverses the 
computation and wants to know approximately how much backwater 
can be expected for floods of various frequencies whose peak discharge 
can probably be estimated no more accurately than plus or minus 20 
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percent (unless a gaging station having a long record happens to exist 
nearby). Obviously, then, the highway engineer does not have to work 
to the close tolerances expected of the engineer who is gaging streams. 

Izzard's point is significant when considering model studies to predict 
prototype behavior. The hydraulic analysis of a model bridge constriction in the 
laboratory would be expected to have an accuracy within 5 percent. If the 
model hydraulic analysis is used to predict the hydraulic performance of a 
prototype structure, the prediction error will be more than 5 percent. In fact, it 
is not at all inconceivable that the accuracy in predicting the prototype discharge 
may be only within 20 percent. 

Bridges are usually constructed so that the abutments constrict the river 
channel. Ofttimes, piers are used which also constrict the river. The effect of 
constricting the river channel is to raise the water surface upstream from the 
bridge, while at the same time the flow through the bridge constriction is 
accelerated. The backwater (y 1 *) is defined as the maximum water surface 
difference occurring upstream from the bridge at design flood discharge between 
the normal water surface in the river prior to construction of the bridge and the 
water surface profile after construction. of the bridge. The backwater occurs a 
short distance upstream from the bridge, but the backwater curve may extend 
upstream for miles. The accelerating flow through the constriction results in 
higher velocities, and greater turbulence, with a consequent increased potential 
for scouring the stream bed. The analysis of flow conditions wherein scour is 
taking place becomes extremely complex. 

The usual analysis of backwater at bridge constrictions requires a 
know ledge of the boundary resistance and bed slope of the river channel in order 
that the normal flow depth can be computed from Manning's or Chezy's 
equation for the design flood discharge. If uniform flow does actually ocCur in 
the vicinity of the bridge site, then a, unique stage-discharge relation exists at the 
bridge site. The hydraulic characteristics of the proposed bridge design are then 
superimposed upon the river flow conditions to. arrive at the backwater which 
would be caused by construction of the bridge. 

If nonuniform flow exists in the reach at the bridge site, then a unique 
stage-discharge relation does not exist. Instead, stage-fall-discharge relations are 
used to describe flow conditions in the river. Since normal (uniform) flow does 
not exist, the ferm"abnormal stage-discharge conditions"has been applied to 
this phenomena. Nonuniform flow at the bridge site is due to downstream 
control, examples of which might include flood conditions at the confluence of 
two streams, downstream reservoir or spillway regulation, influence of tides, or 
changes in vegetative or moss conditions in flat gradient channels. Abnormal 
stage-discharge conditions complicate the analysis of backwater due to bridge 
constrictions, as evidenced by statements of Bradley (1960): 

Estimating the design stage at a bridge site under abnormal 
conditions can be a complicated process requiring much individual 

judgement; thus the approach to the computation of backwater in this 
case has been treated strictly as an approximate sofution. This is a case 
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where it is more important to understand the problem than to attempt 
precise computations. 

In aprelimina[y report by the American Society of Civil Engineers 
(ASCE) (1966), 12 recommendations were presented regarding needed research 
on the hydraulics of bridged waterways. One of the recommendations stated 
that it may be possible to' derive experimental data which would simplify the 
procedure for analyzing backwater due to bridge constrictions under abnormal 
stage-discharge conditions. 

Background 

The work reported herein represents a portion of the second phase of a 
research project involving subcritical (submerged) flow al,lalysis at open channel 
constrictions. Both phases of this project have been supported by the Office of 
Water Resources Research (OWRR). A method of analyzing submerged 
(subcritical) flow was first developed for a trapezoidal flume by Hyatt (1965). 
Later studies verified the method of analysis for a rectangular flume (Skogerboe, 
Walker, and Robinson, 1965) and weirs (Skogerboe, Hyatt, and Austin, 19(7). 
Because of these findings, along with limited analysis of data reported by other 
investigators, the writers were encouraged to extend the subcritical flow analysis 
to the so-called "abnormal stage-discharge condition" at bridge constrictions. 

The original development of the parameters and relationships which 
describe the submerged flow condition came from a combination of dimensional 
analysis and empiricism. Further verification of the parameters developed in this 
manner was obtained by employing momentum relationships. This method of 
analysis can be applied directly in developing a stage-discharge relationship for 
each bridge constriction studied in the laboratory. In order to describe the 
backwater at such constrictions, it becomes necessary to incorporate an analysis 
of flow resistance in the main channel. Thus, the channel flow resistance must be 
related to the subcritical flow rating of the bridge constriction in order to 
compute the backwater caused by the bridge being placed in the river channel. 

Many studies have been reported in the literature regarding the hydraulics 
of bridge constrictions. Most of the research has involved laboratory studies 
using a tilting flume. Typically, the tilting flume is placed at a particular slope, a 
certain value of discharge is set, and normal flow is established. Then, a bridge 
constriction is placed in the flume and measurements are made of flow depths 
upstream from the model bridge, through the bridge constriction, and 
downstream from the constriction. From these water surface profile measure
ments, the maximum backwater can be determined. The procedure is continued 
using a series of discharge values and then changing the flume bed slope until the 
desired number of slopes have also been investigated. 

Unfortunately, only limited studies have been made to establish the 
backwater when downstream control exists. In laboratory studies, backwater 
effects under sub critical flow conditions (downstream control) could be 
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established by adding another dimension to the typical studies described above. 
Namely, for each value of bed slope and discharge, the tailwater depth would 
have to be varied. 

Purpose 

The intent of this research effort was to develop a method of backwater 
analysis for bridge constrictions when abnormal stage-discharge conditions exist. 
The use of the term "abnormal" is somewhat unfortunate since this refers to 
subcritical flow existing at the bridge constriction, as well as upstream and 
downstream from the constriction. The sub critical flow techniques previously 
developed at Utah State University for flow measuring flumes and weirs can be 
applied in desCribing sub critical flow at bridge constrictions. The sub critical flow 
analysis was combined with the flow resistance analysis of the main channel 
without a constriction in order to arrive at the backwater analysis. Through 
laboratory studies, data were generated for a few geometrical forms of bridge 
constrictions, thereby allowing the development of a design methodology, or 
design criteria, for bridge constrictions operating under sub critical flow 
conditions throughout the structure. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Some of the early investigators of open channel flow through contractions, 
as well as backwater due to contractions and/ or bridge piers, were Nagler (1918), 
Lane (1920), Rehbock (1921), and Yarnell (1934a, 1934b). This same subject 
material was further investigated by Kindsvater, Carter, and Tracy (I 953), 
Kindsvater and Carter (1955), Tracy and Carter (1955), Liu, Bradley, and Plate 
(1957), and Biery and DeIleur (1962). 

Flow Characteristics 

The flow characteristics at bridge constrictions have been described by 
Kindsvater and Carter (1955), Liu, Bradley, and Plate (1957), and by the Task 
Committee on Hydraulics of Bridges of ASCE (1966). The following material 
has been extracted primarily from these sources. 

A channel constriction may be defined as a local change in cross-section 
which produces a variation in flow. An open channel constriction, such as a 
highway bridge crossing, is an example of a transition of this type. The flow 
through such constrictions is most often in the tranquil range, and produces 
gradually varied channel flow far upstream and downstream, although rapidly 
varied flow occurs at the constriction. The effect of the constriction on the 
water surface profile, both upstream and downstream, is conveniently measured 
with respect to the normal water surface profile, which is the water surface in 
the absence of the constriction under uniform flow conditions. Upstream from 
the constriction, an M 1 backwater profile occurs: In: this region, the velocities, 
and consequently the rate of loss of flow energy, are less than for normal flow 
conditions. The backwater effect may extend for a considerable distance in the 
upstream direction. At some upstream point, the constricted and the normal 
water surface profiles practically coincide as shown at section 0 in Fig. 1. 

Near the constriction (Fig. 1), the central body of water begins to be 
accelerated at section I, whereas deceleration occurs along the outer boundaries, 
and a separation zone (zone la) is formed in the corners upstream from the 
constriction. At the constriction, as the flow is accelerated, the water surface 
profile falls rapidly between sections II and III, and the jet stream contracts to a 
width somewhat less than the width of the opening. The spaces between the jet 
and the constriction boundaries are occupied by eddying water (zone lIla). 
Immediately downstream from the constriction, the expansion process begins 
and continues until the normal regime of flow has been reestablished in the 
full-width channel downstream. At that point, the normal and constricted 
profiles again coincide as shown at section IV. The downstream reach between 
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sections III and IV is one of decelerated flow in which the average velocities and 
energy losses are greater than for the normal case because of the additional 
turbulent mixing resulting from the expansion process. In the whole backwater 
reach (the reach between the two points at which the normal and constricted 
profiles coincide, which is the reach between sections 0 and IV) the total energy 
loss is the same as that for normal flow. 

t='IIIJld:;:a::~ 
I ! I ! \0""" I 

I ,«,~ i 
SectiQn Section n Section Section 

I I: ' 
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Figure 1. Defmition sketch of simple vertical board constriction. 
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The effect of thecon,~tl1iction is" to cause a redistribution of the energy of 
the flow system over the backwater reach between sections 0 and IV.A t the 
constriction, the available energy is greater than the frictional resistance under 
normal flow cODclitions by an amount required for tlJe increased losses in the 
downstream reach. The inqease in energy is a result of smalLer boundary drag 
loss (as compared with normal uniform flow conditions) upstream from the 
constriction. In - the downstream reach, the increased energy losses when 
compared with frictional resistance under normal flow conditions, are due 
primarily to the increased turbulent mixing caused by the diffusion of the jet as 
it expands from section III to section IV. These energy losses aTe a function of 
discharge, contraction ratio, and constriction geometry. Therefore, these losses 
may be decreased by a decrease in discharge, a smaller contraction ratio, or by 
streamlining the abutment and constriction geometry to more nearly allow the 
jet to occupy the full width of the constricted opening. In general, ,the same 
statement is applicable to the backwater caused by the constriction. 

Methods of Approach 

Although it may be desirable in some cases to predict the complete 
longitudinal profile of the constricted flow throughout the backwater reach, the 
highway engineer is usually concerned with th(maximul11 upstream water 
surface change produced by the constriction, and it is to the definition of this 
latter quantity that the greater part of the backwater st udies to date have been 
devoted. Thus far, general approaches to the problem are found in the literature. 
The first is a routing procedure based on the equal iOl1s of continuity, 
momentum, and energy. Another approath follows from laboratory measure
m~nts upon model structures, which isthe techrique employed by the writers 
on the research reported herein. Consequently, 'q~e literal ure review has been 
limited to studies using model structures. 

The use of laboratory model studies has yielded a more direct attack on 
the backwater problem "than the routing procedure. These studies have had as 
their objective the measurement and subsequent generalization of the maximum 
upstream difference between the normal:ind the constricted longit udinal water 
surface profiles, which usually occurs a short distance upstream from the 
constriction. Considerable attentiomhas been directed, also, to the influence of 
piers and piling placed in the constricted section as supports for bridge structures 
at highway crossings. ' 

Laboratory Model Studies 

Early investigations by Nagler (1918), Lane (1920), and Yarnell (1934a, 
1934b) were concerned with developing coefficients for constriction discharge 
formulas proposed by d'Aubuisson and Weisbach. In addition, Yarnell was 
concerned with the work reported by Rehbock (1921). Nagler and Yarnell 
studied the backwater effects of bridge. piers and pile trestles, while Lane was 
concerned with constricting the sides of the channel, as would be the case for 
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many bridge abutments. Limitations in experimental design, along with certain 
assumptions made in the analyses, produced little information of a general 
nature. 

Yarnell (I934b) compared Rehbock's flow classification system involving 
three flow classes with a two-class system used by Yarnell (Fig. 2). The system 
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Figure 2. Classification by Rehbock and Yarnell for flow through a contracted 
opening. (Taken from Yarnell, 1934b.) 
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used by Rehbock (1921) is strictly empirical, whereas Yarnell's system has 
physical meaning. For example, the classification "Iowa Class B" is for the 
situation wherein critical depth occurs in the constriction, whereas "Iowa Class 
A" indicates that the flow throughout the constriction is tranquil, or subcritical 
(flow depth is everywhere greater than critical depth). The backwater that 
occurs under critical depth conditions is referred to as "contraction backwater," 
whereas the backwater that occurs when sub critical flow exists in the 
constriction is called "resistance backwater." Contraction backwater is not 
affected by downstream conditions. The resistance backwater is primarily a 
function of the energy losses occurring in the flow expansion downstream from 
the constriction. 

Contraction backwater is the easiest case to analyze, since critical depth 
occurs in the constriction. Normally, supercritical flow conditions at a bridge 
would be avoided, be,cause a hydraulic jump would occur downstream from the 
bridge and the potential for considerable scouring of the river bed would exist, 
thereby possibly endangering the safety of the bridge if the abutment and/or 
pier foundations have been constructed in the river bed. 

The most common situation encountered at bridge constrictions is tranquil 
flow. Investigations in recent years regarding backwater at bridges have been 
concerned mostly with superimposing a constriction upon normal (uniform) 
flow occurring in an open channel. 

Kindsvater and Carter (1955) studied the hydraulics of bridge constric
tions in the laboratory at Georgia Institute of Technology using a horizontal 
steel flume 18 inches deep, 10 feet wide and 21 feet long. From laboratory 
investigations, a method of estimating the discharge through a contracted section 
was proposed. A combination of an energy equation and continuity equation 
(from Fig. 1) results in the discharge equation 

Q = CKbY3 Izg[(Y1 - Y3) - Ef + (X1Vl~/2g] ... (1) 

in which 

Q 
CK 
b 
YI 
Y3 
g 

(X1 Vl 
2 

2g 
E f 

= 
= 
= 
= 

= 

= .. 
= 

discharge in cfs; 
Kindsvater's discharge coefficient; 
width of the contracted opening; 
flow depth at section I; 
flow depth at section III; 
gravitational acceleration; 
weighted average velocity head in feet at section I, where V I is 
the average velocity at section I, and (XI is a coefficient which 
takes into account the variation in velocity in section I; and 
the head loss in feet due to friction between sections I and III. 

By the aid of dimensional analysis, the discharge coefficient is found to be 
a function of the following variables 
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CK = f[F, 

in which 

Q 

L 
b 

e , </> ; abutment type] .. (2) 

F 
bY3/gY3 

which is a Froude number 

................... (3) 

m = 1 - biB, which is called the contraction ratio; 
L = length equivalent to the contracted opening in the flow 

direction; 
e eccentricity of the opening; 

</> = skew angle of the abutment with respect to the flow. 

In case of an irregular, natural channel, the contraction ratio m can be evaluated 
from 

m = 1 - ~ ............ (4) 

in which Kb is the conveyance of that part of the approach channel which 
occupies an area of width b, and KB is the conveyance of the total section. 
Conveyance is defined in terms of the Manning formula as 

K = 1.49 AR2/ 3 ..... . ..... (5) 
n 

in which A is the area, R is the hydraulic radius, and n is the Manning's 
roughness factor. 

By ignoring the ratio Y3 Ib, in Eq. 2, which was shown by experiment to be 
insignificant, Kindsvater and Carter defined a standard condition such that F = 
0.5, e = 1, </>= 0° with the abutment type vertical-faced with square-edges. From 
the experimental data for the standard condition, a family of base curves 
showing the relationship between C K, m, and Lib was constructed (Fig. 3). If 
the discharge coefficient for the standard condition is designated as .c~, the 
value of ~ should be adjusted for the effects of F, e, ¢ and abutment type. 
Such an adjustment value of discharge coefficient can be substitutedinto Eq. 1 
for computing the discharge. A set of figures for the adjustment of C~ is given 
in Fig. 3 for a simple vertical board (type I) constriction. 

To apply this method for computing discharge, the stages of the flow in 
the vicinity of the constriction must be obtained from field measurements, in 
addition to such information as contractiori ratio and abutment geometry. This 
process of computing the discharge is opposite to the one of computing the 
maximum backwater. In the later case, the stages of the flow in the vicinity of 
the constriction are unknown, but the discharge, which is a design discharge for 
a certain flood frequency, is always given. In Eq. 1, if Q and b are known and if 
CKcan be estimated, the remainder of the terms which represent the flow stages 
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wingwalls or chamfers; (e) variation of discharge coefficient with 
length of 60° wingwalls; (f) variation of discharge coefficient with 
length of 30° wingwalls; (g) variation of discharge coefficient with 
angularity. (Taken from Kindsvater, Carter, and Tracy, 1953.) 

can be expressed as a function of the discharge and the discharge coefficient. 
Thus, a laboratory investigation intended for determining the discharge 
characteristics for an open-channel constriction can be adopted to determine the 
maximum backwater as well, or vice versa (Liu, Bradley, and Plate, 1957). 

By extending the investigation of Kindsvater and Carter (1955), Tracy and 
Carter (1955) developed a method for computing the maximum backwater. The 
maximum backwater, y 1 * measured upstream from the constriction inlet at a 
distance, b, can be divided by 6y, which is the difference in water surface 
elevation between section I and section III for the constricted channel as shown 
in Fig. 1. The ratio Yl */ Dy, according to Tracy and Carter, has been shown by 
laboratory data to be a function primarily of the percentage of channel 
contraction. The influences of bed roughness and constriction geometry are 
secondary. Variables characteristic of the flow, such as the Froude number, 
depth, and constriction length are largely unimportant in their effect on this 
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ratio. The variation of the dimensionless backwater ratio, [y 1 */ L'ly hase, with the 
contraction ratio m, and the Manning's roughness factor n, is shown in Fig. 4, in 
which [y 1 * / L'ly I base is the ratio y 1 * / L'ly for a channel having a vertical-faced 
constriction with square-edged abutments (simple vertical board model). 

Letting 

K 
c * [Y1 /llh]b 

........ (6) 

ase 

in which Yl */L'ly is for any type of abutments, it was found that K varies with 
c 

the contraction ratio and the ratio of existing discharge coefficient CK to the 
discharge coefficient C~ for the base condition (Fig. 4). The discharge 
coefficient CK is Kindsvater's discharge coefficient which was mentioned 
previously. 

Tracy and Carter claimed that the quantity L'I y can be computed from 

V 2 
1 + E 

<l1 2g f L'ly = ... (7) 

In application, Yl */L'ly is selected from Fig. 4. The ratio y J*/L'ly is then 
adjusted for a constriction-geometry effect by the factor Kc obtained from Fig. 
S; The adjusted ratio y 1 */ L'ly may be multiplied by L'I Y to yield the value of y 1 *. 

The data used by Tracy and Carter were obtained in a channel having a 
level bottom. The difficulty of using the data from a level channel is the lack of 
standards representing the unobstructed flow conditions, because in a given 
channel the velocity, the depth, and the energy gradient of the unobstructed 
flow vary from section to section for a given discharge (which means that the 
flow is nonuniform). According to Liu, Bradley, and Plate (1957) such standards 
are in general essential for both theoretical and laboratory investigation. 

Thus, Liu, Bradley, and Plate at Colorado State University undertook 
hydraulic studies of model bridge constrictions in tilting flumes having widths of 
4 feet and 7.9 feet. For most of the experiments, the model was placed in the 
flume after uniform flow had been established. Limited studies of the abnormal 
stage-discharge condition were conducted. In addition to studying various 
geometries of bridge models, the roughness of the flume bed was varied in order 
to establish the effects of roughness upon backwater. 

Liu, Bradley, and Plate (1957) used a combination of the continuity and 
energy equations to arrive at a general equation for the maximum backwater. 

[ : : ] 3 = t F / [::2] -1 . . . . . . (8) 
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The coefficient,¢ , serves a three-fold purpose: 

1. The coefficient corrects for nonuniform velocity distribut ion at 
sections I and II (Fig. I), as well as nonhydrostatic pressure 
distribution at section II. 

2. The coefficient corrects for the deviation of the actual flow 
conditions from critical depth (free flow) conditions at the 
contraction inlet. 

3. The coefficient corrects for certain approximations due to neglecting 
terms of higher order in the derivation of Eq. 8, which is only 
important when M > 0.8. 

The variation of¢with the uniform flow Froude number, Fn , and the 
opening ratio, M, is shown in Fig. 6 for the vertical board (VB) model studied by 
Liu, Bradley, and Plate (1957). The coefficient, ¢, approaches unity for all 
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Figure 6. Variation of correction factor, CP, with normal flow Froude number, 
Fn , and opening ratio, M, for vertical board model. (Taken from Liu, 
Bradley,and Plate, 1957.) 

values of M when Fn approaches unity, whereascp approaches infinity for all 
values of M as F n approaches zero. From a plot of actual data for the vertical 
board model (Fig. 7), along with a dimensional analysis of the backwater 
phenomena, an empirical backwater equation was developed. 

[ ~'J 3 4.48 F 2 [~ - t (2.5 - M) '1 + 1 .. (9) 
Y n M -n . . 

By combining Eqs. 8 and 9, the relationship forcpcan be obtained. 

cp = 1.33 [1 - ~ M2 (2 - M - _1_)J . 
3 3F 2 

. . . . (10) 

n 

Biery and Delleur (1962) investigated the backwater due to single span 
arch bridge constrictions. They compared the results of their hydraulic tests with 
the data collected at Colorado State University for the vertical board model. A 
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Figure 7. Comparison of experimental data with empirical backwater equation 
for vertical board model. (Taken from Liu, Bradley, and Plate, 1957.) 

comparison of backwater data for various bridge geometries is shown in Fig. 8. A 
generalized empirical equation for the backwater ratio can be written as 

Y1 [F 2/3J 3.39 
Y n = 1 + 0.4 7 (M~) . . . . . . (11) 

where M 'is the channel opening ratio, which is biB for rectangular constric
tions, but is a function of flow depth for arch bridges. 

Design Procedure 

Bradley (1960) compiled the results of the Colorado State University 
studies (Liu, Bradley, and Plate, 1957) into a design manual on "Hydraulics of 
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Bridge Waterways." The general equation used for computing the backwater is 

2 
'A2)21V2 - ( -.!l...- -21- .. (12) 

\ A1 _.tog 

where K* is the total backwater coefficient, A n2 is ~he cross-sectional flow area 
in the constriction at normal stage (An2 = by n for rectangular constrictions), 
and V n2 = Q/ A n2' As a first approximation of the backwater, y 1 * , the first term 
in Eq. 12 is used. 

* * V 2 
Y1 K ~g""""" .(13) 

After the first approximation of Yi * has been computed from Eq. 13, the value 
of Ai (which will also be approximate) can be computed. Then, a second 
approximation of y 1 * can be computed using Eq. 12. By trial and error, the 
backwater can be evaluated. The total backwater coefficient is the sum of the 
base coefficient, Kb, which is obtained from Fig. 9 for wingwall abutments; the 
incremental backwater coefficient for piers, lK p' which is obtained from Fig. 
10; the incremental backwater coefficient for eccentricitY,.6K e' which is 
obtained from Fig. 11; and the incremental backwater coefficient for skew, .6K s ' 

which is shown in Fig. 12 for wingwall abutments. Thus, the expression for K* 
becomes 

.c 
:l<: 1.0 

* K + L'lK 
P 

+ L'lK + L'lK 
e s 

. . . . . . . (14) 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~~ 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 o.S 0.9 1.0 

M 

Figure 9. Base backwater coefficient curves for wingwall abutments. (Taken 
from Bradley, 1960.) 
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Abnormal Stage-Discharge Condition 

A design procedure for determining the backwater at bridge constrictions 
when abnormal stage-discharge conditions exist in the main channel has been 
developed by Liu, Bradley, and Plate (1957). This same design procedure has 
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Figure 11. Incremental backwater coefficient for eccentricity. (Taken from 
Bradley, 1960.) 

also been utilized in the design manual compiled by Bradley (1960). A definition 
sketch for the abnormal stage-discharge condition is shown in Fig. 13. The 
abnormal stage used in the design procedure is the depth of flow, y N that would 
occur in the river channel at section II prior to construction of the bridge. The 
subscript A has been used in the analysis to signify the abnormal condition. 

The equation used to compute the maximum backwater at section I under 
abnormal stage is 

.... (15) 

in which v 2A= Q/A2A and A 2Ais the cross-sectional flow area in the 
constriction for abnormal stage (A 2A = by Afor rectangular bridge constrictions). 
In order to determine the total backwater coefficient, K *, Eq. 14 is used in 
conjunction with Figs. 9, 10, 11, and 12. Because the solution for backwater 
under abnormal stage conditions is only a rough approximation, the terms 
involving the difference in kinetic energy between sections I and IV used in Eq. 
12 have been omitted from Eq. 15. 
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SUBCRITICAL FLOW ANALYSIS 

Techniques for analyzing subcritical flow at side const rict·ions (e.g. flow 
measuring flumes) and overflow structures (e.g. weirs) have been reported by 
Skogerboe and Hyatt (1967a, 1967b). Discharge ratings for either flumes or 
weirs have been developed for both free flow and submerged flow. The 
distinguishing difference between the two flow conditions is the occurrence of 
critical depth, usually near the weir crest or inlet to the flume throat. When free 
flow conditions exist, the flow is subcritical upstream from the constriction 
(depth of flow greater than critical depth) whereas in the constriction the flow is 
supercritical (depth of flow less than critical depth). With supercritical flow 
occurring in the constriction, a change in flow depth downstream from the 
constriction will not change the depth of flow upstream from the constriction. 
This critical flow control requires only the measurement of a flow depth at some 
location upstream from the section having critical depth in order to determine 
the discharge. 

Submerged (subcritical) flow conditions exist when the downstream, or 
tailwater, depth is raised to such a level that the flow depths at every point 
through the constriction become greater than critical depth. Under submerged 
flow conditions, a change in the tailwater depth also affects the upstream depth. 
Thus, a discharge rating for the constriction requires that two flow depths be 
measured, one upstream and one downstream from the constriction. 

The condition at which the flow changes from free flow to submerged 
flow is a transition state that is unstable. The value of submergence, S (where 
submergence is defined as the ratio of a downstream flow depth divided by an 
upstream flow depth usually expressed as a percentage) at which this condition 
occurs is referred to as the transition submergence, St. This change from 
supercritical flow in the constriction to subcritical flow signifies that the Froude 
number is equal to 1 at a single flow cross section (the cross section at which 
critical depth occurs), and for every other cross section upstream the Froude 
number is less than 1 (sub critical flow). At the transition from free flow to 
submerged flow, the discharge equations for the two flow conditions should give 
the same flow. Consequently, if the discharge equations are known, the 
transition submergence can be obtained by setting the free flow and submerged 
flow equations equal to one another. 

Free flow, submerged flow, and the transition submergence are illustrated 
in Fig. 14 for a simple side constriction. Water surface profile a represents free 
flow conditions, whereas profile b illustrates the transition submergence 
condition, and water surface profiles c and d portray submerged flow. Profile a 
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Figure 14. Illustration of free flow (a,b) and submerged flow (c,d) in a 
ennstriction. 

represents a low submergence resulting in a jetting action at the constriction 
outlet. Profile b represents the transition from free flow to submerged flow, and 
the difference between profiles a and b illustrates the wide range of tailwater 
depths that still result in critical-depth flow in the constriction. Water surface 
profiles c and d represent submerged flow conditions with profile c having a 
value of submergence slightly greater than the transition submergence (profile 
b), whereas profile d illustrates an even higher degree of submergence. Of 
particular importance is the change in upstream flow depth under sub critical 
conditions. 

The free flow discharge equation can be written as 
n 1 

Q = Cy ........ (16) 
u 

in which y ~ is a flow depth upstream from the constriction, C is the free flow 
coefficient, and n I is an exponent primarily dependent upon the constriction 
geometry (e.g. n I is approximately equal to 3/2 for rectangular constrictions). 
The above equation will plot as a straight line on logarithmic paper. 

The submerged flow discharge equation (Skogerboe, Hyatt, and Eggleston, 
1967 ) can be written as 

Q = ....... (17) 

[- (log S + 

in which y d is a flow depth downstream from the constriction, S is the 
submergence (S = y ct/y u)' C I and C 2 are coefficients, and n 2 is the submergence 
exponent. Usually, C 2 is very small and can be taken as zero. The exponent 
n2 varies between 1 and 3/2 for rectangular constrictions (n2 approaches 1 for 
fully constricted (M approaches 0) channels and n 2 approaches 3/2 for channels 
having no constriction). The submerged flow equation can be plotted as a family 
of straight lines on logarithmic paper, where Q is the ordinate, y u - Y d is the 
abscissa, and each straight line represents a particular value of the submergence, 
S. A typical submerged flow plot (y I upstream flow depth and y 4 downstream 
flow depth) is shown in Fig. 15. The line in Fig. 15, which represents the free 
flow equation, corresponds to the transition submergence, St. 
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Figure 15. Typical example of submerged flow and free flow rating curves for a 
constriction. (Taken from Skogerboe and Hyatt, 1967a.) 

The technique shown above for analyzing submerged flow at open channel 
constrictions can be modified in order to analyze energy losses due to 
constrictions. This is accomplished by substituting E uand Ed for y u and y din 
Eqs. 16 and 17, where Eu and Ed are the specific energies at locations upstream 
and downstream from the constriction. Thus, the abscissa of a submerged flow 
plot would become E u - E d' which is the energy loss, or head loss, h L' A typical 
family of discharge-energy loss curves for a constriction is shown in Fig. 16. 
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Figure 16. Typical discharge-energy loss curves for a constriction under sub
critical flow conditions, 
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In designing a constriction to be placed in an open channel which will be 
used as a flow measuring device, the hydraulic engineer would prefer to constrict 
the channel sufficiently to insure free flow throughout the entire range of 
expected discharges. In designing a bridge constriction, the hydraulic engineer 
prefers to limit the amount of channel constriction in order to avoid having 
supercritical flow in the constriction, which would result in an increased scour 
potential at the bridge. 

If a river channel is sufficiently constricted by the bridge abutments, 
critical depth will occur in the constriction, thereby resulting in free flow 
conditions and the backwater will be called "contraction backwater." The 
amount of river constriction caused by the construction of a bridge can be 
limited to insure subcritical flow through the bridged waterway. For subcritical 
flow, two flow conditions are described in the literature. The most common 
sub critical flow condition referred to in the literature regarding bridge 
constrictions is the "resistance backwater," wherein a unique stage-discharge 
relation exists for the constriction. The "abnormal stage-discharge condition" 
referred to in the literature is comparable to the usual submerged flow condition 
encountered with flow measuring devices. In fact, the "resistance backwater" 
condition is a special case of the "abnormal stage-discharge condition." For this 
abnormal condition, a unique stage- discharge rating does not exist except in the 
limiting case. Instead, a stage-fall-discharge rating, or a submerged flow rating, 
must be developed for the constriction in order to evaluate the discharge. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

As mentioned earlier, the intent of this research effort was to develop a 
method of backwater analysis for bridge constrictions when abnormal stage
discharge conditions exist. Basically, the technique to be developed will 
incorporate the sub critical flow analysis previously developed at Utah State 
University (Skogerboe and Hyatt, 1967a, I 967b) for flow measuring flumes and 
weirs. In order to compute the backwater caused by bridge constrictions, an 
analysis of flow resistance will be necessary for the main channel without a 
constriction under both uniform and nonuniform flow conditions. 

Since the investigations at Colorado State University (Liu, Bradley, and 
Plate, 1957) regarding backwater due to bridge constrictions represent the most 
recent and extensive analysis available, it was decided that certain portions of 
their studies should be duplicated. Then, the investigations and analysis of 
abnormal stage-discharge conditions could be added. By using some of the same 
bridge constriction models studied by Colorado State University, there was the 
advantage of possibly being able to project the backwater analysis developed 
from a few bridge constriction geometries under abnormal stage-discharge 
conditions to all of the bridge geometries investigated by Liu, Bradley, and Plate 
(1957). In addition, it was necessary to duplicate, the same roughness pattern 
placed on the flume bed. 

A tilting flume is necessary in order to evaluate backwater under uniform 
flow conditions. After placing the roughness pattern used in these studies, the 
tilting flume could be placed at a particular slope and uniform flow established 
for a series of discharge values. This procedure could be accomplished for a 
number of bed slopes. The flow resistance analysis reported by Overton (1967) 
could be incorporated in developing the relationship between discharge, Q, and 
normal flow depth, y n. 

In order to evaluate backwater due to bridge constrictions under abnormal 
stage-discharge conditions, it becomes necessary to develop the nonuniform flow 
relationship for the tilting flume without any constriction (zero constriction 
case). This can be accomplished by using a constant discharge, but varying the 
tailgate and consequently, increasing the depth of flow. This procedure can be 
repeated for a series of discharge values. Also, dats'-can be collected for a number 
of bed slopes. In all cases under this investigation, the nonuniform flow depth is 
greater than the normal flow depth. Thus, all of the water surface profiles for 
nonuniform flow are M 1 backwater curves. 

The bridge constrictions selected for study were the vertical board, which 
is frequently referred to as a simple normal crossing by Liu, Bradley, and Plate 
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(1957), and 60° wingwall abutments. For each constriction geometry, the width 
of opening was varied to give opening ratios, M (M = biB for rectangular 
constrictions where b is the constriction width and B is the channel width), of 
approximately 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4. Consequently, 6 constrictions would be 
studied--3 vertical board bridge models and 3 60° wingwall bridge models. In 
each case, both free flow and submerged flow ratings would be developed for the 
same series of bed slopes, S b' used' in developing uniform and nonuniform flow 
relationships for the tilting flume without a constriction (zero constriction case). 

A comparison of the free flow rating for a constriction with uniform flow 
conditions in the main channel yields the "contraction backwater," whereas-a 
'comparison of the submerged flow rating with uniform flow would be called the 
"resistance backwater." Whenever the backwater is computed using nonuniform 
flow conditions as a base, the term "abnormal stage-discharge backwater" would 
be used, but it should be remembered that either free flow or submerged flow 
conditions could exist at the constriction. Therefore, the backwater analysis 
would be expected to be different depending upon whether or not free flow or 
submerged flow occurred at the bridge. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 

Physical Layout 

The experimental tilting flume used for studying the applicat ion of 
subcritical flow techniques to backwater analysis at bridge constrictions is shown 
in Fig. 17 . The flume is located in the Utah Water Research Laboratory at Utah 
State University. Detail regarding the layout and operation of the flume is shown 
in Fig. 18. 

Figure 17. Experimental tilting flume. 
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The water supply for the laboratory is obtained from a small dam and 
reservoir located on the Logan River a short distance upstream. The water is 
conveyed from the reservoir to the laboratory through a 48-inch pipeline . 
Branches from this main pipeline convey water to the headbox of the tilting 
flume. The amount of discharge entering the head box is controlled by a gate 
valve (Fig. 18). 

The geometry of the headbox, along with the baffle arrangement in the 
headbox, insures that the flow pattern will be established in a short distance 
downstream from the flume inlet. The tilting flume is 24 feet long, 3.02 feet 
wide, and approximately 2.5 feet deep. The depth of flow in the flume can be 
controlled by an overflow tailgate located at the flume exit. The tailgate, which 
is shown in Fig. 19, is operated manually by a threaded rod connected to' the 
gate. 

Figure 19. Overflow tailgate used at tilting flume outlet. 
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The water passing over the tailgate drops into a concrete channel recessed 
in the laboratory floor (Fig. 18). The concrete channel conveys the water to the 
weighing tanks. The water is then discharged from the weighing tanks and is 
conveyed back to the Logan River. 

The bed slope of the flume can be adjusted by means of the scissor jack 
arrangement shown in Fig. 18. The upstream end of the tilting flume pivots, 
while the downstream end of the flume is raised or lowered by the electric 
motor operation of the jack. 

An artificial roughness was installed on the flume floor which was similar 
to the roughness used by Liu, Bradley, and Plate (1957). The roughness pattern 
was constructed from 1/4 inch diameter smooth rod. The roughness pattern, 
which is shown in Fig. 20, has a 6 inch longitudinal spacing and a 9 inch 
transverse (perpendicular to the direction of flow) spacing. The longitudinal rods 
rest directly on the flume floor. Consequently, the top of the transverse bar is 
1/2 inch above the flume bottom. The roughness pattern was welded on the 
downstream side of each joint and anchored to the flume bottom by bolting 
small straps of metal over the rods. 

Figure 20. Roughness pattern used in tilting flumes. 
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Instrumentation 

The data collected during the studies reported herein consisted of the bed 
slope, flow depths along the flume length , channel width, bridge constriction 
shape (whether vertical board or 6Qowingwall), constriction width , and 
discharge. 

By taking into account the flume length, a vertical scale could be located 
at the downstream end of the flume which indicated the bed slope. The slope 
scale was particularly useful since fixed values of bed slope were used in 
conducting the experiments . The predetermined bed slopes of 0.0012 , 0.0020, 
0.0032, and 0 .0050 could be quickly set using this method. 

The measurement of flow depths along the flume length required a 
considerable amount of effort. The tilting flume is equipped with brass rods 
located along the top of each flume wall, which serve as rail s for the instrument 
carriage shown in Fig. 21. The carriage is equipped with three point gages which 
are located at the 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 points across the flume width . In order to 
establish water surface profiles, flow depth measurements were collected every:2 
feet along the 24-foot length of the flume . At each cross section, all three point 
gages were used to measure both the flume bottom and water surface , except 
when a bridge constriction prevented the use of the two outside point gages. 
When a constriction was located in the flume, up to six additional flow depth 
measurements were collected depending upon the amollnt of data needed to 
describe the water surface profile in the immediate vicinity of the constriction . 
The cross-sections where flow depth measurements were collected , as well as the 
location of the six model bridge constrictions, are shown in Fig . 22 . 

Figure 21. Instrument carriage for tilting flume. 
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In constructing the vertical board and 60 0 wingwall model bridges, an 
attempt was made to have opening ratios of 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4. After constriction 
was placed in the tilting flumes, the width was carefully measured throughout 
the height of the constriction. In each case, the opening ratio differed slightly 
from the desired values. 

As previously indicated, the discharge was measured by means of weighing 
tanks. The weighing tanks are operated automatically and the water can be 
continually switched from one tank to the other. The flow rate was measured 
several times during each run. 

location of bridge constriction 
\ (front faceO station 13.17 

Q 
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Figure 22. Location of constrictions in tilting flume and cross-sections where 
flow depths were measured. 
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CHANNEL FLOW RESISTANCE 

Uniform Flow 

Overton (1967) has used data collected by Ragan (1965) to illustrate a 
technique for flow resistance analysis. The data reported by Ragan were 
obtained using a flume 72 feet long and 8 inches square constructed of sheet 
aluminum and artificially roughened with 114 inch angle aluminum cemented to 
the sides and bottom of the flume at 1·foot intervals. The slope of the flume was 
0.2 percent for all seven steady uniform flow runs. 

The Chezy equation can be written as 

Q = C A (RS )1/2 ............. (\8) 
e 

where C is the Chezy resistance coefficient, A is the cross-sectional area of flow, 
R is the hydraulic radius, and Se is the slope of the energy line (which is equal to 
the bed slope for uniform floW). The Darcy-Weisbach equation can be written as 

Q = A (8gRS If) 1 /2 ............ (\9) 
e 

where f is the Darcy-Weisbach resistance coefficient. Thus, the Chezy and 
Darcy-Weisbach resistance coefficients can be related by the equation 

1/2 C = (8g/f) .......... . .(20) 

If the discharge is plotted against A(RS e) ,/, or A(8gRS J v, , a linear 
relationship should result where the slope is equal to C or (I If) ,/, , respectively. 
The discharge has been plotted against A(8gRSe) '/, in Fig. 23 using the data 
collected by Ragan (1965). A linear regression was performed on these data by 
Overton (1967) and the following equation was obtained. 

Q = 2.67 A(8gRS ) 1/2 - 0.0075 ....... (21) 
e 

As shown in Fig. 23, the regression line did not intersect the origin. 
Instead, a negative regression intercept of 0.0075 resulted. The existence of this 
intercept suggests that a diminished cross-sectional flow area, obtained by 
referencing flow depths to some statistically determined height above the flume 
floor, would shift the line through the origin. This height or roughness parameter 
may be viewed as a forcing function to affect the proportionality in the Chezy 
and Darcy-Weisbach flow resistance formulas (Overton, 1967). The roughness 
parameter is apparently related to roughness length in a manner similar to the 
Karman-Prandtllogarithmic velocity profile intercept (Overton, 1967). 
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Figure 23. Plot of discharge against A(8gRSe ) y, for data collected by Ragan 
(1965). (Taken from Overton, 1967.) 

By introducing a roughness parameter, y s' which becomes a correction to 
the effective flow depth, the effective flow area, A r, and effective hydraulic 
radius, R r, become 

A r = B (y - Y ) . . . . . . . . . . . . (22) 
s 

B (y - Y ) 
R' = _____ ~--~s~.--

B + 2 (y - y ) 
S 

......... (23) 

where B is the channel width and y is the flow depth under uniform flow 
conditions measured from the channel bed to the water surface. Using an 
iterative procedure for the Ragan data, Overton (1967) determined that the 
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roughness parameter was equal to 0.030 feet and the flow resistance equation 
becomes 

Q = 2.84 AI (8gRI S ) 1/2 ......... (24) 
e 

Using the calculated value of the roughness parameter (y s = 0.030 feet) in Eqs. 
22 and 23, which are then inserted into Eq. 24, a constant resistance coefficient 
resulted as shown in Fig. 24. The calculated roughness parameter was of the 
same order of magnitude as the height of the roughness elements in the flume, 
since the 1/4 inch aluminum roughness elements were 0.0208 feet high and 
y s was 0.030 feet. 

The flow resistance technique portrayed in Figs. 23 and 24 was utilized in 
analyzing the uniform flow data collected in the tilting flume. Plots were 

0..15 r----,-------,------,.----,-----..,.------, 

a 

Ragan Flurne 

0 

0..10. 
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" Figure 24. Plot of discharge against A (8gR' Se ) 1/2 for a roughness parameter of 
0.030 feet. (Taken from Overton, 1967.) 
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prepared for each of the four slopes used as a part of this study, namely 0.0012, 
0.0020, 0.0032, and 0.0050 (Fig. 25). From a composite of these four plots, the 
roughness parameter, y s' was determined to be 0.030 feet and the Chezy 
resistance coefficient was 68. Similar plots were prepared using Manning's 
equation. Interestingly, the roughness parameter was still 0.030 feet. For the 
range of discharges and flow depths used in this study, the Manning roughness 
coefficient, n, is about 0.019. The total height of the roughness pattern used in 
this study was 0.041 feet (two I-inch diameter rods). Thus, the effective bed 
level is below the top of the roughness pattern. 

After studying the water surface profiles with the bridge constrictions 
jp place, it was determined that the flow depths measured at station 6 (which is 
6 feet downstream from the tilting flume inlet) could be ·used to represent 

Q 
Q 

t OIC.L...L-_________ _ 

0-
A' .JFTS; Ii. JFTS; 

(0) Sb=00012 (b) Sb=0.0020 

Q 

A'JR'Se 

(e) Sb = 0.0032 (d) Sb= 0.0050 

Figure 25. Plots of discharge against Jl. (R' Se)'h for tilting flume. 
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section I (Fig. 1), while the flow depths measured at station 18 could represent 
section IV (Fig. 1). Then, setting the datum as the effective bed level at section 
IV, as shown in Fig. 26, the energy at section IV becomes 

E4 = Y4 + V//2g ........ (25) 

while the energy at section I is 

2 E1 = 12Sb + Y1 + V1 /2g· ......... (26) 

__ / Effective Bed Level 

Datum --;.------ez 
:::---::0/3--:-:; 
~ 

DETAIL A 

Datum 

12' 

Figure 26. Definition sketch for datum in tilting flume. 

Nonuniform Flow 

The nonuniform flow data used in this study were obtained immediately 
following the establishment of uniform flow. For a fixed bed slope and constant 
discharge, the overflow tailgate at the exit of the tilting flume (Fig. 19) was 
adjusted until uniform flow existed in the flume. Then, the tailgate would be 
raised slightly, thereby increasing the flow depth and creating an Ml backwater 
curve. When the flow had again become steady, the flow depths along the flume 
length would be measured. Then, the tailgate would be raised again, and again, 
until a number of sets of data had been collected. This procedure was followed 
for each discharge and each bed slope used in this study. 
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If a bridge constriction had been pla,ced in the channel, and the above 
procedure followed, submerged (sub critical) flow ratings for the constriction 
could have been developed from the data, which would have been similar to the 
ratings shown in Fig. 15 or 16. Nonuniform flow in an open channel (such as the 
tilting flume) witllOut a constriction is a limiting case, which could be termed 
the "zero constriction case." An important question, then, is whether or not the 
sub critical flow analysis used in developing ratings for constrictions would still 
be valid for the special "zero constriction case." As shown in Fig. 27, the data 
do plot in straight lines and form the family of E4/El' lines which show that the 
sub critical flow analysis applies to nonuniform flow in open channels. 

The data have been plotted in Fig. 27 using the energy at sections I and 
IV, rather than the flow depths. As mentioned earlier, this substitution has been 
shown to be valid (Skogerboe and Hyatt, 1966). When using energy, the 
submerged flow discharge equation (Eq. 17) becomes 

n 
C1(E1 - E4) 1 

....... (27) Q = 

where Er is the energy ratio E4/E 1. Recognizing that the difference in energy is 
equal to the energy loss (head loss, hJ, and assuming C 2 is zero, Eq. 27 can be 
rewritten 

Q = 
n z 

(-log E ) 
r 

..... (28) .. 

The discharge equation describing nonuniform flow in the tilting flume 
can be developed from Fig. 27 by plotting the discharge intercept at an energy 
loss of 1.0 for each line of constant energy ratio. Defining the discharge 
intercept at hL = 1.0 as denoting -this with the following symbol, Qh - 1 and 
recognizing that h~1 is equal to one, when hL is one, Eq. 28 can be reauced to 

C1 
n z ....... (29) 

(-log E ) 
r 

By plotting Q~ = 1 against -log E r on logarithmic paper, a linear relationship 
will result where C 1 is the value of Q hL =1 at -log Er = I and n2 is the slope of 
the straight line. This relationship for the tilting flume is shown in Fig. 28. The 
discharge equation for nonuniform flow in the tilting flume having the roughness 
pattern shown in Fig. 20 is 

......... (30) 
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Figure 28. Energy ratio distribution for nonuniform flow in tilting flume. 

The exponent n 1 = 2 in Eq. 30 is the slope of the lines of constant energy 
ratio in Fig. 27. For a rectangular open channel constriction, the expected value 
of n 1 is 3/2. The discharge in an open channel without a constriction is a . 
function of the square root of the energy slope, which is (E1 - E4f' . 
Therefore, for nonuniform flow in a rectangular open channel, the expected 
value of n 1 = 2,3/2 + 1/2. 

The sub critical flow exponent in Eq. 30 is n 2 = 3/2. Theoretically, the 
expected value of n 2 for zero constriction is 3/2 as shown in Fig. 29. 
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DISCHARGE AT BRIDGE CONSTRICTIONS 

In order to evaluate the backwater due to bridge constrictions, it is 
necessary to determine the discharge rating, both free flow an.d submerged flow, 
for various bridge geometries. For this study, three simple vertical board models 
and thr~e 60° wingwall abutment models were selected. 

The free flow ratings for the vertical board constrict ion are shown in Fig. 
30. The free flow equations are: 

for M = 0.245, Q 2.03E13/2 ..... (31) 

for M 0.497, Q 4. 13E1 3/2 . . . . (32) 

for M = 0.733, Q = 6.08E1
3/2 ..... (33) 

A general free flow discharge equation can be written as 

Q = 2.74 bE 1
3/2 . . . . . ... (34) 

Although Eq. 34 is a general equation describing free flow (critical-depth flow) 
for the vertical board constrictions used in this study, it is recognized that the 
free flow coefficient would not be correct for prototype bridges due to scale 
effects. Also, Eq. 34 was developed for opening ratios between 1/4 and 3/4. 
Because it approaches the case of no constriction (M = I) considerable error 
could be expected in projecting Eq. 34 for opening ratios larger than 3/4. 

For the 60° wingwall abutment models, the free flow ratings are shown in 
Fig. 31. The free flow equations are: 

for M 0.252, Q = 2.25E1
3/2 .(35) 

for M = 0.502, Q 4.45E 1
3/2 . (36) 

for M = 0.738, Q = 6.50E1
3/2 .(37) 

A more general free flow discharge equation can be written as 

Q = 2.97 bE1
3/2 . .... . . . . . . (38) 
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The submerged flow ratings for the three vertical board bridge models are 
shown in Figs. 32,33, and 34. From these ratings, the intercepts for each line of 
constant energy ratio at h L = 1.0 are plotted as the ordinate in Fig. 35 against 
-log Er . From the straight-line relationships in Fig. 35, and knowing from the 
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Figure 30. Free flow ratings for vertical board models. 
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free flow ratings (Fig. 30) that n I is 3/2, the submerged flow discharge equations 
are: 

for M = 0.245, 

fo.r M 0.497, Q 

for M = 0.733, Q = 

1.64(E1 - E4)3/2 

(-log E ) 1.05 
r 

3.33(E1 - E4)3/2 

(-log E ) 1 • 09 
r 

4.91(E1 - E4)3/2 

(-log E ) 1.16 
r 

53 

· ... (39) 

· ... (40) 

· . . . (41) 



A more general submerged flow discharge equation for the vertical board models 
can be written as 

Q = 

2.22 b (E1 - E4)3/2 

(-log E )n2 
r 

....... (42) 

where n 2 is obtained from Fig. 36. By setting the free flow equations equal to 
the submerged flow equations, the transition energy ratio, Ert , can be 
determined by trial and error. For example, the transition energy ratio for an 
opening ratio of 0.245 would be computed by setting Eq. 31 equal to Eq. 39. 
Following this procedure, the transition energy ratios are 0.575,0.717, and 
0.860 for opening ratios of 0.245,0.497, and 0.733, respectively. 
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Figure 36. Variation of submerged flow exponent with opening ratio for vertical 
board and 60° wingwall abutment bridge models. 

For the 60° wingwall abutment bridge models, the submerged flow ratings 
are shown in Figs. 37, 38, and 39. From these ratings, the intercept at h L = 1.0 
for each line of constant energy ratio has been plotted against -log Erin Fig. 40. 
The lines of constant energy ratio in Figs. 37, 38, and 39 have been drawn at a 
slope of 3/2, which corresponds with the value of the free flow exponent. From 
the straight-line relationships in Fig. 40, the submerged flow discharge equations 
become: 

for M = 0.252, Q = ... (43) 
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3.66 (E1 - E4)3/2 
for M = 0.502, Q = 1 09 .. (44) 

(-log E ) • 
r 

5.39 (E1 - E4)3/2 
f M 0 738 Q = .. (45) 
or = • , 1 16 

(-log E ) • 
r 

Of particular importance in the above equation is that the submerged flow 
exponents are compatible to the values in Eqs. 39, 40, and 41. Thus, the 

10 

II 
oJ 

.c. 
o Vertical Board Constrictions 

10 
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0.004 0.0 I. 0.1 1.0 
- log Er 

Figure 40. Distribution of const!lnt energy ratio for three 60° wingwall abut
ment bridge models. 
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variation of the submerged flow exponent with opening ratio shown in Fig. 36 is 
valid for both the vertical board and 60 () wingwall abutment bridge models. A 
more general submerged flow discharge equation for the 60 {) wingwall abutment 
bridge models can be written as 

2.42 b (E 1 - E4)3/2 
Q = n 2 

(-log E ) 
r 

....... (46) 

where n 2 is obtained from Fig. 36.' By setting the free flow equation for each 
bridge model equal to the submerged flow equation for the same model, the 
transition energy ratios, E rt' are 0.616, 0.741, and 0.871 for opening ratios of 
0.252,0.502, and 0.738, respectively. 
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BACKWATER ANALYSIS 

Now that the groundwork has been laid in the previous, chapters, it is 
possible to discuss the various flow conditions under which backwater can occur, 
along with the technique for analyzing or computing the backwater for each 
flow condition. The base from which the backwater is computed is the depth of 
flow in the river channel prior to- placement of the bridge constriction. Now, 
either uniform flow or nonuniform flow conditions could have existed in the 
river channel prior to construction- of the hridge. After placement of the 
constriction, either free flow or submerged flow can occur in the constriction. 
Thus, there are two flow conditions that could have been encountered in the 
river channel, along with two different flow conditions at the co nstrictlon, 
thereby resulting in four possible combinations for which the backwater analysis 
would be different fm each combination. 

In the paragraphs that follow, the backwater analysis will be described 
using flow depths. The nonuniform channel resistance, along with the free flow 
and submerged flow ratings, have been reported herein using the energy above a 
particular datum for each flow cross-section. The descriptions of backwater 
analysis that follow could just as well have incorporated the energy at sections I 
and IV (Fig. i) instead of the flow depths at these sections. 

Uniform Flow and Free Flow 

The simplest case would involve uniform flow in the river channel prior to 
construction of the bridge and with critical depth occurring in the constriction. 
Either Manning's or Chezy's equation would be used to compute normal flow 
depth, Yn' for the design discharge. The primary difficulty in using either of 
these equations is selecting a resistance coefficient. If the free flow rating for the 
bridge constriction is known, then the upstream flow depth, y l' can be 
computed directly for the design discharge. The backwater is then the difference 
between y 1 and y n .. 

Uniform Flow and Submerged Flow 

With uniform flow existing in the river channel before constriction of the 
bridge, ,but with submerged flow occurring at the constriction, the backwater 
must be cn,mputed by a trial and error procedure. Again, the normal flow depth, 
y n' can be computed from either Manning's or Chezy's equation. Now, in order 
to compute the flow depth upstream from the bridge constriction, the normal 
flow depth is ~ubstituted for the downstream flow depth, y 4. Entering the 
submerged flow rating curves along the ordinate for the design discharge, there is 
only one unique' point for which the change in water surface elevation, y 1 - Y 4' 

and the submergence, y 4/Yl ' will yield the normal flow depth, y n' which is also 
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the value of y I. This unique point would have to be found by trial and error. 
Once this point is found, the value of y I can be computed and the backwater 
will be y I "y n· For this particular case, abscissa of the submerged flow rating, 
YI" y , is also the backwater, Yl*. When the change in energy, EI " E4' is 
plotted, the abscissa is also the energy backwater, E 1*. The backwater analysis 
could be accomplished on a computer by using the submerged flow discharge 
equation. Values of y I would have to be assumed and the correct value of 
y 1 would be arrived at by an iterative procedure. 

When nonuniform flow conditions occur in the river channel prior to 
construction of the bridge, two techniques are available for arriving at the flow 
depths upstream and downstream from the proposed bridge site. The common 
technique is to begin at a point somewhere along the river where the 
stage-discharge relation is known. Then, the desired flow depths can be 
computed by the usual procedures involving Ml backwater curves. The second 
technique involves the nonuniform flow resistance procedure discussed in the 
section; "Channel Resistance." The nonuniform flow resistance curves ary 
similar to the submerged flow rating curves for a constriction. Thus, knowing the 
design discharge and one of the flow depths (either the flow depth upstream or 
downstream from the site of the proposed bridge), the other flow depth can be 
determined by the same trial and error procedure described above when 
submerged flow conditions occur in a bridge constriction. Here, the difficulty is 
knowing one of the flow depths, which may have to be computed using one of 
the common techniques for'analyzing M 1 backwater curves, but starting at a 
point of known flow depth for the design discharge either upstream or 
downstream from the bridge. 

Nonuniform Flow and Free Flow 

For the case where nonuniform flow conditions existed prior to 
constriction, the flow depths upstream and downstream prior to construction of 

_ the bridge would be established using one of the techniques described above. 
The upstream flow depth, y I' after construction can be determined directly for 
the design discharge by using the free flow rating curve or the free flow discharge 
equation. 

Nonuniform Flow and Submerged Flow 

The most difficult case would occur when nonuniform flow would occur 
in the river channel if the bridge constriction were not present and then, 
submerged flow occurs in the constriction. In this case, the flows depths that 
would have occurred upstream and downstream from the bridge were it not 
present must be established using one of the techniques described -above. The 
downstream flow depth, y 4' is the same before and after placement of the 
bridge. The upstream flow depth, YI' due to submerged flow in the bridge 
constriction must be obtained by the trial and error procedU1;e described above 
for the case of submerged flow, but with uniform flow prior to construction. 
Again, the backwater is the difference between the two computed upstream flow 
depths. 
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Special Cases 

Most of the research regarding backwater at bridge constrictions (e.g. 
Kindsvater and Carter, 1955, and Liu, Bradley, and Plate, 1957) has involved a 
special case of submerged flow at the constriction, along with uniform flow in 
the river channel prior to construction of the bridge. The laboratory data for this 
special case is collected by establishing uniform flow in a tilting flume and then 
placing the model bridge constriction in the flume and measuring the increased 
flow depth upstream from the model bridge. For this case the control is at the 
constriction, not in the downstream section. Very little data have been collected 
for the abnormal stage-discharge condition. The data that have been reported by 
others, involve a special case of constant downstream control. 

To test the effect of a constant downstream control, a series of 
experiments were conducted using the tilting flume and the vertical board bridge 
model having an opening ratio of 0.733. All tests were run with a fixed bed slope 
of 0.0020. First, uniform flow was established for an intermediate discharge. 
Then, a M1 backwater curve was created by lowering the discharge. Flow depth 
measurements at the 6-foot (Yl) and IS-foot (Y4) sections were collected, along 
with the discharge. Next, the discharge was decreased another small increment 
and the flow depths and discharge were again measured. This process was 
continued for a series of discharge values. 

After collecting the above nonuniform flow data, and with the tailgate 
setting remaining fixed, the vertical board constriction was placed in the flume. 
Then, a series of discharge values were again used and the corresponding flow 
depths measured. 

After collecting data for the first constant tailgate setting, which included 
nonuniform flow data for both the flume and the constriction, the bridge model 
was removed and uniform flow was established for a high discharge. Then,a M I 
backwater curve was created by lowering the flow rate, and the discharge and 
corresponding flow depths were measured. The discharge was decreased in a 
series of small increments with the flow depths being measured for each 
discharge. Next, the bridge model was again placed in the flume and a set of data 
was collected for nonuniform flow conditions, but with the tailgate setting 
remaining fixed. 

The above nonuniform flow data for the tilting flume with two constant 
tailgate settings are plotted in Fig. 27, while the similar data for the bridge 
model are shown in Fig. 34. For the first constant tailgate setting, 

for M = 1.00, Q = 570 (E1 - E4)3/2 .(47) 

for M 0.733, Q 37 (E 1 - E4) . . . .(48) 

For the second constant tailgate setting, 

for M = 1.00, Q = 1600 (E1 - E4)3/2 .... (49) 
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for M = 0.733, Q" 74 (E 1 .. E4) ........ (50) 

The above equations are plotted in Fig. 41. For each constant tailgate setting, 
the energy backwater, E 1 *, is the difference between the curves plotted in Fig. 
41a or Fig. 41 b. For this special case of the abnormal stage-discharge condition, 
the exponents in the above equations (Eqs. 47,48,49, and 50) are exactly 1/2 
less than the exponents in the general equations (Eqs. 30 .and 41). 

101r---------r-----.---.--,-,rr",,-r---------r--~~--~ 

!! 
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c 

( b) Constant Tailgate Setting 2 

0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
hL=E 1- E4 • in feet 

Figure 41. Energy backwater for special cases of abnormal stage-<iischarge 
condition. 
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SUMMARY 

The primary intent of this research effort has been to develop a method of 
backwater analysis under abnormal stage-discharge conditions. The present 
design manual (Bradley, 1960) regarding hydraulics of bridged waterways gives 
only an approximate backwater solution for abnormal stage-discharge condi
tions. In fact, the statement is made that "This is a case where it is more 
important to understand the problem than to attempt precise computations." 
Also, an ASCE .(1966) task committee, as one of 12 recommendations, stated 
that it may be possible to derive experimental data which would simplify the 
procedure for an,alyzing backwater due to bridge constrictions under abnormal 
stage-discharge conditions. 

The flow resistance technique reported by Overton (1967) was used to 
analyze the uniform flow data collected in the tilting flume used in this study. 
The roughness parameter, y s' was determined for each of the four bed slopes 
0.0012,0.0020,0.0032, and 0.0050. From a composite analysis, the roughness 
parameter was determined to be 0.030 feet and the Chezy resistance coefficient 
was 68. From a similar analysis using Manning's equation, the roughness 
parameter was still 0.030 feet. For the range of discharges and flow depths used 
in this study, the Manning roughness coefficient, n, is about 0.019. The total 
height of the roughness pattern was 0.041 feet and consisted of 1/4 inch 
diameter smooth rod located every 6 inches longitudinally and 9 inches 
transversely. Thus, the effective bed level is below the top of the roughness 
pattern. 

In order to evaluate backwater due to bridge constrictions under abnormal 
stage-discharge conditions, it becomes necessary to develop the nonuniform flow 
relationship for the channel (in ~this study a tilting flume 3.02 feet wide was 
used) without any constriction (zero constriction case). In all cases under this 
investigation, the water surface profiles for nonuniform flow conditions were M I 
backwater curves. For the tilting flume used in this study, the nonuniform 
discharge equation is 

Q ........... (30) 
(-log 

Thus, the above equation is similar to the equation previously developed at Utah 
Sta1:e~ University (Skogerboe and Hyatt, 1967a, 1967b) to describe subcritical 
flow at open channel constrictions. 
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The bridge constrictions selected for study were the vertical board and 
60° wingwall abutment. For each bridge geometry, opening ratios, M(M = biB 
for rectangular constrictions where b is the constriction width and B is the 
channel width), of approximately 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 were used. In each case, 
both free flow and submerged flow ratings were developed. 

In analyzing the backwater due to the placement of a bridge constriction 
in a river channel, four combinations offlow conditions are possible. Prior to 
construction of the bridge, either uniform or nonuniform flow conditions could 
have prevailed in the river channel. After placement of the bridge, either free 
flow or submerged flow conditions will occur at the constriction. Normally, free 
flow conditions at bridged waterways would be avoided because of the scour 
potential because of supercritical velocities. 

A comparison of the free flow rating for a constriction with uniform flow 
conditions in the main channel yields the "contraction backwater." The free 
flow rating, or free flow discharge equation, can be used to determine the flow 
depth, y 1> at section I (maximum flow depth) upstream from the bridge. 
Chezy's equation can be used to compute the normal flow depth, y n' for the 
design discharge. The backwater, y 1 *, is the difference between these two flow 
depths (y 1 * = Y 1 - Y J. 

A comparison can be made between the submerged flow rating for a 
constriction with uniform flow conditions in the main channel to 'determine the 
"resistance backwater." In this case, the flow depths at sections I and IV 
(upstream and downstream from the bridge) must be analyzed. The downstream 
flow depth, Y4' will be equal to the normal flow depth, y n. The abscissa of the 
submerged flow rating, y 1 - Y 4 or E 1 - :E; 4' will then be .the backwater, y 1 *, or 
energy backwater, E 1 *, respectively. The backwater will be determined by a trial 
and error procedure using either the submerged flow rating or the submerged 
flow discharge equation. 

Whenever the backwater is computed using nonuniform flow conditions in 
the river channel as a base, the term "abnormal stage-discharge backwater" 
would be used, but either free flow or submerged flow conditions could exist at 
the constriction. Therefore, the backwater analysis is dependent upon the type 
of flow condition prevailing at the bridge. 

For the case in which nonuniform flow occurs in the river channel at 
design discharge without the bridge and free flow occurs with the bridge 
constriction, the upstream flow depth, y 1> with the bridge can be determined 
from the free flow rating or free flow discharge equation. The upstream flow 
depth, y l' without the bridge would probably be determined using one of the 
computational techniques for backwater curves beginning at a flow cross-section 
having a known stage-discharge relationship. 

The most complicated case involves nonuniform flow in the main channel 
prior to construction of the bridge and submerged flow at the bridge after 
construction. In this case, the downstream flow depth, y", prior to construction 
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would be determined by one of the computational techniques for backwater 
curves beginning at a point of known flow depth at design discharge. Then, the 
upstream flow depth, y l' could be determined by a trial and error solution of 
the nonuniform flow rating at the bridge site or nonuniform flow discharge 
equation. The downstream flow depth, y 4' will be the same with or without the 
bridge. Thus, the upstream flow depth with the bridge in place can be 
determined from a trial and error solution of the submerged flow rating or 
submerged flow discharge equation. The backwater, y 1*' is the difference 
between the two upstream flow depths. 
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APPENDIX 

DEFINITION OF CODE 

Example of Code Number 1512 

1st digit refers to constriction or M value for a given constriction for data in 
tilting flume where: 

1 refers to no constriction 
2 refers to vertical board constriction 
3 refers to vertical board constriction 
4 refers to vertical board constriction 
5 refers to 600 wingwall constriction 
6 refers to 600 wingwall constriction 
7 refers to 600 wingwall constriction 

2nd digit refers t~ the bed slope used where: 

1 refers to a slope of 
2 refers to a slope of 
3 refers to a slope of 
4 refers to a slope of 
5 refers to a slope of 

M = 0.245 
M = 0.497 
M = 0.733 
M = 0.252 
M = 0.502 
M = 0.738 

0.0000 
0.0012 
0.0020 
0.0032 
0.0050 

3rd and 4th digits refer to the run number for each constriction or change in bed 
slope. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Definition 

STAT station in a downstream direction where STAT 6.0, for example, is 6 
feet from the flow entrance 

DPTH measured depth before 0.03 ' correction use in data with constriction 

ENGY energy y + y2 /2g + Z computed from actual depth measurement 

ERGY energy y + y2/2g + Z computed from a corrected depth value obtained 
by linear regression of the water surface points 

DIFF ENGY·ERGY 
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Figure 42. Definition sketch for no constriction with bar roughness shown. 
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Table 1. Hydraulic data for tilting flume with no constriction and with slope 
varying from 0.0000 to 0.0050. 

CODE STAT £; 8 10 12 1 .. 16 18 

1101 OPTH .232 .230 .226 .224 .722 .21£' .215 
ENGY .238 .236 .232 .231 .229 .n3 .222 
oIFF -.0 DO .000 -.000 .000 .J 01 -.OD2 .J 00 
ERGY .739 .236 .233 .l30 .727 .225 .222 

1102 OPTH .240 .2" 0 • 2 36 • 734 .236 .n7 .227 
ENGY .246 .246 .242 .2" n .242 .233 .233 
OIFF -.001 .0:)1 -.000 -.000 .J 0 .. -.003 -.J 00 
ERGY .2 .. 7 .2" S .242 • 2~ 0 .238 • 23 I> , .234 

1103 DJ>TH .l59 .2S 8 .2 S1 .2S4 .2 S1 .247 .;>47 
ENGY .264 .263 .2 S6 .259 .256 .252 .252 
ilIff .000 .011 -.003 .002 .J no -.001 .J 00 
ERGY .2f;" • 26 2 .260 .258 .? 56 • 25 'I • 2 52 

1104 DPTH .216 .276 .214 .27" .212 • 26 1 .269 
ENGY .280 .211 n .278 .7.78 .216 .272 .274 
DIFF -.000 .000 -.000 • no 1 .000 -.003 .J 00 
ERGY .281 .28 n .l18 .271 .216 .274 .273 

1105 oJ>TH .57.9 .529 • '5 27 .5l8 .52'5 .523 .5 2CI 
ENG Y .530 .530 .528 .57 q .5 2{, .524 .5 Z5 
OUF -.000 .000 -.000 • DO 2 -.J 00 -.O:ll .::1 00 
ERGY .531 .530 .529 .528 .52'7 .5;>6 .52'5 

1106 oJ>TH .7 A4 .185 .783 .784 .18-1 .118 .779 
ENGY .1A5 .786 .784 .185 .782 .779 .780 
OIFF -.OUl .000 -.000 .002 .000 -.002 .J 00 
ERGY .786 .785 .784 .183 .181 .180 .779 

1107 oJ>TH .342 .n9 .333 • :u 1 .328 .320 .3 HI 
ENGY .361 .358 .353 • 351 .348 • llll .339 
olFF -.000 • Ot) 0 -.001 .noo .002 -.002 .ll 00 
ERGY .361 .357 .354 ·.350 .347 .343 .3.39 

1108 OPTH .35·2 .350 .345 .3" 3 .339 .332 .3 31) 
EIIIGY .310 .368 .363 .361 .358 .352 .350 
oHF -.000 .000 -.0 on • nrll .J.01 - .002 .J 00 
ERGY .371 .361 .364 .360 .351 .353 .350 

1109 OJ>TH .365 .363 .358 .351 .351 .347 .346 
ENGY • :nil .37 q .375 .374 • 1 69 .365 .364 
OIFF -.000 .OGO -.000 .002 -.J no -.001 .J 00 
ERGY .~82 .319 .316 .373 .369 .366 .3 &3 

1110 OJ>TH .316 .375 .310 .368 .365 .358 .3508 
ENGY .391 .390 .386 .384 .381 .375 .315 
OIFF -.000 • DO 1 -.000 .000 .J 01 -.002 • J 00 
ERGY .392 .38 q .386 .383 .380 .317 .314 

1111 oPTH .626 .625 .625 .621 .6l" • 6;>2 .623 
ENGY .632 .631 .631 .633 .630 .628 .629 
oHF -.000 - .00 0 -.000 .002 -.JOO -.001 .J 00 
ERGY .632 .631 .631 .630 .630 .629 .628 

1112 oPTH .858 .8<;6 .858 .8581 .454 .853 .855 
ENGY .861 .!l5 q .861 .861 .Ii 65 .856 • B 5'8 
OIFF .014 .027 .043 .058 -.324 .082 .099 
ERGY .8'17 .837. .818 .803 .188 .114 .759 
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Table 1. Continued. 

1113 DPTH ... 'II .48.8 ... 82 ... 77 ... 71 ... 61 .1l53 
ENGT .5 Jti • 5~ 2 .5417 .523 .518 .510 .5 (]q 

DIFF -.D02 .000 .DOD • DO 2 .002 - .ODO -.002 
ERGY .537 .532 .5.26 .521 .5 U; .511 .506 

1114 DPTH .500 .495 ... 90 .485 .1l79 .472 • II 6,. 
ENGY .5"2 • 53 8 .5 :JIt .530 .525 .519 .5 113 
DIFF -.000 - .00 0 .DOO .001 .000 .000 -. J 01 
ERGY .5"3 .538 .533 .528 .52111 .519 .514 

1115 DPTH .508 .507 .501 .4'19 ... go .482 .11 80 
ENGY .5'19 .5" 8 .543 • sq 1 .5 34 .527 .525 
DIFF -.OD2 .001 .000 .003 -.OOD -.002 .C1 00 
ERGY .551 .547 .542 .538 .53'" • 52'3 • 5 Z5 

1116 DPTH .501 .5::q .513 • 5D 7 .502 .495 .Il 89 
ENGY .543 • 51! 3 .553 .548 .5144 .538 .533 
DHF -.005 - .004 .008 .005 .002 -. 002 -.0 05 
ERGY .548 .5 .. 6 .545 .511 3 .5 fill .539 .538 

1117 DPTH .763 .75 'I .759 .758 .75" • 753 .75' 
ENGY .Hl .777 .777 .776 .772 .771 .772 
OIFF .001 - .00 1 .000 .000 -.001 - .000 .L1 01 
ERGY .71\0 .778 .777 .775 .774 .772 .771 

1118 OPTH 1.003 1.001 1.003 1.002 .9 '19 • '1'1 I! .99" 
ENGY 1.013 1.01 1 1.013 1.012 1.009 1.005 1.) 05 
OIFF -. 001 - • all 2 .002 .003 .001 - .002 -.() 00 
ERGT 1.015 1.013 1.011 1.010 1.008 1.007 1.0 05 

1119 OPTH .633 .638 .623 .612 .610 .596 .583 
ENGY .711 .715 .704 .696 .694 .684 .675 
OUF -. 005 .005 .000 -.001 .0 04 - .000 -.003 
ERGY .716 .710 .703 .697 .691 .684 .678 

1120 OPTH .645 .6" 3 .627 .624 .621 .603 .593 
ENGY .720 .71 'I .707 .704 .702 .68 Cj .682 
DIFF -.002 .003 -.003 .001 .005 -. 00 1 -.0 D2 
ERGT .723 .716 .710 .703 .697 .691 • (; 811 

1121 DPTH .652 .650 .618 .634 .626 .619. .6 U; 
ENGY .726 .724 .715 .7J 2 .706 • 7D 1 .699 
DIFF -.000 .003 -.002 .000 -.000 -.001 .002 
ERGY .726 .722 .717 .7J 2 .70·7 .702 .097 

1122 OPTH .662 .653 .653 .611 9 .639 .632 • D ZCJ 
ENGY .733 .726 .726 .723 .716 .710. .7011 
DIFF -.000 - .00 3 .002 • no 3 .000 - .000 -.002 
ERGY .7311 .729 .725 .720 • 715 .711 . .706 

1123 DPTH .885 .893 .885 .878 .879 .874 .876 
ENGY .925 .932 .925 .919: .920 .915 .917 
DIFF -.0011 .D06 .DOD -.003 .0 no -.002 .002 

ERGY .'129 .926 .924 .922 .919 • en 7 • 9 15 I 

1124 DPTH 1.1 19 1.ll7 1.120 1.118 1.119 1.110 1.117 
ENGY 1.1411 1.152 1.145" 1.143 1.1411 1.135 1.1 "2 
DIFF -.004 .005 -.000 -.000 .002 -.005 • Cl 03 
ERGY 1.148 1.1" 6 1.145 1.144 1 • .1 42 1. III 1 1.139 
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Table 1. Continued. 
CODE 5T AT Q, 

1201 

1202 

1203 

1204 

1205 

1206 

1207 

1208 

1209 

1210 

1211 

1212 

1213 

I)D TH 

PJr;y 
I)HF 
ED GY 

I)D TH 

f'lJGY 
rIFF 
ED (;Y 

DoTH 
["IGY 
:)IfF 
,RGY 

• ! 1 a. 
.~n! 

-. n'~ I 
.'"''''4 

.? 1 7 
• ., I~ 1 

-. ~ l'4 
.?uC) 

• ? :14 
-. r. r: 1 

.1 7 ~ 

.1. 'H 
_ • ""1 r', 

• 1 Q q 

.2;' ,., 

• ;>4 1 
- .:;'1 ., 

• :' 14 -:; 

• ,""'e. 4 
.?~:? 

- .n'" n 

I)PTH .70' .744 
fN(;Y ."")('3 .:l~~7 

ClIFF _.~r'l _.'"1'1,' 

[N GY 
OIfF 
Fo GY 

Do TH 
f'1[CY 

"IfF 
[P GY 

flD TH 
FN GY 
'11 FF 
[q~y 

""TH 
"J C Y 
nrrF 
[[leY 

')P TH 

rN ['Y 

DIfF 
[<> GY 

DPTy 
PJ GY 
IHFF 
E<> (.Y 

DDTH 

'''ICY 
DIFF 
(p G Y 

I)P TH 
EN GY 
OTFF 
EP GY 

DP TH 
['1GY 

-,. "'''1 - .P'1r"1 

7r~ .Z'11 

.";>4 .~~" 
_.nr,? .r""" 
.1;'F .~ . .,.'. 

.L.tCS .4;;7 

• h ;) 1 • fJ '"2 1 
-. r,nl - .r"" 

• l; .... ~ • LJ C, 1 

.rr;~ .fl-;~~ 

• r, 1 " • f I Q 

-.r"r.q .rn,., 
.rlu, .r·1'1 

• ?7L.j .77:'.1 

• 7 1 4 • ~ 1 ,:'", 
-.rlr;1 .f'l? 

• 7 ? ? • .,. 1 I~ 

.l~;")7 .Il,(~il. 

• c, ., ~ • C" 1 SI 

-.nell .rl[] 

."07 
-.nr~ 

• r, 11 :: 

• 'If. 7 
• c,r. 2 

-. I) n 1 
.'i1)3 

• S t '1 

• SIc.. 
• C, Li lI-

• r'~ I 

• 'I r, 1\ 
.5 t:" 1 
.nIJ 0 

• 5r Il 

• I 77 
• 1 9.~ 

-.1 nr' 
• 1 '1 ~ 

• .?1~ 

• 2 ~i, 
-. '1:13 

• ? 41 

.;- 5~ 

• ? .} ') 
• ': ~ 1 
• '2 3:1 

.71;1 

• Z F 
• 3 ~11 ; 
• :1 '11 

• ~ :J() 

• 323 
• '1::~ 

• ~? 3 

.4 7;:1 

.4 q;

.:; 11 

.4 :J:r: 

• <, 1 I 
-. '1 1] 

• [. 17 

.277 

.3 L' 
• :l,lr 
• 3 Qf 

• q all 
.51 r; 

• :1'--'; 1 
• ~ 1;: 

• 5 1 t' 
.5 .. 3 

• nil? 
• '; 41 

.46f: 

• 'I '3 R 
• nnu 
• 'I '37 

• 'I 29 
• 'I 63 

75 

I ? 

• 17 :J 
• I R ~ 

• "" 1 
• I ~ 7 

• 71 ~ 
• Z~ 4 

- • rn 'i 
• ;71 g 

• :n'l 
• r" I 
• ~7~. 

• ."4 c: 

• ?; '~ 
• r"1 1 
• ?~ ~ 

.n3 

.1'') 
• rl 3 
• 7") 1 

.47" 
• tJ '.:: 1 
• nn Z 
.47" 

• F1'1 
• flo 
• r-o ~ 
• r) ~ 

• f"I "1 r~ 

• ?Q '7 

• (,,'1 n 
• t:..} 3 

• c; 1 c, 

• C)4'J 
.1'1'1.? 

• 'i' q 

.4(; II 

.'1"16 

• n'1 1 
.495 

• 1 7fJ 
• 1 ~h 
• .., r4 
• 1 ~2 

.;? hi 

.? 72 
• '1 3<, 

• ? ~ 7 

• 1 G 1 
.17 h 

- • D~ G 

• 17 f, 

.?l ;> 

• ';' 4 
- • (11 1 
.?~ 5 

.n? 
- • [,:C 2 

• 77 ~ 

.744 .24\ 

.?f1t) .?C,l 

• .... en -. rll 2 
.:?'i;; .75~ 

• ~ nn 
.? '34 

• ~ 1 1 
.. ~ 1 'l 

- • '"; !li l 

.3?fl 

.471 

.478 

• :l i'1!l 
.47& 

• :; 1 '> 
.1 n(j 

• r, 1 S 

.?Cf) 

.~93 
• .., ;4 

.;>'J"j 

- • :J i1~] 

,.5 1 S 

• ~ 37 
• J nil 

.4 fib 

.492 
-.0 no 

... 92 

.425 

.4 SS 

• 7'31 
- • [1'1 I 

.79 ? 

.1] r 

•. H 7 
- • nn 1 

• ~ 1 p 

... 7 n 

.474 
_ • nn? 

.07f, 

JrR 

• \,17 
- • ~:"? 

• I, 1 4 

• 24!) 
.111 1 

- • nne 
.2Rl 

.4 P ~ 

.en7 
- • rn 1 

.c-p8 

• ell 
• ~ 'I 1 

- • rr 3 

• 5~ 4 

.'16'1 

.4B7 
- • on 1 

.48 'l 

1 R 

.1 5'1 

.He 
-. J 03 

.171 

.223 
-. ) 11 
.2 n 

.;' 71 
• J nn 
.271 

.243 

." 5'1 

• J ['1 

.? E4 

.~AQ 

-.:)nrl 
.2 on 

• lJ::' 
.3 1;:; 

-.Jn~} 

.117 

• ~ 73 
• .. 7~, 

-. J r:!1 
.47<, 

.:',17 

• :; 1 "7 

• ? 31 
• 2 o~ 

-.:1 [1') 

.2 7 ~ 

· ~ ~~ 
• :l OS 
.:J ell 

.5 l~. 

.5 37 

• J rr 
• :. 37 

.465 

• '186 
• il 00 
• 'I 8f; 

• .. 22 
• 4 '17 



Table 1. Continued. 

1214 

1215 

1216 

1217 

1218 

1219 

1220 

1221 

1222 

1223 

1224 

1225 

OIFf -. (](12 
fRGY • ""'') 

OPTH .1173 .11711 
r~GY .5(11 .<o~ 

OIrf -. (]P? - .f'l'lfl 
fR GY 

DO TH 

"'" GY 
01FF 
ERGY 

DP TH 

F'" GY 
DHf 
EDGY 

OPTH 

~"'GY 

DIH 
FOGY 

~P TH 

r",GY 
DIFf 
ER GY 

f)P TH 

E"'GY 
OTFF 
fR GY 

'1" TH 
,'IGY 
OIff 
ERCY 

DOTH 
E'~! G Y 

ClIfF 
• FP G Y 

np TH 
['II GY 
or FF 
EP. GY 

DO TH 

ENGY 
nrrf 
[R GY 

OPTH 
[NGY 
DIFf 
ER GY 

OPTH 
ENGY 
OIFF 
[R GY 

.11 0 2 .IIQ4 

.C:lh .el,) 

-.nr2 .. rtl-n 
.<iP .515 

.f.')? .["5 

.c...77 .~7~ 

-.or? .t'1'ln 
• f."?"! .077 

.I'C3 .~11 

.p-,g .~,~:1 

...... :! 1 .. '"' ~ F-

.°['"1 .g~?:, 

-.rr-' .Grt:'l 
.OC,7 .~c.? 

.~n7 .en" 
-."""0 - .r ..... t 

.C. r 7 .r::ll 

."7 7 q .7~~ 

.7 C } .77') 

.rrQ .r'l .... ; 

.70} .77Q 

.C,!C3 .f: qQ 

.7uG .741 
_.r']? .r'l 
.7u3 .74f1 

.774 .775 

.~·13 .813 
-.'1C'1 .C'1n 
.PiS .PI? 

.720 .72? 

.7(3 .7G~ 

-.rn? .0,,'1 

.765 .763 

.816 ."116 

.853 .R<;J 

-.000 - .noo 
."1511 .PSI 

.729 .7~n 

.772 .7Hl 
-.0 n 1 --.-(1')0 

.773 .770 

• I) 0 1 
.. 4 62 

• II 1f 
.sm 
.002 
.503 

.4 All 
.. 5 13 · ~ ()) 
.. !: I? 

.657 

• '" 77 
• f1 el2 
• E 75 

• q 2£. 

.33S 

• '1 51 
• n 0" 
• 'i 5(' 

.. 4 ~c 

• II 9~ 
.oar 
.. 4 9~ 

.737 

.7711 
-.2']1 

• 77f. 

• ,. 37 
.737 
.. G rJ[1 
.737 

• 7 7~ 
.goo 

-.0 a I 
.810 

.723 

.761 
• [J 01 
.760 

• 8 18 
.850 
.001 
.84" 

.731 

.769 
• D (1) 
.76B 

76 

.000 - .r.02 -.DOn 

.11 'it; .451 .~47 

• 47 5 • II 7'1 • 470 
."'12.495.493 
.002 -.002 -.002 
.. sr.n 

• II Q 5 
• S 11 
.. r" .3 
• "39 

• 1'51\ 
• F, 16 
• '1'1? 
• f7 3 

• PIS 
• A3 n 
• 'I' 4 

.'13'1 

• q5 1 
.012 
• 049 

.1139 

.11'1 3 
• nr] 5 
• IIfl q 

.739 

.774 
• n": I) 
.773 

.6'38 

.73E 

.0'12 

.734 

.77 f! 

.810 

• no 3 
• AD 7 

.7:>5 

.7f, 1 
• <]n 3 
.757 

.819 

.84 '1 

.002 

.847 

.731 

.7&5 
• [''1 1 
.765 

.11 79 

• S 04 
-. Q 02 

.5 Of 

.5 S3 

.F 68 
-. 'l 03 

.571 

.Rl:) 
• fI ;>? 

-. '103 
.825 

.938 

.911B 
-.D'lD 

.942 

.4n 
• II 7~ 

-. J!'J4 

• II 32 

.73'1 

.771 

.0 co 

.77 J 

• h g" 
.730 

-.0011 
.731 

.775 
.805 
.000 
• g 05 

.720 

.754 
-.000 

.755 

• B 11 
• p 44 
.000 

• ~ 44 

.729 

.767 
-.000 

.762 

• 4F 0 
.50 ? 

- .000 

• SO 3 

.65<; 

.61': 8 
- • (10 I 

.51':9 

.81 ? 

.8;>1 
- • C02 

• 1l2:! 

.037 

• '14 S 
- .0(12 

.947 

.424 

.477 

.oor. 

.476 

.737 

.7<; 7 
- • rn 1 

.71':8 

.692 

.726 
-.002 

.128 

.713 

.8DO 
- .0[12 

• fl02 

.719 

.750 
- .O'l2 

.752 

.1115 

.!l40 
-.002 

.1142 

.727 

• 7r. 8 
- .002 

.71; 0 

.47? 

• ~ "l2 
• J 0[1 
• ~ 91 

.481 

.501 

.0 on 

.500 

.658 

." 611 

.:) OJ 

• & 67 

• 8 1~ 
• '123 
• J 111 
• S 22 

.941 

• '146 
.000 
• q 46 

.417 
• II 69 

-.0 or. 
.470 

.13'1 

.766 

• CI co 
.766 

.694 

.125 

.000 

.725 

.175 

.800 

.000 

.800 

.720 

.749 
-.000 
.749 

.817 
• B 39 
.:) 00 
.839 

.730 

.158 

.000 

.757 



Table 1. Continued. 

1226 

1227 

1228 

1229 

1230 

1231 

1232 

1233 

1234 

1235 

1236 

1237 

1238 

I)P TH 

FNGY 
OIFF 
EP GY 

OP TH 
fNGY 
Oiff 
EPGY 

DP TH 
EN GY 
Dlff 
[P GY 

DP TH 

ENGY 
I)Iff 
EP GY 

OPTH 

EIllGY 
01 fF 
[QGY 

np TH 

fNGY 
'lIfF 
ED GY 

DP TH 
(I\IGY 
OIff 
ERGY 

OP TH 

EN GY 
OIFf 
EPGY 

!)P TH 

ENGY 
OIFf 
EQGY 

DO TH 

ENGY 
DlfF 
EPGY 

00 TH 

fNGY 
OIrf 
[Q GY 

I)PTH 

ENGY 
OIrf 
EQ GY 

UP TH 

"N GY 
01 FF 
Eq GY 

.7"F, .758 

.797 .7°F, 
-.on2 -.ono 
.798 .7 0 .. 

.992 .'1'14 
1.022 1.(1?1 
-. or? - .011n 
1.023 1.Po"1 

1.1 0 5 1.IRQ 
I.?!9 1.711 
-.Wll .orn 
1.?11 1.:'111 

.FPl .<:0'1 

.7?~ .7111 
.ono - .[1'1'1 
.719 .111) 

• "'28 .RB 
• 'Joe:, .qf)S 

-.fl02 .0'1? 
.907 .QO! 

• .t3~~ .p'q~ 
.'11''1 .'10,3 

-.or'2 .r'1l1 
.'1FF .'lr;? 

.9rll .,)~9 

1.028 1.0?7 
-. r.nz .r'1i'1 
1.030 1.[]?(; 

• <J4 8 • '146 
1.01C l.on~ 

-. Jon - .rno 
I.:JlLJ 1.0!17 

• RP2 .RQ? 
• 'lc;2 .'1'1'" 

-.0[10 .0:10 
.952 .9'1 0 

.760 

.7% 

.002 

.7'3'1 

• 99~ 
1. IJ 21 
.001 

1.019 

1 • 1 118 
1. 208 
-.oon 
1.20C, 

.574 

." 'lP 
-.0011 
.707 

• R 2(' 
.898 
.'J on 
• R 9fl 

• f\ 9° 

.!l 07 

.'35'1 

.968 
1. a 2~ 

.001 
1.022 

.9'17 
I. 004 
.0 Cil 

1.003 

.880 

.'3'1" 
• ocr. 
• ':I4~' 

1.003 

I.OS':I I.oe;q 1.05e; 
-.001 .0"0 .000 
1.0rl 1.057 1.054 

1.0<'0 1.0?2 
I.07F, 1.075 
-.002 .0'18 
1.077 1.074 

I.Iq3 1.184 
1.228 1.727 
-.orl) -.[1'"10 
1.229 1.7::>7 

1. 3r a 1 • 3F. 3 
1.398 1.3"1'1 
-.002 - .0']11 
I.4011 1.3'B 

I. a 21 
1.012 

.oon 
1.071 

1.18<; 
1.225 
• oao 

) .22'1 

1.361' 
1.399 

.0(12 
1.397 

77 

.7<; 1 

.79'1 

• nr13 
.n2 

• "197 
1.:l1"1 

• 11'12 
1. nl 7 

1.1 c:q 
1.21 1 

• n'13 
1.707 

.57 II 

.F,98 

• n!15 
.693 

• R2 (. 
• R9 F, 
• f:12 
• R'3 4 

.R'lG 

.957 

.0:1 0 

• '3" 7 
1.02n 

• n'l2 
1. nt 8 

• '!4 F, 
1. nn 1 

• n'll 
1. on [1 

• SB 0 
• °4 3 
• "01 
.°41 

1.003 

.758 .756 

.7139 .78<; 
-.ono - .002 

.71l9 .787 

.'195 .'19'1 
1.015 1.012 
-.[100 - .Ory2 
1.015 1.013 

1.1'301.1ClO 
1 .? OS 1 • 2'1 3 
-.100 -.rn2 
1.2061.205 

.5<;9 .552 

.6R4 .f;78 
-.DOll .0'12 

.GBS .1'77 

.Al7 .R18 

.8~& .884 
-.0113 - .000 
.~6'l .1185 

.~'33 .8'l? 

.'!52 .94'1 
-.:J r 1 - • nn 1 

.053 .'3'1 0 

.9<,3 .C!FO 
1.0141.n09 
-.1)'10 -.onl 
1.014 1.010 

.'342 .93<1 

.'335 .CjCln 
-.JOI - .003 

.9q6 .993 

.875 .1175 

.93b .933 
-.002 -.onn 

.93g .934 

1.001 .99S 

.75'3 

.785 

.000 

.785 

.996 
1. HI 
-.000 
1.011 

1.193 
1.204 
.000 

1.203 

.534 

.661' 
-.0[12 

• F 68 

.q}7 

.681 

.0 on 

.880 

• R 93 
.947 

• Q nn 
.:1'16 

.960 
1.007 

.::l nn 
1. a OF, 

• '3 4 ~ 
• '391 
.ll 02 
.3d9 

• A 76 
• 'l 32 
• J 01 
• q 31 

1.053 1.04~ 1.043 1.042 
.n'l2 .000 - .002 -.000 

1.051 1.048 l.n45 1.042 

1.021 
1.069 

• 012 
1. Of, 7 

1.1115 
1.223 

.0'10 
1.?2 2 

1.366 
1. 39~ 

.0'13 
1.395 

1.017 
1.063 
-.noo 
I.Of,4 

I .186 
1.221 

.002 
1.220 

1.364 
1.392 
-.002 
1 .3'3'3 

1.015 
1.059 
-.002 
1.061 

1.181 
1.214 
- .003 
1.217 

1.364 
1.389 
-. no 2 
1.392 

1.017 
1.058 

.0 on 
1.058 

1.185 
1.216 

.000 
1.215 

1.368 
1.39] 

• Cl 00 
1.390 



Table 1. Continued. 

CODE 'ST AT " 1'. 10 17 III If, 18 

1301 [lPTH .169 • 1<; J • 161 • I r:; ;? .1 f, 1 .154 .15<; 
EIllGY .71"11 .IG'S .190 .11lf, .182 .172 .169 
UHF .On2 - • or? -. 007 • nnl .002 -.on2 .000 
ERGv .203 .1 <17 .191 • 1 ~ 5 .180 .1711 .168 

1302 OP TH .773 .272 .?Z': .7.27 .? 26 .226 .ZZ"1 
ENGY .752 • 2'i I) .24E> .746 .7111 .Z37 .236 
orFF -.001 -.('''1 M .001 .1'112 -.ono - .001 .000 
Ell GY .7<;3 .7'ir1 .Zll7 .ZII4 .742 .739 .236 

1303 OP TH .2"8 .7'i<1 .263 • 7F 5 .766 .266 .270 
EIllGY .78 q .?P ~ • Z 811 .21l2 .779 .275 .275 
OHF -.000 - .01'" I • Don • nn 1 .01)0 - .002 .000 
EIIGy • 7P f! .2'1l6 .283 .281 .779 .277 .275 

1304 OPTH .1Ga .1'19 .201 .701 .200 .198 .200 
EIllGY .2V .72Q .221> .n;? .;> 17 .21Z .20"1 
UHF -. f'fn - .810 • [1 n 1 .1'101 .000 -. aDz .:J 00 
Ell GY .7B .??,q .2Z5 .7<'1 .717 .213 .209 

1305 OIlTH ;, 315 .3 t <l .323 .327 .327 • 32~ .3311 
E~GY .311 3 .311 ;> .3113 .343 .339 .33£' .337 
DIH -.000 - .0,)0 • 001 .onz -.000 - .00'2 .000 
ERGY .3 II II .343 .311 1 .34 [1 .339 .338 .337 

1306 OIlTH .1173 .4711 • Q 82 .1I'l5 • 'I 117 .1188 .'193 
ICIIJGY .1199 • "[1[' .50r .11'19 • II 97 ."94 .11 95 
UHF -.002 • ("11'1 .001 .1'1'11 .000 -.002 .0 no 
EIIGY .c,oo .'1"'1 • 1198 • '1"17 .II'H • .1195 ." q'l 

1307 OIlTH .3'30 .~a4 .399 .'m 3 .'103 .1104 • II In 
ENGY .1116 • 'I I " • '117 .1117 • '113 • '11 (l • II 12 
OIFF -.[l~1 - .On 0 .002 • ro 3 -.000 - .0(12 .0 on 
F:RGY .'118 • 'I 17 • 'I 1 f, • III <; .414 • 'I 1 3 ." 12 

1308 011 TH .21'3 .;>65 .26.J .255 .251 .239 .231 
ENGY • ! 15 • 31 ~ • 31)7 .797 .290 .277 .268 
01 FF -.ons • On f1 .00" • on 2 • 003 - .002 -.003 
EIICY .3 ;?O .31 ? .304 .2'35 .287 .279 .270 

1309 OPTH • :>'''2 .3" 5 • 311~ .34 '3 .~'I9 .34 S .351 
f'llGY • 3~ 7 .385 .381 .311 1 .377 .377 .371 
OHF -.noo .ono -.oor • ro 2 .000 -.001 .000 
fPGY • .3Sl8 .3'15 .3 B2 .379 .376 .374 .371 

1310 OPTH .367 • :no .311 .375 .375 .375 .380 
EIllGY .4(1'3 .'In~ .405 .4n'l .400 .396 .397 
OIFF -.0 rD· .01 a -. 'J 00 • no 2 -.000 -.1)02 .000 
EP. GY .411) .lIn? .405 .'103 • 'I fll .398 .39G 

1311 OPTH .300 .307 .303 .306 .309 .304 .303 
ENGY • 3 <; 1 .311 '1 .3'1E .3'1 " .343 .B4 .330 
01FF -.007 - .01'1'1 -. :Jon • Or) 2 .0011 -. (101 -.002 
(PGY • 3 C 3 .:;" t) .3116 .34 " .:n9 .335 .332 

1312 OPTH .4?2 .42 '1 .428 • '13 3 ." 33 • 4 311 ." 39 
ENGY .111';0 • ~ f) q .457 • 'I51l .454 .451 ." 52 
OIFF -.onn - .on rJ .000 .Oll2 -.000 -.0"2 .000 
fP. GY .460 .459 ." 57 .456 ." 54 .453 ." 51 
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Table 1. Continued. 

1313 

1314 

1315 

1316 

1317 

1318 

1319 

1320 

1321 

1322 

1323 

1324 

DP TH 
['IIGY 
,JIFF 
FP GY 

r)P TH 
[NGY 
OJ FF 
[PGY 

r)P TH 

fNGY 
DTFF 
[RGY 

r)PTH 

f!\lGY 
OIH 
fPGY 

r)P TH 
E"JGY 
,)IFF 
FO GY 

')'l TH 

[NGY 

nIFF 
Fe? GY 

OP TH 
ENGY 
!HFF 
fR GY 

np TH 

Et-IGY 
OIFF 
ER GV 

DP TH 

ENGY 
fiIFF 
ERtY 

I)P TH 
F""J r, Y 

DIFF 
f:R r,y 

OPTH 
["J GY 
DIFF 
ERGY 

OPTH 
EN GY 
DIFF 
fR GY 

• S7'3 .5p·-r; 
."Ie .~In 

-.I']rO - .n'lO 
.~Il .nl'1 

• 3D:,) .3nc; 
.3~1 .~~;> 

-.rn3 .nr'l? 

.3'cq .3S P 

."07 .q]? 

.Q~4 .0'35 
-.0£17 _.onn 
.~~r; .9'75 

.4?7 .4'><1 

.c·OI .4Q~ 

-. flfIl .0'11 
.~r]? .4'17 

.c,c;,z .sc . .." 

.r n 7 .FOII 
-.nno -.00') 

.Cf'q .fif'4 

.~q7 .ro~ 

- .• [lr"rJ .o"n 
• r: c: 8 • c:: q c; 

.5~2 .5"14 

.c,q,J .~87 

-."on .0'10 
.C;Qfl .SQ1 

.r:r< .bR~ 

.179 .77~ 

-. [10D .0"0 
.130 .7;"':) 

.p.<;" .~rl 

.e"~ .QQIj 

-.0"1 .[1"') 
• P14 .B9 T 

.1:,'::0 .sr,n 

.704 .7"0 
-.'lflF; -.CP" 
.71n .70t; 

.~E'4 .Pf,~ 

.'144 .941 
-.0[10 - .(lon 

.5 '1 r 

.F,O? 
-.;'1 nn 

• G 09 

.3(13 
• 34f, 

-. '] Ofl 
.347 

.'Hf 
• q 'J~) 
• DDn 
• 'l 3"4 

." ;?3 

• " 'l[] 
-. n ll? 

• " 91 

.554 

.f,nl 

• nO[1 
• .h :'11 

.54q 

• 'i <3;-
• () no 
• Cj ql 

• 5 311 
.583 

-.oor: 
.5 q4 

• Eo 8'1 
.7 Z!") 

-.000 
.7710 

• REd 
• 'I '37 

-.1'011 

• f.l '~z 

.581 

.70'1 

• a 10 
• Eo 99 

.86f 

• q 3£ 
-. [' or. 

• 9 3~ 

• ~q 2 
• f, I 1 
• no 2 
• F,'l9 

• !0 q 

• ~'1 7 
• no 'I 
.Wl 

• 9:? l 
• "137 
• [103 
• q~ 4 

• 4~ ~ 
• flO 3 
• 4P, 6 

• S,) f, 

.5'39 
• [1:) I 
.5'17 

• 'i4 0:; 

• <; '1'1 
.0rH 
• ~JHl 

• <;T 7 
.587 

• OJ 0 
.581 

.694 

.726 

• nn 2 
• 7? ~ 

• A~ II 
.8'13 

• fI'12 
• II'll 

.571 

• f;'l9 
.11'16 
.6'33 

.8£ q 

• Q~ 7 
• nr) 2 

• 'B 'i 

.<;<;3 .Pllo .8">1 
• ~ 1 ] • q 2""! • a? 1 
.nO? -.0.:12 -.[10] 
• q? q • 9 2~ • 92 ? 

79 

• 'i 93 
.~ nl! 
.n 00 
.~ 08 

.3 Of., 

.3 'In 

.0 no 
• 3 3~ 

.973 

.93'1 
• JOll 
• '133 

.4?:> 
• 'I R I 
• '1 no 
• 'I R 1 

• S 55 
.594 

-. [1 no 
.5'34 

.5 4 ~ 
• r, 83 

-.001 

• 5 ~5 

.537 

.578 
-.000 

.578 

• f', 13 
.7?l 

-.000 
.721 

.86'3 

• 'I 'lfJ 
• ~100 
• II R'l 

.5 F 1 
• r, 119 
.002 

• f', R7 

.R69 

• 'I 3 ~ 
.nOl 

• q 37 

.5'14 

.~ns 

- • or 2 
• (;0 7 

.3[1'1 

.334 
- • on 1 

.B6 

• 'l? 3 
.'130 

- .Orl3 
.93 ? 

.419 

.475 
-.non 

.475 

• 'i c; 5 
.5 Q O 

- • on n 
.5'l1 

.543 

.157~ 

- • or 2 
.581 

.<;3(; 

• 57 ~ 
- • nn l 

.575 

• (;'3 3 
.717 

-. nn2 
.719 

.R69 

.886 
- • nn 3 

.R1\8 

.5'" 5 
• 1';8 ] 

-.0'10 
.61\1 

.867 
• °27 

-.0[11 

.'l28 

.IlS4.Q<3 

.920 .'115 

.nno -.onc 

.919 .°16 

• G 00 
.[,07 
.oon 
• [, Of; 

.304 

.3 3D 
-. J 01 
.3 P 

.929 
• q 32 

-. J nn 
.932 

• " 11 
• 'I f;9 

-.0 no 
." 7'1 

• 5 51 
• 5 8A 
.ll 00 
.587 

.548 

• ') 80 
.ll 02 
.5B 

.541 

.573 

.:J 01 

.572 

.6'39 

.1 H 

.ll 01 

.717 

.87b 

• B 88 
.ll 01 
.881 

.54'1 

• G 69 
-.:J 06 
.676 

.86'3 

.925 
-.000 

.325 

• II Sf. 
.913 

• J 01 
.912 



Table 1. Continued. 

1325 DOTH • P82 • 8~ 4 .81l3 • Pll4 • R 94 • A!\ 3 • R 8f; 
fNGY • '160 .<1<;11 .'l5~ • Q50 • Q 41; • "III 1 .940 
OHF -. noo • on f1 -.0 [Jf1 .000 -.:J 00 - • or 1 • u no 
[qGY • CH:, 1 • '1 <; 7 .'l5~ • <:15 0 .91<1; • 'l4 2 .939 

1326 OP TH 1.017 1 • r: 1 c; 1.018 1.022 1 .0?3 1.1172 1.:J 27 
[N GY 1.08 ;> 1 • f' 7~, 1. r17 e. 1.07LI 1. a 71 l.m;!; 1. J 67 
01 FF .[!fl2 - .o"? -. non • nJ 1 .0 no - .0(12 • u 01 
Fe GY 1. Oq r:J I • [171'\ 1. [) 7" l.r7~ 1.071 1. OF 'l .1.J6f. 

1327 I)PTH 1. 1 S1 5 1 • 1 '11 1. 1 'l~ 1.194 1.194 1 • I'! 4 1 .201 
fN GY 1.~"9 I .741 1.23<1 1.736 I .? '12 1.278 1.230 
01 FF -.002 .C12 .01')2 • n') r] -.001 - • on:3 .002 
FoGY 1.?1<1 1 • 2'1 q 1.237 1.735 1.233 1 ."~ 0 1.278 
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Table 1. Continued. 

CODE 

1401 

1402 

1403 

1404 

1405 

1406 

1407 

1408 

1409 

1410 

1411 

1412 

ST AT 

OD TH 
ENGY 
OIFF 
[R GY 

DR TH 
FCN(,Y 
flIFF 
[R GY 

OOTH 
fNCY 
OrFF 
[R GY 

rJP TH 
P!GY 
nrFF 
rR GY 

DD TH 
""N GY 
DIFF 
~R GY 

no TLI 

EIIJ GY 
!JIFF 
F.R GY 

DOTH 
rN['Y 
[1rrF 
rq GY 

D" TH 
[IIJ GY 
OIFF 
ER GY 

nD TH 
EIIJ GY 
DIFF 
[R GY 

DDTH 
fNGY 
OUF 
fRGY 

DR TH 
EIIJGY 
!)IFF 
fRGY 

DR TH 
I:NGY 
OIrF 
ER GY 

~, R 

• 1 <; 1 .1 ') 7 
.2[14 .2<l~ 

-. [1n2 .[;'1 ~ 
.7[1(; .1"'1 

.1°4 .1~1; 

• ?~4 .??O 
.fJf1,) -.C'1" 
.7~4 .7FI 

.1°5 .lqq 

.744.241 
-.r;f10 - .O'1C1 

.:>44 .741 

.?S5 .:?C;3 
-.r~o .n~() 

• 1 q ~ 
.? ~5 

-.r:~3 

.?~8 

• 4,9 3 
• <;)3 

• 71 f, 
.7<;5 

-.rr!} 
.7"'[; 

.?48 
• , 1 B 
.nnn 
.qq 

.,1;8 
-.[1'13 

• ... 71 

.l;?~ 

• .. ~ 2 
.[1nO 

• '11? 

.?~2 

.3% 
-. I') r 1 

• 3 <; 7 

.781 

.<47 

-."'12 
.,43 

.1 0 C; 

.2,7 

• r.~ 4 

.5:-> " 

.534 

.n') D 

.5,3 

.7:>4 

.757 

.on [J 

.7':.· fl 

• 74 ~ 
• ~I"J q 

- • [J" t 
.3'1 '1 

• 71 4 
.?Or q 

• ro n 
• %A 

.,'0 
• 3A 7 

• (1n ,3 
.37 0 

.291; 

• ~5 ~ 
• Of"} 1 
.357 

.?B c; 

.344 
- .C'l n 

.344 

10 

• 1 50 
• I 90 

-. r: 01 
• I 91 

· I 9fj 

• ?;>(: 
.00'" 
• 2 i'F 

.201 

• 2 ~r 
-. !11J2 

." 3~ 

.214 

.?4R 
-. n on 
.? 4<,' 

1 7 

• 1 <; n 
.1 A 4 

- • r]r] r) 

.1 R 4 

• 10 , 

.?2 3 
• '11 0 
.7?? 

.710 

.23 ,q 

• no 3 
.235 

.719 
• ;>4!; 
• Don 
• ;>4 F 

• 1 94 • 19 'i 
.23D .724 
.nnr: -.("'0 
.22'1.775 

."'0< .51, 

.53? .534 
-.'leG .[112" 

.'>33 .<;~2 

.7?9 • n 7 

.75r. .1<;'7 
-. n nr • nn 2 
.755.155 

.231' .?42 

.291' .79<1 
-. n03 • no? 
.301 .79, 

• 31 0 • '24 
.3H .354 
·.OO? .[103 

• ~ f;'1 • 36 1 

.327 .332 

.373 .371 
-.::103 -.(102 
.37f .373 

.290, .2'l8 

.3"£', .311? 
-.oon .ono 
.3"!' , .3'11 

.291 .792 

.'''2 .3~7 

.003 .rn2 

.34,' .~"'i 

81 

1'1 

• 1 52 
• 119 
• 0 02 
.177 

.195 

.? 18 
-.0 no 

.211l 

.?IO 

.732 

.0 on 

.;> 32 

• ;> ::>3 
.7 U4 
.!) 00 
.7.u3 

· I 9'l 
.;>22 
• C Of) 
.721 

.517 

.531 
-. [] 00 

• 'i 31 

.741 

.755 

.000 

.75" 

.? 46 
• ;> ell 
• r: 06 
.285 

.328 

.3 fi 1 

.003 

.358 

.340 

.312 

• 'J (11 
.311 

.7 q8 

.:n5 
- • (1 80 

.:n5 

.293 

.331 

.001 

.330 

16 

.1'18 

.169 
-.000 

.170 

• 191 
• ;>1 3 

- • nOD 

.21" 
• 21 1 
.n6 

-.0[12 
.;>;>9 

.774 

.2~8 

-.002 

• ;>4n 

• 1 q 9 
.715 

-.rr!? 
.?17 

• 571 
• 52 'l 

- • (l'1;> 

.531 

.744 

.751 
- • (10 3 

.15 q 

.23;> 

.275 
- • or? 

.277 

.325 

.352 
- .(1[13 

.355 

.3'13 

.%8 

.0[10 

.368 

.299 
• '130 

-.000 
.330 

.291 

.373 
- .002 

.375 

18 

.147 

.162 
-.000 
.163 

• ;> 01 
.211 
• iJ on 
.2 1[1 

.218 

.221'. 
• J 00 
.225 

.2 31 

.2 38 
• iJ 01 
.237 

.204 

.2 13 
• a Of] 
.213 

.530 

.5 31 
• J 01 
.530 

.754 

.75<; 

.001 

.153 

.22'l 

.? 66 
-.002 
.268 

.331 

• 3 51 
-."001 
.352 

.348 

.361; 

• J 00 
.3 fie; 

.300 

.324 
-. D on 
.324 

.;> 93 

.318 
-. D 01 
.320 



Table 1. Continued. 

1413 [1" TH .~77 .~A['" • 5 ~,2 • co P. ." ('7 .f04 • ;; 14 
E"IGY .1';>7 .~? ) • f, ,,;' • 1'2 ~ .1; ? 1 • f.l 6 .620 
DIFF -. G r 1 • ~": 11 · oDe • [1'12 .OQO •• on3 .001 
~R GY , • I'? ~ .r,?'3 .6 ?? .6;?l .62,) .620 .619 

1414 !)PTH • R r 4 .qFI .1l6F .1',74 .878 .IlR1 • B 8'3 
ENGY • PQ 5 .AOC .8 'l4 • P.96 • P q4 .890 .89? 
!)IFF -.rOl .rn n -. ODD • [1[1? .0 flO - • flO;> .000 
fRGY .pnb .8 CH; • A '1~, .R'l4 • R 93 .B92 .891 

1415 OP TH .18 A • 3~ 4 .,'13 • ~7 6 .HI) .368 .360 
ICNGY .qq2 • 48 ~ .47F .4'" 5 ... 5 R .4 .. 7 ... 36 
OIFF -.('00 - .[no .001 -. n:1 [1 .on2 .000 -.002 
ERGY .4"3 • 48 ~ .474 .40;5 .456 .447 .43R 

1416 DPTH .4PF, .4<;1 .49<; ."~ .4 'l'l .501 .507 
(NGY • ~I' R • C;I' 5 .567 • 5S '1 .553 .548 .547 
OIFF -.r"!r.l • C'1 f) .0 OJ • no 2 - .000 -.002 • il 00 
fRGY • "1'·9 • 51; <; .561 .5<; 7 .554 .550 .546 

1417 DP1H .479 .4Q'1 ,.479 .484 .'4 B7 .488 .492 
[NO .51' 1 .cr:.f .S4~ • <:4 7 .543 .5:17 .5311 
DIfF .noo .0" ., -. rHJ2 -. flO I) .000 -.000 • il 00 
fPGY .<;1'0 • 5~ h .551 • <:47 .542 .538 .533 

1418 OOTH .<:(1? • t:;11 P. .!lln • ~17 .518 .5;>1 .52f 
ENGY .~f'1 .511n • Ii 75 .574 .563 .565 .563 
OIFF -.Qnn • fl'l n -.ono • nrJ 2 -.000 ~ .ono • [1 00 
fPGY ."'''2 .57'1 .57( .572 .569 .566 .563 

1419 OPTH .472 .47~ .474 .476 .483 .481 .4 B6 
[NGY • <:'5 I; .SC)l .545 .540 .540 .532 .529 
DIfF .001 - .0"0 -.001 -. on 2 .002 - • on 1 .000 
fR GY .'i55 • 'i'il .54F .542 .537 .533 .528 

1420 OPTH .7[, 0 .71' 1 .774 .779 .785 .78.6 .794 
FIllGY • R 16 • ~ 16 .817 .815 .8 14 .809 • 81'1 
01 FF -.rn2 - .0'10 .101 • (1'11 .002 -.003 -.000 
EP r,y .813 • B 1 h • II 15 • !II'I .813 .81 1 .810 

1421 DP TH .073 .<lqr .984 • qq 3 • q~b .999 1.007 
f"lCY 1.0::'2 1 .O? 3 1. fl2[l 1.1")23 1 .01 '1 1.016 1.017 
OIFF -. n'1l) .ono -. DOC' • nn 3 • '1 00 -. flO 2 .000 
EQGY 1.013 1. 0" ~ 1. Q 21 1. r20 1.019 1.018 1.017 

1422 DPTH .<;f? • C;t; 'l .543 .536 .532 .524 .522 
fNGY .720 .711 .6% .686 .678 .6f;8 .660 
OIFF .000 .0'1 ? -.002 -. no 2 -.000 - .COO .002 
[RGY .719 .7'1Q .699 .689 .678 .668 .658 

1423 00 TH .M9 .67<> .673 .618 .F; 19 .684 .689 
ENGY .7QI"l .7112 .771 .71; 8 .763 .71'; 0 .158 
OIfF -.Ofll .one; -.002 -. on 0 -.002 -.000 .002 
fQGY .7" 2 .777 • 7 73 • 76 9 .71';5 • 7f 0 .156 

1424 OPTH .1;77 .6 eq • I) 79 .690 .585 .687 .£,97 
[NGY ,.7" 1 • 7R 3 .775 .778 .767 .759 .76C! 
OIFt -.nrm • O!1 G -.002 • fln 5 -.000 -. n(l I{ .002 
[Q GY .7"7 • 7~ 3 • 77" .773 .768 • 7~ 3 .758 

1425 OPTH .FAr, .bqn .681, • fq 3 .701 • f-9 7 .701 
ENGY .794 .7'11 .781 .780 .780 .771 .767 
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Table 1. Continued . 

DIFF • ~nr:J .0'11 -. r.04 -. on 0 • '1 04 -. no 1 -.0 on 
ERGY .7'13 .7A'l .785 .781 .770 .772 .768 

1426 OPTH .701l • 7'1 ~ .70~ .715 .7111 .720 .726 
ENGY • R 12 .81] 5 .7'3 Q .7'18 .7'11 .78'3 .788 
OIFF .002 - .non -.003 • [l~ (J -.003 -.0(1) .002 
[pGY • R09 • an c; • a 01 .797 .7'13 .7'30 .786 

1427 DPTH • '1"2 .90'1 .'11S • '121 • '124 • '12 5 • '330 
F.NGY • "Ill • '181 • q8n .97'1 • q 75 .970 .968 
OIFF -.002 - • f]'1 0 .001 • ('103 • (] 01 -. 007 -.001 
"PGY • C!A 3 .9'11 .'ne • '176 • '174 .971 .'16'3 

1428 OP TH 1. 1 '4 1.1~2 1.134 1.137 1 .1 1f4 1.150 1.1 Sf; 
F."IGY 1 • lI!!l 1 • t'l 'I 1.1 80; 1. 1 'l1 1 .1 IlZ 1.11ll 1. 1 8f" 
DI FF -. n (10 .r"') 2 -.OOf] - • 012 -.000 • f]on • J 01 
ERGY 1. 1 A 'I 1. UP 1 • 1 8<, l.lll4 1.192 1.IRl 1. 1 79 



CODE ST AT F !\ 10 12 14 16 18 

1501 OPTH • P1 .1"1 .1 38 .131 • ]36 .131 .142 
EIIIGY .214 .201 .1q~ .184 .114 .164 .158 
OIfF -.1'100 .0'1 ? -.000 -. on 0 - ,002 - .001 .002 
rqGY .215 • lDS .I 95 .185 .115 o.l66 .156 

1502 OP 11-1 .152 .1 <; 1 .162 • U; 5 .111 .110 .171 
EIII GY .ll':! .273 .211 .209 .204 .194 .189 
or fF -.000 - .0'10 .000 .000 .002 - .OD2 .000 
ER GY .?~n .2?3 .2U; .709 .203 .196 .189 

15.03 np 1H • ] A 5. .]QR .205 .714 .2 Zl .22.6 .231 
EIIIGY • 756 .7') 8 .2511 .253 . .2 II':! .211 II .2411 
flIFF -.002 .on 7 .000 • no 1 .000 - .002 .000 
fR GY .7 c, q .2<;.6 .254 .2<; 1 .7119 .211 6 .243 

1504 OR 1H .707 .21 C; .226 .236 .7112 .211 7 .258 
EIIIGY .776 .213 .21" • 21 ~ .269 .263 .2611 
Dr Ff -. anD - .on 1 .001 .003 .000 - .002 .000 
fR GY .717 .275 .213 .no .7[,8 .2f';6 .2611 

1505 OP1H • ~A 3 .3''17 .11 03 .1116 .423 .429 .11 41 
(1110 .446 .44 q .44 c, .448 .445 .441 .11 43 
DlfF -.007 .0'1 ? -.000 • [1'13 .000 - • DrJ3 .000 
fRGY .""8 • "4 7 .""6 • "4 5 .445 .44 " ." 113 

1506 OP 1H ."48 .5') 3 .56'1 .51l0 .58f! .59F .605 
ENGY .F09 .Ff] q .610 .611 .609 .601 .606 
OIfF -. n n 1 - .0'] '1 • n 00 • no? .000 - .000 -.001 
ERGY • ~, 11 .61 [) .609 .6nQ • F; 08 .608 .601 

1507 OP1H .706 .117 .128 .139 .1 '15 .153 .1611 
E"lGY • 767 .76 q .769 .17n .166 .164 .165 
01 FF -. CO2 - .0" 0 .0 OJ .0'] 3 -.000 - .002 -.000 
ERGY .169 • 76 ~ .161 .161 .766 .765 .165 

1508 OP 1H • 1 Fe 8 .114 .1 BO .1'10 .1911 .201 .21[1 
['II GY .742 .2H .232 .231 .224 .271 .219 
orFf .000 - .0'10 -.001 • nn 1 -. [] 01 - .01'10 .001 
fR GY .741 .27,7 .2D .729 .n5 .222 .218 

1509 OP TH .224 • 2~? .226 .72'l .22B .220 .215 
ENGY .323 .3111 .304 .296 .285 .210 .251 
OIFf -. [11'14 .012 -. (] 00 .0'13 • 0 O~ - .000 -.003 
[R GY .321 .~1<; .305 .793 .282 .n 1 .260 

1510 [JPTH .743 .252 .259 .264 .272 .211 .284 
fNGY • 3~;J .:'In .323 • 3} 1 .313 .303 .304 
OIFf -.001 .r!') 0 .001 .000 .002 - .004 .002 
fRGY .~31 .3?<; .32] .311 .312 .301 .302 

1511 OP1H .4<;4 .41' S • '114 .41l6 .4 94 .501 .5 111 
ICNGY .522 • <;2 2 .521 .52 :'I .520 .511 .520 
OIFf -.[10n • on [] -.000 • on 2 .000 -.002 .000 
fRGY • <,22 • ')2? .521 • <:2 1 .520 .520 .51 'l 

1512 OP TH .Fr2 • fI4 .623 .634 .;44 .650 .664 
f"lGY .~66 • feF 'I .667 .668 .668 • Fr.4 .668 
DIff -.r]1jl .n') '] -. n 00 • r,1" .001 - • 0" 3 .001 
(RH .~f;7 • (;1'.7 .667 • hI' 7 • h f, 1 .567 .666 



Table 1. Continued. 

1513 

1514 

1515 

1516 

1517 

1518 

1519 

1520 

1521 

1522 

1523 

1524 

1525 

DoTH 
E~JGY 

OI" 
ERGY 

DoTH 

ENGY 
DIF. 
[q EY 

DDTH 

ENGY 
DIF' 
EDGY 

00 TH 
ENGY 
DIrF 
EDGY 

DoTH 
EfIJ GY 
DIF. 
ED GY 

DoTH 
flllGY 
DIFF 
EDGY 

DoTH 
ENGV 
OIFF 
ER GY 

ODTH 

ENGY 
DHF 
ER GY 

DO TH 
ENGY 
DIFF 
ER GY 

I)D TH 

EIllGY 
DIFF 
ER GY 

no TH 

!'NGY 
OIFF 
ERGY 

DP TH 
fill GY 
DIFF 
ER GY 

DPTH 
EIII r-; Y 

.760 

.'17, 
-.000 

• 1l?4 

• ;'>117 
.B3 
.ono 
.:n2 

.771 

.8?4 

.000 

.823 

.252 

.3?7 
- .0'1 n 

• 3? A 

• ?F4 .27(1 
.'147 .342 

-.Of'Ja -.(11? 
.347 .3'1~ 

.'Iq .3r,n 

.4"6 .'1'16 
-. nro .0'10 

.11"7 • 'Ill " 

.bh'> .674 

.7'19 .7117 

.002 .:,r11 

.747 .746 

.'ill .,,17 

.Fl! .6'1':; 

.'100 -.n"? 

.r!1 .6')'1 

.CjP7 .~"2 

1.[1'>8 1.[53 
.'11'1 - .O")? 

1.f'!'ib 1.05'> 

1.cn7 1.DI~ 

1.077 1.07'1 
-.r01 .(1"0 
1.078 1.07 Q 

.1117 .41 R 
• S17 .'i?R 
.(1n:? -.(1'):, 

.~35 .S"'g 

• '10 Cj • """ 
• 532 .~2~ 
.no? -.rn? 
.S30 .573 

.<;:>0 .<;40 

.71'3 .71'1 
-."(:6 .01r:; 

.7"6 .71 ~ 

• <;7 <; .5R'I 
.7~4 .74" 

-.nrc') .["1 
.7 C 4 .74~ 

.r.·09 .(;,10 

.77<; .70.<; 

.7'W 

.823 
-.000 

.823 

.258 

.322 
-.001 
.323 

.283 

.343 

.003 

.340 

.36[1 

.47f 

.002 

.474 

• I; 83 
.745 
• OOC 
.74'1 

.5U 

.60(, 

.000 
• (,05 

1. Zl 02 
1. rJ 52 
-.0 or 
1.053 

1.027 
1.077 

.000 
1.017 

.423 

.522 
-. 002 
.524 

.4F· 

.511-
-.000 
.517 

.5';>9 

.70'1 

• n a4 
.7 OS 

.5"( 

• 74f' 
-. a 0'1 

.741 

.614 

.75E 

8S 

.793 

.826 
• (''12 
.823 

.?69 

• 32 1 
• fl[J3 
.318 

.2,,7 

.33 b 
-. no a 

.336 

• ~4 8 
.459 

- .0'14 
.41'> 3 

.1'>83 

.73S 
-.Wlg 

.743 

• 5~ ') 
.605 
.002 

• 5C 3 

1.013 
1. 05 3 

• on 2 
1 .05 I 

1.038 
1.07 9 

• ro 2 
1.n7F. 

.432 
• SI 8 
• [11 a 
.518 

'I ? ~ 
• J 

.51? 
• 'lrll 
.~1'1 

• '11 '? 
.1"86 

- • "0 2 
.6,\7 

.5'32 

.734 
- • on 0 

.73" 

.b24 

.75 S 

.!l r,2 
• A;>4 
.001 
.!l 23 

.808 

.8?0 
- .0'13 

.823 

.273 .275 

.3 14 • 306 

.000,- .003 

.314 • 30 '3 

.7.94 

.332 
-. [J 00 

.333 

.355 

.453 
• n 02 
.451 

.7'12 

.74'1 

.0(11 

.74:> 

.'>46 
• I; (11 
• ,][10 
• f;(10 

1.020 
) .050 

.000 
1.050 

1 .0"5 
1 • 0 75 
-.000 
1.075 

.440 

.514 

.002 

.512 

.425 

.503 
-.000 

.5(13 

.508 

.674 
-.000 

• h 75 

.5 Gh 

.7 ?6 
-.000 

.7 ?7 

.;:; 37 

.750 

.301 

.328 
- • 000 

.379 

.353 

.442 

.OO? 

.440 

.710 

.7'11 
-.(1no 

.7'11 

• 5" 1 
.595 

- • 002 
.598 

1. 026 
1.046 
-. r02 
1.048 

1.052 
1.071 
- • 00 3 
1.074 

• '14 2 
.506 

- • 000 
.505 

.428 

.495 
- .Or'2 

.'197 

.'1"1" 

.659 
- • cn 3 

.66 ;> 

.60 " 

.722 

.onl 

.721 

.637 

.744 

.821 

.823 

.000 
• S 23 

.286 

.305 
• [) 01 
.30" 

.31n 

.326 

.00(1 

.326 

• 3 "'I 
.427 

-.002 
.429 

.722 

.742 

.003 

.740 

.563 

.5% 

.000 

.595 

1. 0 38 
1.048 
.001 

1. 0 4~ 

1.065 
).074 
.001 

).073 

.448 

.50'1 
-.000 
.5 Of'! 

." 37 
• II 92 
• 0 02 
• 4 9'1 

• 5 00 
• D 51 
.002 

• I'> 'I"! 

• I'> 07 
.71'1 

-.0 on 
• 7 14 

• <; II) 
.737 



Table 1. Continued. 

DIFF .("1[17 - • 0'1 -.[103 -. ("In l"l .0'11 • cnn -. a 00 
[RGY .77?, • 7F. 7 .761 • 7S 5 .749 .743 .737 

1526 np TH .643 .64 ? .647 .661 .577 .68 [1 • f; II 1 
E'IGY .7'l1! .70,7 .781 • 7q 1 .783 .775 .7 f,6 
OIFF .[104 - .on 3 -. a nc; -. (l00 .0 ns • no 2 -.003 
EQGY .7 0 4 .7'10 .78E .781 .777 .773 .769 

1527 DPTH • 1'15 .S72 .831' .837 • II 45 .86 () • II 61 
['1GY • 'l~" .Q30 • q 27 • 'l? 3 • '1?D • q? 3 .914 
orrF • [J[1n - .0'1::J -.000 - • ("I') t -.0 '12 • n" 4 -. 002 
ERGY • °33 .93 n .927 .924 .922 .'119 .916 

1528 DPTH • qtj '3 .'175 .<jlll • 'l'l1 .399 1.0" ! 1. 0111 
ENGY 1. or 2 I. G"- c; 1.0f)2 1. nr, 1 1.058 1. OS? 1.::J 55 
flIFF -.O(n .rrn • n nG • n'll .0 00 - .004 .002 
"qCH 1. r'~ 5 1 • or, ~ I.Of;} 1. n6n 1.058 I. [15 6 I. 054 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Definition 

Q discharge, cfs 

6.0 station or point of measurement (in feet) in a downstream direction, 
includes 8.0, 10.0 cfs 

YN normal flow depth, Y n 

Yl flow depth at station 6.0 corrected by 0.03 ',y 

Y 4 flow depth at station 18.0 corrected by 0.03' , Y 4 

YI-YNY]-Y n 

Yl/YN Y] /Y n 

EN energy for normal flow depth, Yll + y2n /2g 

E 1 energy at station 6.0, E ] , (y I + y2] /2g) 

E4 energy at station 18.0, E4 , (Y4 + Y 24 /2g) 

EI-E4 head(energy)loss,E]-E4 

E4/E 1 E4 /E 1,1; , ratio of energys 

l-E15 computationof,(1-E r 1 . S ) 

FN Froude number computed at normal flow depth, F 

Fl Froude number computed at station 6.0 

FB Froude number computed at the minimum flow depth 
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Figure 43. Definition sketch for vertical board constriction with bar roughness 
shown in tilting flume. 
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1 /' "\ Detai I A 
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DETAIL A 

Figure 44. Definition sketch for vertical board constriction. 
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Table 2. Hydraulic data for tilting flume with vertical board const~iction and with slope varying from 0.0000 to 0.0050. 

coo£ D 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13 .0 13.5 1".0 1" .5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

21 1 ."80 ."03 ."03 ."02 .386 .321 .116 .2"6 .182 .111 .186 .116 .19.1 .199 
21 2 ."80 ."0" ."0'' ."01 .386 .325 .181 .260 .202 .192 .206 .182 .212 .218 
21 3 ."80 ."07 ."01 •• 65 .388 .329 .119 .279 .207 .2)0 .237 .201 .238 .231 

21 " .'180 ."11 .11 11 ... 0; .391 .331 .217 .288 .271 .261 .269 .263 .281 .288 
21 5 ."80 .720 .120 .719: .707 .688 .681 .68" .689 .685 .688 .681 .691t .696 
21 6 •• 80 1.018 1.019 1.01 7: 1.008 1.000 .9'13 .996 1.000 .• 996 .996 .'196 1.002 1.00. 
21 1 1.160 .716 .718 .71 s; .6'111 .623 .360 .256 .258 .222 .165 .160 .20" .252 
21 8 1.160 .717 .118 .71 a .6'13 .621 .352 .255 .266 .230 .182 .192 .217 .272 
21 9 1.160 .111 .118 .71 7. .6'13 .623 .355 .255 .270 .251 .195 .219 .237 .286 
2lUI' 1.160 .719 .720 .719. .698 .632 .357 .313 .350 .331 .32" .275 .31·9 .3.5 
2111 1.160 .'15'1 .961 .959 .9"3 .893 .8"7 .863 .862 .863 .867 .870 .879 .8111 
2112 1.160 1.266 1.268 1.266 1.253 1.21 'I 1.197 1.222 1.21'1 1.213 1.211 1.217 1.223 1.226 

\0 2113 1.670 .898 .898 .897 .87Z .800 .'181 .318 .268 .2'10 .196 .1'16 .268 .306 
Q 211" 1.670 .891 .89'1 .896 .87Z .197 .'183 .315 .270 .2'n .201 .152 .26" .296 

2115 1.610 .8'18 .'102 .897 .87Z .800 .11 811 .323 .2711 .261 .229 .2.0 .2'1" .319 
2116 1.670 .'101 .'101 .898 .816 .803 .5 on .337 .311 .3511 .322 .3"" .387 .381 
2111 1.670 1.186 1.186 1.185 1.165 1.103 1.011 1.068 1.069 1.062 1.065 1.06'1 1.013 1.078 
2118 1.670 1.38'1 1.392 1.391 1.31" 1.316 1.265 1.293 1.3011 1.306 1.300 1.300 1.310 1.315 
211'1 2.3'10 1.126 1.121 1.122 1.101 1.023 .616 ."27 .30" .2"7 .20'1 .182 .'1511 ."59 
2120 2.390 1.125 1.1211 1.12 II 1.096 1.029 .61'1 .111 'I .309 .257 .210 .252 ."63 .1167 
212f 2.390 1.125 1.126 1.12 Z 1.100 1.026 .669 .1121 .306 .155 .215 .227 .1152 ."86 
2122 2.3'10 1.133 1.133 1.13 2· 1.103 1.038· .683 .1156 .3111 .380 .1J83 .1196 ."86 .511 
2123 2.3'10 1.262 1.26'1 1.261 1.238 1.173 .880 .953 1.011" 1.018 1.015 1.027 1.021 1.02'1 
212" 2.390 1.38'1 1.390 1.388 1.362 1.30'1 1.10'1 1.200 1.228 1.21'1 1.219 1.215 1.215 1.227 



Table 2. Continued. 

coor Q YN Y 1 Y4 YI-YN Yll YN fN El r" El-[4 ["/El I-f15 FN Fl FB 

ZI .480 .000 .373 .169 .000 .000 .000 .376 .183 .193 .486 .661 .000 .123 2.0"6 
21 2 ." 80 .000 • 3 74 .188 .000 .oon .000 .377 .199 .178 .5Z~ .616 .000 .1 Z2 1.945 
21 3 .480 .000 .377 .Z:)7 .000 .oon .000 .380 .216 .164 .'i69 .571 .000 .121 1.985 
21 4 .480 .000 .381 .Z58 .000 .000 .000 .384 .Z64 .IZ0 .688 .430 .000 .119 1.412 

?1 5 .480 .000 .690 .666 .0 on .000 .000 .691 .667 .024 .965 .052 .000 .049 • ZI 7 

21 6 .480 .000 .988 .974 .000 .000 .000 .988 .974 .014 .986 .021 .000 .029 .121 
ZI 7 1.160 .000 .686 .22 Z .000 .000. .oop .691 .268 .4Z2 .389 .758 .000 .119 5.886 
Z1 8 1.160 .000 .687 .2'12 .000 .ono .000 .692 .281 .411 .406 .7'11 .000 .119 11.655 
21 q 1.160 .000 .687 .256 .000 .oon .:JOo .692 .291 .401 .1121 .727 .000 .119 ".116 
2110 1.160 .000 • 689 • 31 5 . .000 .0Dn .~ on .694 .338 .356 .487 .660 .000 .118 2.275 
2111 1.160 • 000 .929 .851 .non .000 .000 .'H2 .85 .. .077 .917 .122 .000 .076 .3Jit 

\0 2112 1.160 .oon 1.236 1.196 .000 .000 .000 1.237 1.198 .0"0 .968 .048 .000 .049 .219 - 2113 1.670 .000 .868 .27 6 .000 .oon .000 .874 .338 .5~6 • ~87 .759 .000 .121 10.053 
Z1l4 1.670 .000 .867 .266 .000 .oon .0 on .873 .333 .5110 .381 .764 .000 .121 9.320 

2115 1.670 .oon .868 .289 .000 .00 n .nnn .87 II .346 .5ZQ .3'16 .751 .000 .1 Z 1 ".474 
2116 i.670 .000 .871 .35 1 .000 .oon .000 .877 .390 .488 • II 114 .704 .000 .120 2.1>61> 
Z117 1.670 .000 1.156 1.048 .0 DO .ono .:1 on 1 .160 1.05Z .107 .'l08 .135 .000 .078 ... 05 
Z118 1.670 .000 1.359 1 .Z8 5 .D 00 .000 .000 1.362 1.288 .074 .9 .. 6 .080 .000 .062 .289 
2119 Z.390 .000 1.096 .1129 .000 .on n .000 1.10" .482 .672 • II 36 .112 .000 .12Z 9.591 
Z1Z0 2.390 .000 1.095 ... 37 .000 .ono .000 1.103 • II 8R .615 ..... ? .706 .000 .IZZ 7. "" 3 
2121 2.390 .000 1.095 .456 .000 .000 .000 1 .103 .503 .600 .1156 .6'1Z .oou .122 12.861 
2122 2.390 .000 1.103 .118 1 .000 .000 .000 l.tll .523 .588 • II 71 .677 .000 .120 3.751> 

?l ~3 2.390 .oon 1.232 .999 .:1 OD .ono .000 1.238 1.009 .730 .815 .265 .000 .102 .725 
ZI?1I 2.390 .oon J. 3 59 1 .197 .000 .000 .n on 1.3611 1.204 .lfiO .882 .171 .000 .OR 8 .507 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE 9 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 1'1.0 III .5 15.0 15.') I£. • U 18.0 

22 1 .500 .1101 • II Oil ./iJ 5 .388 .328 .179 .129 .171 • III II .If;!': .173 .In .1 Ii 7 
22 2 .500 .1103 • liDS ./i0 6 .389 .32'1 .187 .280 .216 .2214 .238 .21'1 .2 liD .1450 
22 3 .500 • filS .111'1 .420 .11 0'1 .3/i6 .279 .306 .30'1 .30'1 .:mo; • 3n 'I .314 .32" 
22 /i .500 .'1£.5 ./j 69 ./j£. 'I .456 ./i07 .3'13 .38 'I .3'11 .3'11 .0'1' ... 00 ."OS ... 12 
22 5 .500 .7/j/j .7/j1l .711 'I .142 .722 .720 .722 .725 .723 .774 .724 .7 II .737 
22 6 .500 1.012 1.015 1 .01 7. 1.010 1.000 .9'17 1.000 1.00n I .no I I.nnn 1.000 1.008 I .012 
22 1 1.150 .705 .706 .707 .687 .61 'I .350 .252 .256 .208 • Jlff, .137 .708 .26" 

\0 22 8 1.150 .705 .786 .108 ., 88 .61 'I .350 .25 Ii .282 .262 .213 .2110 .259 .2'17 
t-) 22 'I 1.150 .707 .710 .711 .688 .626 .3 <;3 .276 .3'17 .3')'1 .340 .7I!'1 .l3£. .366 

221IJ 1.150 .717 .720 .721 .702 .635 .379 .48'1 .826 .469 .4711 .51 I .11 9U .511 
2211 1.150 .96'1 .973 .975 .960 .911 .864 .882 .8'15 .8RA .8'17 .8'1A .'103 .'1011 
2212 1.150 1.236 1.240 1.211 0 1.231 1.201 1.176 1.203 1. 1'14 1.1'1" I • I '17 1.1'15 1.704 1.208 
2213 2.350 1.101 1.106 1.106 1.081 1.011 .655 .414 .289 .0'18 .106 .172 .1119 .4411 
2214 2.350 1.102 1.106 1.107 1.083 1.002 .661 .290 .307 • If, 7 .113 .336 .445 .1163 
2215 2.350 1.107 1.110 1.11 Q 1.083 1.011 .667 .431 .J 15 .30'1 .307 .313 • II 50 .1Ir; 5 
2216 2.350 1.1111 1.118 1.117: 1.0'12 1.025 .680 .452 .403 .445 .565 .555 .510 .553 
2217 2.350 1.221 1.224 1.225 1.200 1.13 A .8113 .896 1.009 .'17'1 .'1"'5 .'177 • Ii 13 • 'II! 0; 

2218 2.350 1.37'1 1.385 1.383 J.366 1.302 1.123 1.20'1 1.238 1.225 I. "31 1.72'1 1 • 2 3£. 1.247 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y 1 H Yl-YN Yll YN EN El E4 EJ-EII Ell lEI l-E 15 FN F1 FB 

2Z 1 .500 .181 .311 .11> 7 .1 '30 2.050 .216 .388 .182 .206 .469 .679 .37'3 .12'3 3.817 
22 2 .500 .181 .373 .1120 .192 Z.OI> 1 .1 '31 .390 .422 - .032 1.082 -.125 .379 .128 1.912 
22 3 .500 .181 .385 .294 .204 2.127 .188 .402 .299 .103 .7't] .359 .37'3 .122 .957 
22 4 .500 .181 • II 35 .382 .254 2.403 .329 .452 .385 .01>7 .852 .213 .379 .102 7.013 
2Z 5 .500 .181 .714 .7:1 7 .513 3.945 .207 .729 .7na .021 .971 .0"4 .379 .048 .207 
2Z I> .0; 00 .181 .982 .982 .801 5.1125 .230 .997 .982 .0111 .986 .022 .379 .030 .125 
22 7 1.150 .323 .1> 75 .23 " .352 2.090 .509 .694 .275 .419 .39& .751 .31>1> .121 7.8111 
22 8 1.10;0 .323 .1> 75 .267 .352 2.090 .3"3 .69" .299 .396 ." 30 .118 .361> .121 2.9'30 
22 9 1.150 .323 • I> 77 .33 I> .35" 2.091> • 3 35 .696 .356 .3"0 .511 .635 .366 .120 2.2"2 

\0 22UJ 1.1 SO .323 .687 .1187 .36'1 2.127 .330 .706 .4')6 .210 .703 .410 .366 .118 1.327 
I#J 2211 1.150 .323 .939 .878 • I> II> 2.'307 .336 .'356 .881 .075 .922 .115 .366 .07" .35'3 

2212 1.10;0 .323 1.201> 1.178 .883 3. 7~ II .3116 1.222 1.180 .0"2 .965 .052 .31>6 .051 .223 
2Z13 2.350 .540 1.071 .1118. .531 1.'383 7.227 1.094 .472 .622 ." 31 .7)7 .3"1> .124 31.518 
2214 2.350 .5"0 1.07,2 .433 .532 1.'385 .'358 1.095 .11 83 .611 - • "" 1 • 707 • 3"1> .124 11.022 
2Z 15 2.3'50 .5 .. 0 1.077 .435 .537 1. '3'1" .511 1.100 .485 .1>15 ." .. 1 .707 • 3"1> .123 3.8311 
2216 2.350 .5 .. 0 1.08" .523 .5 .... 2.007 .553 1.106 .557 .54'3 .50" .6'12 .3'16 .122 2.453 
2217 2.350 .5 .. 0 1.1'31 .'355 • I> 51 2.206 .5"" 1. Z12 .965 .2'17 .796 .28'3 .3116 .106 .71>2 
2218 2.350 .5"0 1.3'49 1.217 .80'3 Z."'38 .5"'3 1.31>9 1.223 .1" 5 .8'3' .155 .3"1> .0~8 • "89 



Table 2. Contin~ed. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 1l.5 1'1.0 1 11.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

23 r .530 .'il8 .1122 .42 .. ./1 11 .2/1 8 .18'1 .119 .113 .126 .151 .115 .112 .190 
23 2 .530· ./118 ... 2 .. .1126 .11 09 .3/1 9 '.192 .215 .231 .212 .2/19 .213 .2110 .251 
23 3 .530 ./12/1 ... 29 ./13 I· .11 16 .351 .251 .303 .305 .301 .307 .302 .315 .32'1 
23 /I .530 .4711 .'179 ./182 ." 6CJ .'116 .390 ." 1 'I .110" ... 06 .1112 .1110 .11 1 9 ... 23 
23 5 .530 .72" .130 .73 3 .726 .70" .6 '13 .702 .708 .701 .706 .708 .717 .722 
23 6 .530 .'196 1.001 1.005 1.001 .990 .984 .'188 .9'11 .'1'10 .9'11 .993 1.000 1.005 
23 1 1.120 .683 .690 .692 .673 .603 .336 .2"" .283 .20" .137 .119 .209 .2"0 
23 8 1.120 .68" .690 .69" .676 .60'1 .3 '1,3 .255 .211 .252 .186 .223 .25/1 .200 
23 9 1.120 .687 .691 .69'1 .676 .607 .348 .272 .382 .3'17 .30'1 .311 .321 .352 

\0 2310 1.120 .6911 .697 .700 .684 .611 .363 .1106 .53" .1128 ... 16 .'119 .'15" ... 72 
.j:o,. 2311 1.120 .955 .961 .% 2 .95/j .902 .8 "9 .876 .882 .890 ~8'1" .89'1 .903 .908 

2312 1.120 1.231 h2'13 1.2'16 1.238 1.207 1.189 1.211 1.207 1.20" 1.206 1.200 1.218 1.22" 
2313 2.3"0 1.091 1.10" 1.103 1.082 1.006 .661 .111" .302 .2"0 .201 .161 .381 .11116 
23111 2.340 1.09'1 1.104 1.10 5 1.08'1 1.012 .651 ' .'U6 .307 .2"1 .203 .329 .452 .'115 
2315 2.1110 1.101 1.106 1.108 1.085 1.01 'I .663 .1130 .333 .284 .266 .288 .1163 .11 71 
2316 2.340 1.108 1.113 1.11 7: 1.099 1.027 .681 .462 .1109 .1100 .513 .5"" .535 .588 
2311 2.340 1.258 1.2611 1.267 1.268 1.183 .'110 1.007 1.093 1.062 1.063 1.06'1 1.067 1.078 
2318 2.3"0 1.3'17 1. 'I Oil 1.'106 1.390 1.32'1 1.169 1.232 1.263 1.266 1.26" 1.210 1.21 .. 1.218 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q VN V 1 V4 V 1-VN VII VN [N El [4 El-E4 E 4/El 1-[ 15 FN F 1 fB 

23 • <; 30 .158 .388 .160 .230 2.456 .239 .415 .119 .236 ."30 .718 .492 .128 4.747 
23 2 .530 .158 .388 .227 .23'1 2.456 .173 .415 .236 .179 .569 .571 .4'12 .128 1.933 
23 3 • <; 30 .158 .394 .299 .236 2.494 • I 68 .421 .304 .117 .723 .386 .492 .125 1.165 
23 4 .530 .158 .4"4 • 393 • 2 8£' 2.810 .1 ;'0 .470 .396 .074 .842 .221 .492 .105 .584 
23 <; .530 .158 .694 .692 .536 " .3"2 .190 .719 .693 .0;>6 .96" .05" .11 '12 .053 .233 
23 6 .530 .158 .966 .975 .808 6.11 'I .221 .991 .976 .015 ."185 .(123 .4'12 .033 .135 
23 7 1.120 .265 .653 .21 a .388 7."6 " .771 .682 .258 .4?4 .319 .767 • q 79 .12" 10.032 
23 8 1. I 20 .265 .654 .170 .389 2.468 .328 .683 .244 ."39 .357 .181 .11 79 .12" 4.323 
23 9 1.120 .265 .657 .322 .3 '12 2.419 .28;> .686 .343 .343 .1199 .647 .11 79 .123 2.237 
2310 1.120 .265 .664 .411 2 .399 2.506 .;> 15 .693 .453 .2110 .654 .471 .419 .121 1.386 

\0 2311 1.120 .21'.5 .925 .878 .660 3. "" 1 • 2 83 • "IS 1 .881 .011 • 926 .109 • 4 79 .073 • 359 
VI 2312 1.120 .265 1.201 1 .194 .942 4.555 .299 1.232 I • 195 .031 .970 .045 .11 19 .049 .213 

2313 2.340 .441 1.067 .416 .62C1 2.381 1.161 1.099 .470 .629 .421 .121 ." 57 .124 11.737 
n14 2.340 .44 ~ 1.069 .445 .622 2.391 .691 1.101 .492 .60"1 .447 .701 .11 57 .124 7.734 
2315 2.3"0 ."41 1.011 ."4 1 .624 ;>.396 .5;>5 1.103 .4 R9 .61" .443 .705 .457 .123 4.854 
2316 2.340 .447 1.078 .558 .631 2.'112 .46£, 1.11 0 .588 .522 .5 ~o .615 ." 57 .122 2.413 
2317 ;>.340 .447 1. ;>28 1.048 .781 2. Jq 1 .457 1.258 1.056 .202 .840 .231 .457 .100 .674 
2318 ;>.340 • "4 7 1.367 1.248 .920 3.058 .460 1.396 1.254 .142 .898 • I" 9 • II <;7 .OR 5 ."58 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 lZ.0 lZ.5 13.0 13.5 IIf.O 1 4 .5 1-~. 0 15.'i 16.0 18.0 

21f 1 .5lfO .415 .lf2Z .lfZ 7 .4 1 'I .352 .192 .ZO 7 .165 .113 .1 % • I'> 6 .1 !';4 .187 
2" 2 .5lfO .U5 ."21 ."26 .414 .355 .192 .2311 .208 .180 .193 .2f] 3 .201 .ZZ!'; 
24 3 .540 .416 .1123 .429. .U& .357 .1 97 .301 .250 .2117 .?&q .2!>0 .767 .285 
24 4 .540 .436 ." 4 .. .1149 .If 38 .3811 .303 .345 .349 .153 .349 .151 .361 .16'! 
211 5 .5110 .720 .726 .732· .727 .733 .696 .7J 1 .70'1 .710 .71[1 .71 If .7' 1 .HO 
2" 6 .540 .992 1.000 1.005 1.00Z .993 .98B .991 .994 .9,,11 .997 1.000 1.007 1 .U 15 
24 7 1.120 .697 .685 .690 .672 .6n8 .3" 1 • 243 .21Z- .195 .179 .0'12 .779 .ZIfIf 
2.. 8 1.120 .681 .687 .691 .673 .60'1 .337 .257 .263 .234 .171 .189 .223 .2BO 
24 9 1.120 .680 .687 .691 .696 .612 .3lf2 .267 .109 .2'13 .285 • 26 If .Z 89 .321 

\Q 2'110 1.120 .683 .692 .696 .681 .61 If .357 .378 • If 72 .lf08 .379 .381f .397 .lf32 
0\ 2'111 1.120 .927 .931 .936 .928 .875 .82F; .851 .864 .862 .1170 .867 .8 R 1 .887 

2 .. 12 1.120 1.193 1.201 1.2~ 6 1.202 1.166 1.1lf6 1.166 1.170 1.170 1.173 1.178 1.182 1 .191 
2'113 2.350 1.088 1.099 l.lD 0 1.083 1.019 .r. 59 .415 .300 .241 • ,no .159 .143 .385 
2'1111 2.350 1.089 1.098 1.100 1.080 1.009 .659 .415 .300 .239 .2011 .188 .1I/f6 ./f65 
2 .. 15 2.350 1.092 1.101 1.10 " 1.086 1.014 .r.59 .424 .223 .271 .2119 .247 .,,/fl ."73 
2/u. 2.350 1.097 1.109 1.1fa 1.090 1.018 .667 .450 .393 ."19 .513 .507 ." gO .550 
2 .. 17 2.350 1.238 1.2"9 1.251 1.232 1.169 .89Z- .981 1.072 l.olf5 1.037 1.0lf9 1.051 1.061 
2"18 2.350 1.396 1./f07 1.411. 1.396 1.35/f 1.16'l 1.2/f6 1.278 1.277 1.278 1.280 1." 82 1.2'19 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y 1 Y~ YI-YN Yl/YN EN (1 E~ EI-E~ (II lEt 1-(15 FN Fl FB 

211 1 .5110 .136 .385 .151 .249 2.831 .281 .421 .171 .250 .415 .733 .6 ;18 .132 5.311 
2" 2 .540 .136 .385 .196 .2119 2.8:'11 .1 61 .1421 .20'1 .218 .1490 .651 .628 .132 2.211 
214 3 .5110 .136 .386 .255 .250 2.838 .1 S6 .428 .263 .165 .614 .519 .628 .131 1.882 
211 14 .540 .136 .406 .33 9 .210 2.985 .150 .11111 .343 .1"" .161 .328 .628 .122 .900 
24 S' .540 .136 .690 .100 .55" 5.014 .1 19 .129 .101 .028 .961 .058 .628 .055 .236 
24 6 • SilO .136 .962 • ')8 5 .826 1.01 " .222 1.001 .986 .015 .985 .023 .628 .033 .137 
24 7 1.120 .225 .667 .214, ." 42 2.96 14 3.128 .11 0 .261 .1450 .367 .718 .612 .120 17.254 
24 II 1.120 .225 .651 .250 ." 26 2 .8Q 3 .35" .6914 .2814 .1410 ."09 .738 .612 .1211 5.031 
?4 9 1.120 .225 .650 .291 .425 2.8!! 'I .251 .693 .316 .377 .456 .6'12 .612 .125 2.353 

\0 2410 1.120 .225 .653 .lIl2 .11 28 2.902 .24" .696 .14 15 .281 .~96 .5'10 .612 .1211 1. '12 4 
-..I 2411 1.120 .225 .11<)7 .857 .612 3.<)87 .2149 .'138 .860 .078 .917 .122 .612 .077 .375 

2412 1.120 .225 1.163 1.161 • '138 5.169 .26'1 1.203 1.163 .0'10 .966 .050 .612 .052 .226 
2'113 2.350 .31'1 1.058 .355 .619 2.192 2.185 1.105 ." 30 .675 .3'19 • 75 8 .588 .1"26 14.713 
24111 2.350 .31'1 1.059 .143 S .680 2.1'14 .861 1.106 ." 85 .621 ." 3~ .710 .588 .126 8.899 
21415 2.350 .31'1 1.062 ."'13 .683 2.802 .607 1.109 ." 91 .618 .'1143 • 705 .588 .125 6.5'32 
211 16 2.350 .37'1 1.067 .520 .688 2.815 .'101 1.11 4 .555 .55Q .4'18 .6'18 .588 .124 2.555 
2411 2.350 .379 1.208 1.031 .829 3.187 .393 1.253 1.0140 .213 .830 .21111 .588 .103 .698 
2418 2.350 .379 1.366 1.269 .987 3.61l4 .398 1.409 1.275 .135 .905 .1110 .588 .086 .460 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 lq.O 1 q.5 15.0 15.5 16 .• 0 18.0 

25 I • "90 .377 .388 .399 .386 .3~Z .181 .198 .145 .ORS .[191 .131 .150 .172 
25 2 • "90 .377 .389 .399 .388 .330 .180 .237 .190 .173 .1 811 .190 .20" .227 
25 3 ."90 .378 .390 ."02 • 3 90 .HZ .193 .278 .Z55 .27" .7<;2 .259 .279 .29'1 

25 " • "90 .42'1 ." "2 .450 .4"2 .J'I6 .376 .387 .390 .387 .3'1D .400 .405 .41'1 
25 5 .11 90 .6'W .702 .710. .70'1 .696 .682 .696 .700 .700 .707 .707 .71'1 .728 
25 6 ."'10 .'188 1.000 1.008 1.010 1.00 " 1.000 1.006 1.008 1. ~09 1.013 1.015 1.023 1.036 
25 7 1.130 .668 .680 .689 .676 .608 .33" .237 .7 ZS • I II 8 • I 22 .07" .256 .279 

\0 25 8 1.130 .670 .681 .6'10 .675 .611 .3'13 .2q 7 .2115 .212 • I 'I'" .139 .Z22 .2; 'I 
00 25 9 1.130 .670 .682 .690 .678 .61 J .3"9 .260 .2 'l6 .283 .27A • ?59 .286 .321 

2510 1.130 .673 .685 .692 .683 .61 " .353 ."06 ." 03 .,," 7 • 356 • "0 3 .222 .433 
2511 1.130 .9"1 .95" .691 .956 .9fJ'I .859 .877 • fI 'l3 • 'lOn .'l05 .915 .918 .'130 
2512 1.130 1.226 1.238 1.248 1.2"6 1.216 1.201 1.7H 1.2211 .221 1.2:>" 1.727 1.238 1.257 
2513 2. q 50 1.107 1.115 1.12 'I 1.111 1.036 .68f; • 'IS 1 .30'1 .224 .201 .163 .1 38 .340 
25111 2." 50 1.105 1.118 1 .126 1.112 1.0" 5 .683 .435 .307 .745 .205 .1 A7 .465 .490 
2515 2.450 1.106 1.11 'I 1.12 7 1.1 10 1.036 • f, 87 .433 • 3 1~ .250 .705 .1 q6 .q 88 .508 
251[, 2.'150 1.115 10126 1.13 6 1.122 1.0'1 'I .702 .469 .389 .382 .512 .529 .516 .5<; q 
2517 2.450 1.238 1.2 q9 1.258 1.2 'Iq 1.176 .882 .955 1.064 1.027 1.023 1.040 1.032 1.058 
2518 2. 'I 50 1.390 1." 03 1 ."0 8 1." 00 1.3" Z 1.165 1.2" 5 1.275 1.266 1.269 1.256 1.2 Bf; 1 .2q 8 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Il VN V 1 V4 YI-VN YIIYN EN El E" El-f" E .. /EI l-E15 fN fl fa 

25 .11'10 .110 .3 .. 7 .1" 2 .237 3.15<; .8511 .410 .162 .2 .. 8 .3'15 .751 .784 .1'10 '1.035 
25 2 .'1"10 .110 .3117 .197 .237 3.155 .1 ~Z ."10 .20e .203 .506 .6'10 .784 .1'10 2.155 
25 3 ."90 .110 .3 .. 8 • 2E, 9 .238 3.16 .. • I 35 • " 11 .27.., .137 .~68 ... 5 .. .7811 .139 1.771 

25 " ."10 .1l0 .3'1'1 .389 .28'1 3.627 .1 B ... " 2 .3'1Z .070 '~"<J • 218 .78" .1ll .573 
25 5 ." '10 .110 • 660 .698 .5 sa 6.000 .173 .7Z1 .1",'19 .on .'169 .0 .. 6 .78" .053 • 221 
25 6 ."'10 .110 .958 1.006 .8"8 8.70'1 .2 .. 1 1.IH 8 1.001; .012 • '3R8 .018 .78" .030 .12" 
25 7 1. 1 ~o .1'1" .638 .24 ~ ....... 3.28'1 16.n07 .703 .284 ."1'1 .40" .7" 3 • 772 .12'1 2'1.11 7 
25 8 1.1 30 .1 '311 • E, 40 .23 'I ..... " 3 .2'l 'I .6 .. 2 .705 .277 ... 28 .3'33 .754 .772 .12'1 7."68 

\C 25 Q 1.130 .1 '3'1 • E,'IO .2':11 .446 3.2'1 q .232 .705 .317 .38'3 .449 .69"1 .772 .12'3 2.1152 
\C 2510 1.130 .1'l" .6"3 .4) 3 .4 "9 3.314 .2 5~ .708 • 41 f; .2<J2 .588 .5'1 'I .772 .128 3.1'3" 

2511 1.130 .1'l" • 'Ill .'130 • 7 17 ".6'l6 .219 • '17" • '303 .071 .'127 .107 • 772 .076 • 500 
2512 1.1 30 .1'1 .. 1.1'36 1.22 7 1.002 1;.1 f, 'i .257 1 .Z5 8 1 .Z ZB .02"1 • "177 .034 .772 .050 3.219 
2513 2."50 .333 1.077 .310 .71f1a 3. 2~" 3.633 1.146 .41E- .72'1 .363 .781 .7"" .128 16.'117 
251 .. Z." 50 • 333 1.075 ... 50 .742 3. 2Z ~ 1. [J "15 1.1 .... .500 .643 ... 38 .711 .74" .128 '3.366 
2515 2." 50 .333 1.0H, ... 78 .743 3.23 I .'l47 1.145 .523 .622 ."51 .6'11 .7 .. " .128 8.615 
2516 2.450 .333 1.085 .52 q .752 3.25 " .37'1 1.154 .56~ .58'1 ... 90 .651 .1 .... .126 2.790 
2511 2." ')0 .3~3 1.20R 1 .e2 8 .'375 3.628 .351 1.715 1.03'1 .237 .814 .266 .1 .... .108 .7111 
7518 2 ... 50 .333 1.360 I.?" 8 1.027 ... OA II .358 1.476 1.214 .15 I .8'l" .155 .1"" .0"10 ... 82 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE: Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13 .n 13.5 14.0 14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

n 1 .510 .285 .280 .278 .262 .239 .215 .216 .220 .222 .217 .213 .219 .225 
31 2 .510 .289 .287 .286 .268 .2'19 .232 .235 .231 .231 • ;>33 .236 .233 .;142 
31 3 .510 .310 .309 .31l7 .303 .276 .262 .279 .262 .267 .268 .266 .266 .273 
31 'I .510 .285 .2811 .281 .265 .211 4 .226 .219 .225 .227 .2;>'1 .223 .229 .235 
31 5 .510 .490 .489 .490 .482 .1178 .472 .1173 .472 .470 .469 .472 .473 .476 
31 6 .510 .700 .701 .700 .694 .694 .6 "In .689 .689 .687 .~88 .689 .689 .692 
31 7 .510 .860 .861 .859 .85'1 .85 It .851 .851 .850 .949 .849 .849 .850 .853 
31 8 1.306 .It'l6 .469 .467 .It 38 .393 .2911 .233 .310 .282 .246 .289 .2<18 .322 
31 9 1.306 .472 .472 .468 .11 40 .397 .307 .255 .382 .284 .300 .333 .309 .332 
3110 1.306 .471 .11 71 .468 .439 .392 .298 .243 .383 .284 .767 .314 .307 .325 
3111 1.306 .520 .520 .51 a • It "III .459 .399 .1141 .393 .4~" .409 .452 .11 31 .4'18 
3112 1.306 .707 .707 .7!l6 .693 .673 .657 .661 .665 .659 .665 .662 .664 .669 
3113 1.306 .896 .896 .895 .8 "6 .878 .869 .867 .867 ~865 .867 .866 .868 .871 - 3114 1.306 1.092 1.094 1.092 1.084 1.011 1.072 1.073 1.073 1.012 1.015 1.072 1.075 1.071 Q 

Q 3115 2.5'15 .738 .736 .73 If. .691 .637 .493 .346 .265 .245 .279 .383 .11 35 .432 
3116 2.595 .73'1 .737 .73;;' .691 .641 .11 99 .351 .270 .265 .319 .377 .392 .421 
3117 2.5'15 .7112 .1'12 .738 .698 .649 .514 .371 .358 .55'1 .506 .1130 • II 38 .494 
3118 2.5'15 .772 .770 .768 .138 .681 .57;> .551 .£,15 .58'1 .F04 .607 .613 .638 
311'1 2.5'15 .'180 .'183 .'183 .'155 .822 .859 .894 .813 .882 .881 .886 .892 .903 
312D 2.5'15 1.118 1.181 1.179 1.162 1.129 1.113 1.119 1.121 1.113 1.117 1.119 1.125 1.129 
3121 2.5'15 1.376 1.380 1.377 1.364 1.351 1.331 1.327 1.330 1.32'1 1.33" 1.3Jl 1.334 1.339 
3122 4.450 1.021 1.030 1.023 .976 .'11 'I .162 .534 .370 .295 .2!11 .409 .594 .615 
3123 4.'150 1.02'1 1.021 1.023 .973 .929 .741 .526 .378 .305 .326 .521 .613 .626 
312'1 '1.450 1.028 1.028 1.02 " .963 .926 .157 .536 .390 .331 .~92 .569 .662 .654 
3125 4.450 1.066 1.069 1.067 1.025 .959 .813 .624 .676 .835 .1'14 .711 3 .747 .785 
3126 "." 50 1.1'19 1.201 1.204 1.163 1.11 7 .992 .'193 1.030 1.019 1.034 l.n39 1.041 1.07'1 
3127 4.450 1.352 1.356 1.350 1.328 1.272 1.175 1.219 1.221 1.209 1.216 1.221 1.230 1.2'16 
3128 ".11 50 1.'110 1.41'1 1.413. 1.39!l 1.366 1.250 1.783 1.30" 1.262 1.289 1.282 1.292 1.313 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y 1 H YI-YN VII YN EN El E" EI-E" EII/EI l-E15 FN Fl FB 

H 1 .510 .000 .255 .195 .000 .000 .oon .2£>2 .207 .055 .789 .299 .000 .231 .7£>5 
31 2 .510 .000 .259 .21 Z .!l 00 .000 .~on .266 .222 .011 " .830, .231 .000 .226 .6£>5 
31 3 .510 .000 .280 .243 .0 DO .000 .000 .286 .250 .035 .817 .17'1 .000 .201 .536 
31 II .510 .000 .255 .205 .0 DO .000 .0 DO .262 .216 .0116 .823 .253 .00u .231 .72'1 
31 5 .510 .000 .460 .1146 .0 DO .000 .0 DO .1I£>2 .""8 .0111 .910 .011 5 .000 .095 .20£> 
H 6 .510 .000 .610 .662 .000 .oon .000 .1';11 .663 .008 .98R .018 .000 .0511 .113 
II 1 .510 .000 .830 .823 .000 .000 .000 .831 .8211 .001 .9'12 .013 .000 .039 .081 
31 8 1.306 .oon .1166 .292 .000 .000 .000 ."79 .326 0153 .6RO .113'3 .000 .2"0 1.£>78 
31 9 1.306 .000 .11 112 .302 .000 .000 .000 .1151 .33" .123 .731 0375 .000 .25 'I 1.1138 
3110 1.306 .000 .11111 .295 .000 .000 .000 .456 .328 .128 .120 .38'3 • ODD .260 1.561 
3111 1.306 .000 • II 90 • 1118. .n DO .000 .000 .502 ... 35 .061 .866 0195 .001l .222 .702 
3112 1.306 .000 .617 .639 .000 .000 .000 .683 .£>"6 .OJ7 .9"f; .OU .00u .131 .309 - 3113 1.306 .000 .866 • tI" 1 .000 .000 .000 .870 .SIIS .025 .912 .0112 .000 .095 .201 

0 31 III 1.306 .000 1.062 1.041 .000 .000 .0 DO 1.065 1.050 .015 .9116 .021 .000 .070 .14 " - 3115 2.595 .ono .108 .11;)2 .0 DO .000 .001' .131 ." 13 .258 .641 .47'1 .000 .254 3.058 
3116 2.5'15 .000 • 1 0'1 • 391 .000 .000 .0 on .732 .1166 .266 • F 31 ."'12 • DOD .2511 2.671> 
3111 2.595 .000 .712 .464 .000 .000 .00[1 .135 .S 11 .217 .70" .110'1 .000 .252 1.623 
3118 2.5'15 .000 .7112 .6a 8 .000 .000 .000 • 7f, 3 .63'1 .1711 .838 .233 • DOD .231 .7'17 
311'1 2.5'15 .000 • 'ISO .tl7 :3 .000 .000 .000 .'163 .888 .015 .922 0114 .000 .If," ."33 
3120 2.S'I5 .000 1.148 1.0'19 .000 .000 .000 1 .1S 7 1.108 .0118 .'l58 .0£>2 .000 .123 .271 
31 ?l 2.5'15 .000 1.3"6 1. 3D 'I .0 DO .000 .000 1.352 1.316 .031 .913 .0110 .000 .0'17 .206 
3122 II." 50 .000 • 997 .585 .000 .000 .Il or. 1.0H .6811 .347 .663 ."60 .000 .261 11.151 
3123 II." 50 .000 • '1'111 .598 .000 .000 . .JOO· 1.028 .£>'l2 .336 .67'3 

• "" 7 .000 .262 3.£>25 
312" II. II 50 .000 .998 .62 II .:1 00 .000 .000 l.n32 .711 .321 .68'1 .1129 .000 .260 3.166 
3125 II. II 50 .000 1.036 .155 .0 [10 .000 .000 1.061 .8 }q .253 .163 .3311 .000 .2116 1.142 
3126 II. II 50 .000 1.169 1.0" 'I .0 DO .000 .000 1.1911 1.080 .ll 4 .'!Oq .140 .000 .205 .55'1 
3121 "." 50 .ono 1.322 1 • 21 8. .000 .00r) .000 1.3" 1 1.7"1 .101 • 925 .110 .000 .171 ... 27 
3128 4." 50 .000 1.380 1.283 .000 .000 .000 1.398 1.303 .094 • 'l13 .099 .000 .160 .388 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 1".0 1 II .5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

32 I .506 .266 .268 .2£.9 .252 .299 .201 .:m6 .202 .18£. .1"111 • 203 .209 .221 
32 2 .50£. .27(1 .270 .270 .255 .231 .20£. .210 .215 .203 .1'l7 ~20'l .214 .231 
32 ] .506 .266 .268 .2£. 9 .253 .227 .205 .207 .207 .18'1 .1 '36 .204 .2Hi .223 
32 4 .506 .3"0 .343 .34 1 .333 .322 .31" .314 .315 .319 .319 .319 .320 .328 
32 5 .50£. .522 .524 .525 .521 .517 .514 .513 .515 .514 .516 .517 .518 .523 
32 6 .506 .709 .713 .715 .712 .710 .708 .709 .709 .709 .709 .711 .705 .71£. 
32 7 .50£. .907 .910 .912 .910 .909 .'109 .908 .907 .906 .'l09 .90'1 .915 .911 
32 8 1.254 .1150 .452 .452 .q 27 .279 .291 .222 .263 .21' 9 .23f; .n2 • 2 ~l .296 
32 9 1.254 .450 .453 .452 .428 .523 .432 .37 3 .:n9 .4lZ .406 .435 • <'95 .• 314 
321 [} 1.254 .463 .4£.5 .464 .440 .3'l6 .319 .317 .368 .31 1 .374 .329 .368 .377 
3211 1.254 .492 .494 .495 .473 .436 .379 .413 .. 383 .4lJ .394 .423 .'102 .428 
3212 1.254 .710 .710 .712. .702 .689 .674 .677 .674 .675 .679 .682 .684 .688 
3213 1.254 ·.S97 .89'1 .901 .1194 .886 .11 80 .880 .879 .873 .879 .1'180 .8 !IS .883 - 3214 1.254 1.106 1.1 13 1.11 0 1.110 1 .104 1.1 DC 1.096 1.100 1.0'l1! 1.009 1.102 1.103 1 .110 

0 
t-.J 3215 2.510 .712 .711 .7:19 .£. 78 .621 • 'I 82 .337 .261 .2'17 .28'1 .3£.4 • '151 .425 

321£. 2.510 .70£. .70e .738 .677 .612 • 'I 91 .'138 .27£. .J09 .387 .407 .405 .431 
3217 2.510 .7111 .719 .722 .731 .621 .493 .377 .450 .544 .411 .436 .11 88 .55'1 
3218 2.510 .783 .778 .787 .761 .709 • £. 0'1 .£.51 .£.£.0 .£.49 •. £.£.II .654 .673 .685 
3219 2.510 .967 .967 .968 .948 .914 .870 .895 .87£. .890 .1l79 .88'1 .11 93 .902 
3220 2.510 1 .114 1.149 1.1" 8 1.132 1.11 .3 1.089 1.095 1.09& 1.088 1.0'l] 1.095 1.099 1 .112 
3221 2.510 1.335 1.337 1.33 9 1.330 1.315 1.299 1.301 1.303 1.299 1.301 1.30.3 1.307 1.314 
3222 '1.258 .99B .997 .996 .950 .889 .736 .509 .360 .284 .2'1" .;>80 .53£. .550 
3223 4.258 .995 .990 .989 .9£.1 .891 .73'1 .516 .362 .292 .2"1'l .434 .569 .• 602 
3224 4.258 .990 1.000 .996 1.049 .88 'I .739 .518 .382 .128 .341 .491 .605 .603 
3225 4.258 1.011 1.014 1.01 5. 1.0 SO .916 .7 II£. .55£. .'175 .5'13 • £.4£. .751 .67£. .753 
322£. '1.258 1.187 1.185 1.188 1.156 1.10 'I .992 1.015 1.0n 1.024 1.039 1.033 1.048 1.081 
3227 q.258 1.333 1.330 1.33 3 1.311 1. 2£. 7 1.179 1.21 q 1.200 1.004 1.21" 1.212 1.7.31 1.250 
3228 '1.258 1.395 1.39'1 1.394 1.373 1.33 J 1.247 1.287 1.285 1.269 1.27'1 1.29Q 1.2'36 1.320 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Yl YII Y1-YN YlIYN fN [1 [II fJ-[1I [II lEI 1-[15 FN F1 FB 

32 1 .506 .182 .236 .191 .0511 1.297 .180; .258 .203 .055 .786 .303 .380 .258 .965 
32 2 .506 .182 .2110 .201 .058 1.31 'I .185 .262 .217 .050 .1'08 .273 .380 .251 .811 
32 3 .506 .182 .236 .193 .0511 1.297 .185 .258 .205 .0511 .7'33 .2911 .380 .258 .938 
32 II • S 06 .182 .310 .298 .128 1.70 J .181 .329 .303 .026 .92'1 .116 .380 .171 .393 
32 5 • SOt .182 • "92 .1193 .310 2.703 .19" • 508 .11 '15 .013 • 9711 .039 • 380 .086 • 177 
32 6 .50r:; .182 .&7'1 .686 .11 97 3.731 .20& .6'111 .687 .007 .989 .016 .380 .OS 3 .101 
32 7 .506 .182 .871 .881 .695 11.81'1 .222 .892 .882 .010 .988 .017 .380 .036 .073 
32 8 1.25" .3"" ." 20 .266 .076 1.221 .3"1 ."50 • 3D" • 1'16 .676 · """ .363 .269 1.151 
32 9 1.25" .311" ." 20 .28 II .076 1.221 .3 "7 .1150 .317 .132 .706 ."07 .363 .26'1 1.080 
3210 1.25/i .311" • II 33 • 3111 .089 1.25 'I .3 III ."62 .369 .092 .800 .285 .363 .257 .989 
3211 1.25" .311" • "62 .398 .11 B 1.3" 3 .3"7 ."8'1 ."15 .074 • 8"9 .218 • 363 .233 .115 
3212 1.25" .34" • 680 .658 .336 1.'117 .35n .700 .66" .036 .9"9 .076 .363 .130 .285 
3213 1.25'1 .3'1'1 .867 .85 'I .523 2.520 .355 .885 .863 .022 .'175 .038 .363 .091 .188 - 321'1 1.25'1 .3'1 " 1.071"> 1.080 .132 3.128 .358 1.093 1.082 .010 .9'10 .01'1 .363 .066 .152 

Q 3215 2.510 .567 .1">82 .395 .1l5 1.203 .5111 .11 'I • II ~'I .256 .6'15 ."82 .3'13 .21">0 2.911 
~ 3216 2.510 .51">7 .616 • '1O 1 .109 1.1'12 .572 .11 'I ."68 .2"6 .655 • '110 .3113 .21">11 2.1111 

3217 2.510 .567 .688 .52 'I .121 1.213 .51!'! .725 .563 .162 .771 .316 .3113 .251 1. '1'1 3 
3218 2.510 .567 .753 .655 .1 R6 1.32 II .57n .786 .680 .10F .865 .196 .3"3 .22'1 .669 
3219 2.510 .567 .937 .872 .370 1.653 .511 • 'l6" .886 .078 .920 .ll8 .3113 .161 .383 
3220 2.510 .567 1.08'1 1.082 .517 1.912 .573 1.108, 1.091 .016 • '185 .022 .3'13 .130 .271 
3221 2.510 .567 1.305 1.78'1 .738 2.302 .57F 1.326 1.291 .035 .'173 .0'10 .3'13 .0'18 .206 
3222 '1.258 .8"0 .'168 .52 iJ .1 ;>8 1.15 ? .85'1 1.015 .F 3'1 .381 .625 .506 .323 .21">1 ".881 
3223 11.258 .q'lO • '165 .572 .125 1.1'1 'I .850 1.013 .6H .3116 .658 .1166 .323 .262 3.730 
322q '1.2;;8 .8"0 • '160 .573 .120 1.1" 3 .8 "7 1.008 .E;67 .3'11 .662 • "62 .323 .26" 3.075 
3225 '1.258 .11"0 • '181 .723 .1"1 1 .16 !I' .8'13 1.027 • 7 82 • 2'1S .761 .336 .323 .256 1.685 
3226 Q.258 .'1"" 1.157 1.051 .317 1.377 .8"3 1 • 1 '1'1 1.07'1 • Ill"> .'103 .1"1 .323 .200 .530 
3227 '1.258 .8"0 1.303 1.720 .'163 1.551 .8"3 1.336 1.2"1 .0'15 .92'1 .105 • 3 23 .167 .520 
3228 '1.258 .8"0 1.365 1.290 .525 1.625 .8"" 1.391"> 1.30'1 .oe 7 • '137 .0'12 .323 .156 .373 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE G 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.:1 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 14.S 15.0 15.5 16.U 18.0 

33 1 .468 .248 .250 .251 .240 .214 .189 .195 .194 .179 .17'1 .1115 .198 .201 
33 ~ .468 .261 .263 .266 .256 .234 • L' 19 .217 .218 .217 .275 .227 .219 .2H 
33 3 .468 .250 .254 .256 .243 .222 .1 '!E .197 .202 .194 • 1" 1 .I'!I .202 .221 
33 .4 .468 .289 .293 .295 .288 .273 .263 .265 .263 .263 .262 • 2~'l .267 .279 
33 5 .468 .492 .496 .499 .496 .494 .491 .492 .492 .491 .11911 • ""£' .496 .5011 
33 6 .1168 .688 .691 .6911 .695 .695 .693 .693 .692 .6'13 .6911 .6% .698 .70'1 
33 7 .111;8 .'J311 .9110 .911 2 .9143 .9" 3 .941 • 'III 1 .9112 .942 .9112 .91111 .""7 .955 
33 8 1.219 .660 .667 .669 .663 .611 5 .624 .626 .630 .oon .000 .oon .636 .6115 
33 9 1.219 .633 .637 .611 0 .63J .613 .S 92 .595 .598 .000 .000 .000 .600 .609 
3310 1.219 .5116 .549 .552 .540 .51l ./j 67 .500 .47n .000 .nno .000 .11 84 ."99 
3311 1.219 .458 .11 62 ./j6 .. .11 6" .397 .299 .221 .229 .000 .noo .000 .265 .299 
3312 1.219 .825 .828 .831 .829 .819 .811 .AOII .808 .000 .000 .000 .813 .823 
3313 1.219 1.029 1.033 1.037 1.036 1.029 1.027 1.024 1.0211 .oon .noo .ono 1.0:;>7 1.03/f 

331 " 1.308 .468 ." 73 .47" .11 51 .IIO'! .1128 .325 .380 .322 .333 • JIll .315 .390 
3315 1.308 .1159 .462 .463 .4 J8 .294 .297 .251 .365 .2'n .279 .319 .318 .337 
3316 2.431 .690 .696 .698 .668 .608 ... 78 .322 .245 .000 .ono .000 .448 .409 - 3317 2.431 .690 .696 .699 .662 .608 .11 76 .323 .250 .000 .000 .000 .11 50 .414 

0 3318 2." 31 .691 .697 .699 .668 .607 .483 .1134 .2811 .000 .non .nno .3'!2 .426 

""" 3319 2." 31 .701 • 7 03 .705 .676 .622 .592 .117" ... 72 .000 .000 .000 .502 .554 
3320 2. '131 .749 .753 .755 .735 .6814 .586 .608 .6"1 .oon .oon .000 .632 .654 
3321 2.431 .878 .883 .886 .868 .829 .76" • 797 .800 .000 .000 .000 .808 .823 
3322 2." 31 1.059 1.06" 1.066 1.058 1.032 1.007 1.013 1.012 .noo .ono .000 1.015 1.021 
3323 ".218 .982 .986 .984 .9"8 .892 • 7 "4 .504 • 358 .279 • 2"5 • 750 ."25 .1197 
33211 ".218 .980 • 986 .986 .952 .892 .73!! .506 .361 .2911 .302 .495 .617 .605 
3325 11.218 .982 .985 .986 .95/j .891 .733 .509 .371 .304 .3 C;4 .5116 .670 .625 
3326 11.218 1.026 1.037 1.0311 1.00:! .946 .797 .642 .776 .832 .7,}] .779 .793 .855 
3327 11.218 1.0011 1.010 1.007 .973 .906 .7611 .567 .1194 .6"4 .7911 .739 .646 .751 
3328 11.218 1.15" 1.161 1.160 1.125 1.076 .9"9 .9811 .985 .999 .999 .996 1.019 1.056 
3329 11.218 1.3li5 1.3115 1.3'18 1.325 1.279 1.19'1 1.23'1 1.238 1.211 1.239 1.2'13 1.2111 1.251 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE II YN Y 1 YII YI-YN Vl/YN EN El E4 [1-[4 E4/E1 1-[15 fN Fl fB 

33 1 .468 .1'15 .218 .17 7 .073 1.5!) 3 .149 .250 .189 .0&1 .756 .343 • "95 .268 .956 
332 .468 .1'15 .231 .209 .086 1.593 .1 "9 .262 .218 .04" .830 .243 • 'I 95 .246 .680 
33 3 .468 .145 .220 .191 .075 1.517 .149 .252 .201 .050 .799 .285 ." 95 .265 .851 

33 " ."68 .1"5 .259 .2" 9 .11" 1.786 .1 SO .289 .255 .03" .88" .16'3 ."95 .207 .502 
33 5 .468 .1115 .462 .474 .317 3.186 .163 .1188 .476 .012 .975 .037 .495 .087 .176 
33 6 .468 .1 .. 5 .658 .674 .513 4.538 .180 .683 .675 .008 .988 .018 ... 95 .051 .103 
33 7 .1168 .145 .904 .925 .759 6.234 .211 .928 .925 .003 .9"17 .005 ."95 .032 .064 
33 8 1.219 .281 .630 .615 .349 2 .2q 2 .289 .660 .622 .039 .941 .087 .478 .142 .313 
33 'I 1.219 .281 .603 .579 .322 2.146 .289 .634 .587 .047 .925 .110 .478 .152 .340 
3310 1.219 .2111 .51'" ."69 .235 1.836 .286 .550 .481 .069 .8711 .182 .q 78 .192 .496 
3311 1.219 .281 .q 28 .269 .147 1.52 J .296 ."66 .30" .162 .653 .'173 ." 78 .254 1.716 
3312 1.219 .281 .795 .793 .514 2.'12'1 .29" .823 .797 .026 .968 .0" 7 ." 78 .1 DO .210 
3313 1.219 .281 .999 1 .O!)" • 718 3.555 .303 1.026 1.007 .019 .981 .028 .q 78 .071 .... 5 - 331" 1.308 .296 • 'I 38 .360 .1 "2 1."80 .300 ."77 .382 .095 .802 .282 ." 74 .263 .974 CI 

U. 3315 1.308 .2'16 .429 .307 .133 1.4'19 .300 .469 .338 .131 .721 .388 .'174 .272 1.1f79 
3316 2.431 .460 .660 .379 .200 1.435 ." 70 • 707 .4"9 .258 .635 ."9" ." 55 .265 2.865 
3317 2.431 .460 .660 .384 .200 1."35 ." 69 .707 ."52 .255 .640 ."89 ." <;5 .265 2.768 
3318 2." 11 ."60 .661 .3'16 .201 1."37 ."66 .708 .1160 .2118 .650 ."76 ." 55 .264 2.231 
3319 2.431 ."60 .671 .524 .211 1.'159 ." 63 .717 .561 .157 .782 .309 ."55 .258 .972 
3320 2." 31 ."60 • 719 .624 .259 1.563 ." 611 • 762 .650 .113 • 852 .213 ." 55 .233 .689 
3321 2.431 .1160 .8118 .793 .388 1.843 .If 6!' .886 .80'1 .077 .913 .127 ." 55 .182 .1154 
3322 2." 31 .1160 1.029 .'191 .569 2 .2~7 .11 611 1.063 1.001 .061 .9112 .085 .'155 .136 .296 
3323 '1.218 .689 .9'52 ./f67 .263 1.382 .719 1.009 .606 ./f0" .600 .535 ." 3D .265 ".971 
33211 11.218 .68'1 • 9S0 .575 .261 1.379 .704 1.008 .667 .341 .662 .462 .11 3D .266 3.653 
3325 11.218 .68<) .952 .595 .263 1.382 .702 1.009 .681 032'1 .6711 .'146 .11 3D .265 3.1155 
3326 11.218 .689 .996 .825 .307 1.'1116 .692 1. OS 1 .1170 .181 .828 .211 7 .11 3D .2118 1.035 
3327 4.2111 .68<) .974 .n 1 .785 1.414 .f93 1.030 .779 .251 .757 .3'12 .430 .256 1.568 
3328 '1.218 .68<) 1.1211 1.026 .11 35 1.631 .693 1.172 1.055 .117 .900 .111 6 .11 30 .207 .562 
332<) 11.218 .6"9 1.315 1.22 9 .626 1.909 .695 1.357 1.249 .107' .921 .116 .11 30 .16 3 .395 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 1'1.0 14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

34 1 .606 .250 .254 .259 .2 "8 .222 .175 .194 .157 .193 .18" .164 .186 .204 
34 2 .606 .253 .257 .261 .250 .225 .1 8f; .203 .176 .191 .209 .186 .197 .223 
3'1 3 .606 .259 .26'1 .268 .258 .232 .203 .214 .205 .19'1 .211 .223 .223 .2'10 
3'1 'I .606 .308 .317 .319 .312 .299 .289 .294 .292 .295 .295 .297 .303 .3l'1 
JII 5 .606 .so 3 .509 .515 .516 .509 .509 .512 .513 .513 .515 .519 .522 .531 
JII 6 .606 .695 .70'1 .709 .712 .709 .709 .713 .714 .712 .715 .717 .719 .729 
3" 7 .606 .871 .880 .885 .888 .887 .886 .887 .889 .890 .891 .893 .896 ."105 
3If 8 1.1 43 ."0"1 .'116 .420 ." 00 • 355 .26" .202 .232 .233 • 1 "16 .233 • 247 .272 
34 9 1.1113 ."08 .416 • "1 9. ." 00 • 35 "I .269 .219 .291 .245 • 238 .272 • 2 78 •. 300 
31110 1.143 ." 15 • 1120 .425 .Ii 08 .367 .292 .278 .347 .297 .339 .:mo .305 .352 
JII11 1.1'13 .448 .45f; .459 .11 "4 .410 .357 .400 .359 .413 .372 .406 .391 .41" 
J1112 1.143 .620 .629 .633 .621f .613 .600 .600 .612 .605 .60lf .612 .616 .626 
3413 1.1 "3 .810 .818 .822 .819 .812 .805 .809 .807 .809 .813 .813 .819 .829 - 341" 1.143 .989 .996 1.007 1.00" 1.000 .995 • "195 .997 .995 1.000 1.002 1.006 1 .018 

Q 3415 2." 50 .689 • 694 • 700 .669 .613 ." 77 • 324 .245 .213 • 2117 • 394 .431 .388 0-
J1116 2.450 .687 .695 .699 .696 .607 .470 .324 .247 .230 .3'!0 .415 .482 ."24 
J1117 2.1150 .689 .695 .699 .667 .611 .1179 .339 .286 .425 .412 .421 .405 .467 
3418 2.450 .699 .706 .70 "I .683 .613 .493 .392 .537 .526 .4'U .519 .552 .56"1 
3111 "I 2." 50 .855 .867 .880 .860 .816 • 75" .794 .780 .796 .786 .797 .803 .822 
3420 2.450 1.043 1.051 1.058 1.042 1.015 .987 .996 .992 1.000 1.002 1.008 1.016 1.030 
3421 2.450 1.200 1.211 1.214 1.201 1.187 1.170 1.169 1.178 1.17 3 1.176 1.181 1.1 "10 1.200 
3422 4.180 .970 .983 .983 .953 .877 .723 .500 .358 .28" .229 .212 .262 .425 
3423 11.180 ."17" .978 .974 .949 .900 .735 .502 .360 .283 .281 • J95 .577 .612 
3424 4.180 .977 .980 .978 .951 .887 .7 J7 .504 .J13 .J09 .349 .55 J .647 .626 
3425 4.180 ."181 .980 .98J .956 .894 .745 .515 .395 .359 .374 .5" " .610 .598 
3426 ".180 1 .130 1.136 1.140 1.112 1.052 .939 .94" .986 .982 .98'1 .994 }.009 1.0"8 
3427 4.180 1.265 1.272 1.27 " 1.250 1.212 1.1 14 1.15 "I 1.160 1.149 1.16'1 1.159 1.176 1.206 
3"28 4.180 1.368 1.372 1.37 8 I.J63 1.309 1.242 1.274 1.270 1.273 1.289 1.287 1.301 1.318 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y 1 Y~ YI-YN Yll YN EN El [4 El-[4 E'I/fl 1-[15 FN Fl FB 

34 1 .606 .147 .220 .17 4 .0. 73 1.497 .153 .271 .195 .077 .717 .392 .67.7 .343 1.573 
34 2 .606 .147 .223 .193 .0. 7b 1.517 .1 53 .274 .210 .064 .766 .330 .627 .336 1.27b 
34 3 .606 .147 .229 .21 D .082 1.558 .152 .279 .224 .055 .1103 .281 .627 .323 1.072 
34 4 .606 .147 .278 .284 .1 31 1. 8'l 1 .1 54 .324 .292 .033 .899 .147 .627 .241 .540. 
34 5 .606 .1'17 .473 .501 .326 3.218 .165 .514 .50.3 .011 .'J79 .031 .627 .109 .219 
34 6 .606 .147 .665 .699 .518 4.524 .182 .705 .700 .005 .9'l4 .0lD .627 .065 .131 
34 7 .606 .147 .841 .875 .69'1 5.771 .203 .880 .876 .004 .995 .008 • b 21 .046 .092 
3'1 8 1.143 .228 .379 .2~ 2 .151 1.66 ? .236 .433 .280 .153 .647 .480 .613 .286 1.985 
34 'l 1.143 .228 .378 .27 0 .150 1.658 .234 .432 .301 .131 .696 .420 .613 .287 1.634 
3410 1.1'13 .228 .385 .322 .157 1.689 .233 .'138 .343 .095 .78~ .307 .613 .279 1.0.87 
Jlj11 1.143 .22~ .418 .38 'I .190 1.833 .234 .469 .399 .070. .851 .215 .613 .247 .718 
3'11 ? 1.1'13 .22A .590 .596 .362 2.588 .240. .635 .602 .033 .949 .076 .613 .147 .312 - 3413 1.143 .228 .780 .79 <) .552 3.421 .248 .822 .802 .020 .976 .035 .613 .097 .197 

0 341'1 1.1'13 .22~ .959 .988 .731 " .206 .;> 59 1.000 .990 .0111 .9'lO .014 .613 .071 .143 -.J 
3415 2.450 .391 .659 .358 .268 1.685 .413 .721 .438 .283 .607 .527 .585 .267 3.677 
3416 2.450 .391 .657 .394 .;> 66 1.680 ." 08 • 71 <) .460 .2<;Q .63'J .489 .585 .2611 3.218 
3417 2.450 .391 .659 .437 .268 1.685 ." 00 .721 • 4 91 .230 • 68Cl .439 .585 .267 2.222 
3418 2.450 .3'li .66'J .539 .278 1.71 I .39F .730 .574 .156 .786 .30 3 .585 .261 1.322 
3'119 2.450 .391 .825 .792 • If 34 2.110 .398 .878 .80P- .070 .920 .Il7 .5 as .191 .467 
3420. 2.450 .391 1.013 I.OJ 0 .622 :>. S'l I ." 0;> 1.061 I .010 .051 .952 .071 .585 .140 .301 
3421 2.450 .3'l1 1.170 1.170 .779 2.992 .406 1.216 1.177 .038 .968 .047 .585 .113 .237 
3'122 4.180 .575 .940 .395 .365 1.635 .650. 1.0.12 .586 .426 .57'l .51;0 .559 .26 8 6.325 
J1123 '1.180 .575 .9'1'1 .582 .369 1.642 .599 1.016 .670. .346 .6<;9 .46., .559 .266 3.905 
3'12'1 4.180 .575 .947 .59 b .372 1.647 .5 'l;> 1.0.1 9 .680 .339 .1>67 .455 .559 .265 3.332 
3'125 '1.180 .575 .951 .568 .J 76 1.654 .586 1.022 .£'6(1 .36 ? .546 .461 .559 .263 2.602 
342G 4.180 .575 1.100 1.01 a .525 1.91 3 .581 I • 16 3 1.047 .1l5 .90.0 .146 .5 S9 .2ll .567 
3427 4.180 .575 1.235 1 .176 .660 2.1'1 A • S 8;> I. 7'l J 1 • I 'l8 .0"15 • '3?~ .10 'l .55'3 .173 .435 
3428 4.180 .575 1.338 1.288 .763 ? 32 7 .584 1.393 1.30G .087 • '3 37 .092 .55'3 .158 .368 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 1'1.0 1'1. C; 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

35 1 ." 60 .21" .223 • 231· .22Z .1~7 .154 .161 .132 .16" .151 .l"2 .16D .185 
35 2 ."60 .219 .228 .Z35 .231 .203 .169 .183 .166 .158 .18" .134 .181 .209 
35 3 .,,60 .214 .224 .230 .224 .200 .156 .161 .ll5 .160 .161 .149 .164 .195 
35 4 .460 .238 .248 .256 .252 .236 .224 .230 .225 .223 .233 .236 .238 .252 
35 5 .'160 .'160 .'171 .'18 " .Ii 85 .'187 .'183 .'185 .'189 .'188 .'193 .'195 .'198 .511 
35 6 • '160 .605 .616 .626 .630 .630 .630 .630 .635 .636 .639 .642 .6'11 .652 
35 1 .'160 .813 .825 .835 .839 .843 .8 '10 .8'13 .84'1 .8'11 .8'19 .852 .858 .869 
~5 8 1.231 .'11'1 • '126 .'13 .. • '116 .31 'I .286 .203 .188 .209 .169 .220 .19:8 .210 
35 9 1.231 .'115 .'121 .'13 'I .'118 .316 .282 .21 'I .2'15 .214 .238 .216 .285 .311 
3510 1.231 .'128 • 'I 36 .'1'15 .'129 .'118 .312 .309 .365 .3I1t .374 .331 .312 .381 
3511 1.231 .422 .431 .439 .'125 .381 .29"1 .269 .368 .279 • 362 .327 • 323 .351 
3512 1.231 .650 .651 .669 .668 .653 .639 .6'19 .652 .641 .65" .662 .662 .671 - 3513 1.231 .832 .84'1 .852 .818 .84 'I .8311 .8'12 .8"4 .8'1'1 .849 .854 .857 .873 

Q 
3514 1.231 1.044 1.053 1.064 1.066 1.06'1 1.0~n 1.061 1.065 1.065 1.069 1.010 1.075 1.089 00 
3515 2.601 .698 .113 .111. .693 .630 .'189 .339 .252 .211 .711 .291 • 'I 3'1 .'103 
3516 2.601 .701 .109 .11 8. .688 .628 .491 .331 .253 .216 .244 .383 .11 '17 .40" 
3511 2.601 .701 .111 .11 8. .690 .6'1 l .504 .353 .395 .323 .1111 .439 .423 .463 
3518 2.601 .100 .135 .1'12 .116 .668 .652 .511 .593 .578 .586 .600 .611 .650 
3519 2.601 .900 .913 .920 .908 .812 .806 .851 .841 .834 .850 .836 .858 .880 
3520 2.601 1.095 1.101 1.111. 1.105 1.013 1.059 1.066 1.060 1.06'3 1.016 1.06~ 1.081 1.0'36 
3521 2.601 1.261 1.210 1.282 1.216 1.259 1.241 1.251 1.255 1.251 1.256 1.261 10266 1.211 
3522 4.520 1.005 1.016 1.022 • ~'l6 .926 .151 .533 .380 .293 .245 .219 .249 .3"16 
3523 '1.520 1.005 1.016 1.001 .993 • '319 .114 .533 .31'1 .393 .25_ .224 .25'1 .'170 
3524 '1.520 1.009 1.017 1.022 .989 .823 .181 .552 .'110 .386 .419 .509 .606 .630 
35?5 '1.520 1.014 1.031 1.039 1.006 .930 .159 .559 .4"0 .414 .473 .629 .670 .650 
3526 4.520 1.15~ 1.110 1.112 1.149 1.09"1 .911 1.037 1.0 to 1.011 1.0211 1.024 1.037 1.017 
3527 4.520 1.2"19 1.31Z 1.322 1.298 1.25"1 1.162 1.219 1.202 1.191 1.204 1.212 1.220 1.254 
3528 '1.520 1.353 1.365 1.313 1.353 1.31 " 1.211 1.25" 1.270 1.259 1.259 1.25'3 1.281 1.319 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q ,t.I , 1 V .. YI-VN Yl/lN EN El Elf fl-f4 E4/El l-E15 FN F1 FB 

35 I ."60 .105 .181i .155 .019 1.752 .1 1'1 .255 .170 .085 .668 • If5 5 .789 .3"0 1.659 
35 2 • Ii 60 .105 .189 .179 .08" 1.800 .1 Iii .259 .190 .069 .73" • 371 • 789 .327 1.611 
35 3 .q 60 .105 .184 .165 .079 1. 75 ~ .1 11f .255 .178 .076 .700 .lfl1f .789 .3lfO 1.588 

35 " ."60 .105 .208 .22 2 .103 1.981 .1 13 .276 .229 .0"7 .830 .21flf .789 .283 .637 
35 5 .460 .105 .Ii 30 .'181 .325 '1.095 .135 .492 .If 83 .009 .981 .028 .789 .095 .192 
35 6 • '160 .105 .575 .622 .'170 5.'176 .151 .636 .623 .013 .'179 .031 .7119 .062 .12'1 
35 7 .'160 .105 .783 .839 .678 7.'157 .2 DO .8"'1 .8'10 .00" .995 .007 .789 .039 .078 
35 8 1.237 .207 .38'1 .2" 0 .117 1.855 .226 .462 .285 .176 .US .51" .7f;6 .303 2.804 
35 9 1.237 .207 .385 .281 .178 1.860 .217 .lf63 .314 .1'19 .679 .441 .766 .302 1.81f 1 
3510 1.237 .207 .398 .351 .191 1.923 .21'1 .471f .372 .102 .78" • 305 • 766 .287 .986 
3511 1.237 .207 .392 .321 • J 85 1.8'1'1 .21'1 .469 .346 .123 .738 .365 .766 .294 1.2'11f 
3512 1.237 .207 .620 .6" 7 .If 13 2.995 .223 .687 .653 .03'1 .951 .072 .766 .1118 .306 - 3513 1.237 .207 .802 .8'13 .5 '15 3.87 " .2B .866 .8'17 .019 • '178 .033 .766 .101 .208 

Q 351'1 1.237 .207 1.014 1.059 .807 '1.899 .2'19 1.077 1.061 .015 .9116 .021 .766 .071 • lIf 2 
\C 

3515 2.607 .3411 .668 .373 .320 1.920 .385 .75'1 .'156 .298 .6(15 .529 • 71ft .279 3.977 
3516 2.607 .348 .671 .37 If .323 1.92 II .381 .757 .457 .300 .604 .531 .741 .277 3.818 
3517 2.607 .3lf8 .671 .'133 .323 1.928 .358 .757 .49!' .262 .654 .lf71 .7lfl .277 1.931 
3518 2.607 • Jlf8 .670 .620 .322 1.925 .355 .756 .650 .106 ~ 860 .202 .7lfl .277 .918 
3519 2.607 .1118 .870 .1150 .522 2.500 .351! .9lf5 .866 .079 .916 .123 .7lfl .187 .lflf8 
3520 2.607 .3118 1.065 1.066 .717 3.060 .36" 1.135 1.076 .059 .9'18 .077 .7'11 .138 .293 
352r 2.607 .3118 1.231 1.2'17 .883 3.537 .370 1.299 1.254 .0'14 .966 .051 .741 .111 .230 
3522 ".520 .517 .975 .366 .'158 1.886 .626 1.071 .626 .If"6 .58'1 .55" .710 .27" 6."&3 
3523 '1.520 .517 .'U5 ."" 0 ." 58 1.88-6 .616 1.072- .620 .1152 .578 .560 .7lo .2711 &.215 
352'1 '1.520 .517 .979 .600 .462 1.89" .531 1.075 .&97 .379 • 64~ .479 .710 .272 2.500 
3525 If .520 .517 .981f .620 ." 67 1.90 ~ .528 1.080 .710 .369 .658 .lf66 .710 .270 2.232 
3526 4.520 .517 1.123 1.0'17 .606 2.112 .525 1.111 1.079 .131 .891 .15'1 .7l0 .222 .582 
3527 '1.520 .517 1.26'1 1.22 'I .752 2.'155 .527 1.351 1.2" 7 .103 .973 .113 .710 .185 .'1"1 
3528 If.51o .517 1.323 1.289 .806 2.5'59 .528 1 .lfO 3 1.310 .093 .93" .098 .710 .173 • 'Ill 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13 .0 13.5 14.0 14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

41 1 .520 .257 .255 .251 .241 .235 .230 .225 .228 .000 .227 .000 .230 .230 
41 2 .520 .266 .265 .262 .253 .251 .244 .241 .242 .000 .241 .000 .243 .243 
41 3 .520. .2~8 .258 .254 .243 .293 .233 .231 .230 .000 .229 .000 .232 .234 
41 " .520 .300 .299 .296 .28& .287 .283 .280 .282 .000 .281 .000 .284 .284 
'II 5 .520 .585 .58G .585 .582 .583 .579 .579 • 5 7~ .000 .578 .000 .580 .582 
41 6 .520 .834 .836 .834 .831 .832 .829 .829 .829 .000 .877 .000 .829 .831 
41 7 1.140 .361 .360 .354 .3 31l .328 .312 .308 .305 .000 .323 .000 .321 .323 
41 8 1.140 .367 .366 .361 .346 .331 .321 .316 .320 .000 .31'1 .000 .329 .329 
'II 'I 1.140 .377 .376 .372 .356 .34 'I .334 .342 .334 .000 .336 .01'0 .338 .342 
4110 1. l'IO .419 .419 .416. .405 .395 .389 .386 .386 .000 .387 .000 .3'14 .396 - 4111 1.140 .666 .667 .666 .& 60 .660 .655 .654 .655 .000 .655 .000 .658 .660 -0 4112 1.140 .950 .951 .950 .945 .943 .'142 • g4 1 .941 .000 .939 .000 • '112 .944 
4113 2.590 .545 .544 .539 .503 .470 .429 .392 .434 .461 .388 .503 .448 .416 
4114 2.590 .553 .548 .539 .5 n .480 .11 33 .409 .450 .460 .417 .513 • II 61 .495 
4115 2.590 .556 .557 .551 .518 .483 .439 .432 .470 .4'"! .505 .507 .472 .496 
4116 2.590 .602 .598 .594 .562 • 5/f 8 .519 .520 .5"'7 .507 .5611 .515 .547 .5'19 
4117 2.590 .84A .847 • 8/f 4 .830 .804 .814 • A16 .812 .812 .R20 .815 .1120 .829 
4118 2.590 1.100 1.101 1.100 1.091 1.084 1.084 1.079 1.083 1.079 1.0R2 1.081 1.084 1.089 
4119 4.280 .730 .728 .722 .680 .653 .56~ .469 .397 .400 .531 .558 .4 112 .501 
'1120 4.280 .731 .728 .724 .686 .639 .542 .476 .473 .514 .641 .597 .1169 .538 
4121 11.280 .128 .730 .725 .10& .611 4 .513 .1183 .535 .4'13 .653 .54 'I .545 .570 
4122 11.280 .156 .1511 .711 7 .711 .673 .610 .549 .555 .666 .600 .602 .669 .651 
11123 11.280 .980 .980 .91 G .953 .'H 1 .9 III .912 .921 .907 .935 .929 .931 .931 
41211· 4.280 1.252 1.252 1.250 1.232 1.221 1.213 .212 1.210 1 .213 1.210 1.212 1.2111 1.232 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y 1 H YI-YN Yll YN EN E1 E4 FJ -E4 £4/£1 1-£ 15 FN Fl FB 

41 1 .520 .000 .227 .200 .0 DO .000 .000 .236 .1I2 .024, .S% .151 .000 .2S1 .IISI 
41 2 .520 .oon .236 .21 1 .0 DO .001 .0 DO .244 .223 .021 .91 q .121 .OOU .265 .427 
41 3 .520 .000 .22S .234 • [) 00 .000 .oon .231 .215 .022 .908 .135 .000 .219 .466 
41 4 .520 .000 .210 .254 .000 • OJ 0 .000 .276 .261 .015 .945 .OBI .000 .216 .331 
41 5 .520 .000 .555 .55 Z .000 .oon .000 .556 .554 .003 .995 • ODS .000 .013 .102 
41 6 .520 .000 .S04 .831 .000 .000 .000 • SO 5 .S02 • DO 3 .996 .006 .000 .042 .058 
41 1 1.140 .oon .3 31 .293 .000 .non .0 nn .351 .319 .032 .908 .135 .00(j .349 .1)30 
'Il 8 1.140 .000 .337 .299 .0 DO .ono .000 .356 .324 .033 .908 .135 .000 .340 .594 
41 9 1.140 .000 .341 .31 2 .000 .000 .n 0("1 .365 .335 .031 .916 .123 .OOU .325 .542 
41 HI 1.1/10 .000 .389 .366 .[100 .000 .J DO .404 .383 .021 .94A .017 .000 .214 .1127 
4111 1.140 .000 .1) 36 .630 .0 no .oon .0 DO .641 .636 .006 .'l'n .014 .000 .131 .184 - 4112 1.140 .000 .920 .91 4 .ClOO .oon .0 on .923 .917 .006 .994 .010 .000 .015 .110 - IUD 2.590 .ono .515 .446 .00rt .000 .000 .558 .503 .055 .902 .143 .000 .409 .963 
4114 2.590 .000 .523 .465 .000 .ono .0 on .565 .518 .047 .'!11 .122 .000 .400 .884 
4115 2.590 .ono .526 .466 .000 .000 .000 .561 .519 .049 .914 .126 .000 .396 .809 
4116 2.590 .000 .572 .519. .0 no .000 .10n .601 .561 .046 .9;>5 .110 .000 .349 .1)21) 
4117 2.590 .noo .818 .799 .100 .on 0 • r) 00 .835 .817 .01R .918 .032 .000 .2G4 .303 
4111! 2.590 .000 1.070 1.059 .0 no .oon .noo 1.080 1.069 .01 1 .990 .015 .000 .137 .192 
4119 4.280 .000 .700 .47 1 .000 .ono .00("1 .764 .612 • 15;:> .eOI • 28 ~ .000 .426 1.533 
4170 4.280 .ono .701 .538 .000 .000 .0 on .764 .629 • !3f; .823 .254 .000 .426 1.172 
'H 71 4.2BO .000 .698 .540 .000 .000 • [1 0("1 .762 .647 .11<; .849 .218 .000 .428 1. liS 
4122 4.280 .000 .126 .62 1 .J 00 .on 0 .n 00 .785 .702 .083 .894 • 155 .000 .404 .912 
4123 4.280 .ono .950 • 9J 7 .000 .000 .0 on .985 .945 .040 .963 .060 .000 .270 .415 
4174 4.280 .oon 1.222 1.232 .f! 00 .000 .0 on 1.243 1 .224 .OI'! .9114 .023 .000 .185 4.3'10 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 1" .5 15.0 15.5 11>.0 18.0 

42 r .510 .231 .232 .229 .221 .216 .207 .207 .208 .000 .209 .000 .213 .216 
"2 2 .510 .237 .238 .237 .218 .224 .219 .216 .217 .000 .217 .000 .222 .22r. 
"2 3 .510 .245 .245 .2" " .238 .232 .228 .2211 .221> .000 .229 .000 .233 .23r. 
"2 4 .510 .293 .29£> .296 .29" .2'n .289 .287 .228 .000 .287 '.000 .2R2 .2'U 
"2 5 .510 .579 .582 .583 .582 .583 .580 .581 .581 .000 .581 .000 .5 R" .58'1 
42 £> .510 .811 .815 .816. .816 .817 .815 .819 .815 .000 .816 .000 .818 .822 
42 7 1.130 .342 .342 .33') .325 .312 .295 .291 .287 .000 .300 .000 .300 .307 
42 8 1.130 .346 .347 .344 .330 .306 .303 .303 .2'18 .000 .307 .000 .312 .3J 7 
112 9 1.130 .352 .351 .350 .337 .323 .311 .304 .310 .000 .30'1 .000 .321 .125 
4210 1.130 .40" ... 03 .1105 .394 .381 .381 .379 .380 .000 .383 .000 .391 .3'15 - 4211 1.130 .679 .680 .681 .678 .676 .674 .675 .675 .000 .675 .000 .680 .68" -N ,.212 1~ 130 .9111 .914 .91 Ii. .913 .91,. .912 .911 .910 .000 .913 .000 .915 .919 
,.213 2.610 .525 .529 .528 .,. 9,. ... 6,. .310 .365 .389 ."81 .370 .,.47 .455 .435 
,.214 2.610 .532 .534 .530 .509 .460 .421 .374 .406 .431 .377 .486 .460 .,.50 
4215 2.610 .543 .539 .5350 .507 .47,. .332 .393 .,.35 .4~6 .39'1 .50,. ... 61 .,.7,. 
,.216 2.610 .605 .607 .606 .581 .565 .533 .539 .551 .51'1 .56,. .5"1 .56' .579 
,.217 2.610 • 8111 .820 .822 .808 .79'1 .785 .794 .797 .798 .1102 .800 .804 .810 
4218 2.610 1.013 1.017 1.01 g, 1.006 1.003 .998 .998 1.000 .996 1.000 1.002 1.007 1.0H 
4219 ".130 .708 .107 .705 .667 .629 .564 .459 .435 .361 .493 .622 .525 .537 
4220 4.130 .713 .709 .705 .6611 .631 .564 .461 .380 .378 .50" .636 .S3£. .544 
4221 ".130 .714 .719 .708 .673 .641 .559 .1172 .368 .451 .662 .570 .sr.,. .541 
4222 4.130 .742 .745 .733 .716 .639 .598 .543 .567 .673 .£.00 .612 .671 .647 
.42?3 4.130 1.020 1.023 1.024 1.002 .984 .965 .'176 .970 .982 .961 .993 .'1'10 .998 
4224 4.130 1.246 1.243 1.250 1.237 1.226 1.209 1.216 1.219 1.271 1.726 1.224 1.22£> 1.239 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y 1 n YI-YN Yl/YN EN El E4 EI-E'I E4/E1 l-E 15 I'N 1'1 1'8 

'12 1 .510 .183 .201 .186 .018 1.098 .185 .n6 .199 .028 .878 .177 .3 AD .330 .5'15 
42 2 .510 .183 .207 .196 .02'1 1.131 .185 .232 .208 .074 .896 .153 .380 .316 .506 
'12 3 .510 .183 .215 .206 .032 1.175 .1 85 .239 .216 .023 .906 .138 .38U .299 .475 
'12 4 .510 .183 .263 .267 .0 "n 1.4! 7 .1 85 .284 .;;>73 .011 .963 .055 .380 .221 .461 
42 5 .510 .183 .5'19 .559 .366 3.000 .1 '18 .565 .560 .00'1 .9'12 .012 .380 .073 .100 
42 £, .510 .183 .781 .792 .598 4.268 .2 III .796 .7 'IJ .003 .996 .006 .3110 .043 .• 059 
42 7 1.1 30 .319 .312 .277 -.007 .97 8 .321 .349 .305 .043 • P76 .181 .366 .378 .691 
42 8 1.130 .319 .316 .287 -.003 .991 .321 .352 .313 .039 .890 .161 .366 .371 .649 
42 9 1.130 .319 .322 .295 .003 1.00 'I .321 .357 .320 .037 .895 .153 .366 .361 .627 
42U}· 1.130 .31'1 .3711 .365 .055 1.17 ? .321 • lin 4 .381 .0;;> 3 • '1'111 .083 .366 .288 .436 - 4211 1.130 .1l9 .64'1 .654 .330 2.0311 .326 .669 .659 .009 .986 .021 .366 .126 .174 - 4212 1.130 .319 .88'1 .889 .565 2.771 .332 .901 .892 .009 .990 .016 .366 .079 .109 

~ 4213 2.610 .583 .4'15 .4J 5 -.088 .84 " .585 .557 .476 .081 .854 .210 .342 ./i37 1.1103 
4214 2.610 .583 .502 .4;;> 0 -.081 .861 .584 .562 .486 .077 .86/i .197 .342 .'128 1.010 
"215 2.610 .583 .513 

."" 'I 
-.070 .880 .584 .571 .503 .069 .880 .175 .342 .415 1.252 

"216 2.610 .583 .575 .511 9 -.008 .986 .585 .624 .587 .037 .9111 .088 .3112 .3119 .608 
"217 2.[;10 .583 .7 all .780 .201 1.3'15 .58& .817 .799 .018 .978 .n33 .3112 .219 .317 
"218 2.610 .583 .983 .983 .11 00 1.686 .58" 1.009 .995 .Ol'l .986 .021 .3112 .156 .219 
4219 ".130 .821 • 6 78 • 53 7 -.1 '13 .826 .823 .756 .620 .13 [; .821 .257 .3211 .432 1.727 
'1220 '1.130 .821 .683 .51 'I -.138 .832 .823 .760 • ~ 211 .136 .821 .256 .32'1 .427 1.602 
11221 4.130 .821 .68'1 .51 1 -.137 .833 .823 .760 .622 .138 .818 .260 .3211 .'126 1. Ii 7 II 
'1222 11.110 .821 .712 .617 -.109 .867 .822 ~ .78 'I .693 .090 .885 .168 .3211 .'101 .895 
4223 '1.130 .821 .990 • '16 8 .169 1.206 .823 1.03'1 .999 .035 .966 .050 .324 .245 .366 
'1224 '1.130 .821 1.216 1.209 .395 I. '18 1 .825 1. ?50 1.229 .021 .983 .025 .324 .180 .257 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODr g 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.::1 12.5 13 .0 13.5 14.0 14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

43 1 .52'1 .223 .226 .22 5 • Z 18 .212 .205 .zoo .204 .000 .205 .000 .211 .215 
43 2 .524 .22(; .Z 28 .231 .Z 28 .2Z0 .214 .211 .2111 .000 .213 .000 .220 .225 
43 3 .524, .236 .231 .24 C .217 .232 .222 .n3 .2211 .000 .2Z7 .000 .232 .237 
113 4 .5211 .267 .270 .275 .272 .271 .264 .266 .268 .noo •. 26" .000 .27'1 "280 
113 5 • S 2'1 .524 .52'! .532 .531 .53 :> .52" • 531 .532 .oon .532 .000 .537 .5"" 
113 6 .5211 .782 .786 .790 .790 .7" 1 .78'! .789 .790 .000 .792 .000 .7'!6 .803 
113 7 1.130 .328 .331 .HO .316 .303 .282 .284 .218 .000 .27" .000 .301 .306 
"3 8 1.130 .332 .335 .33 2 .320 .306 .28" .287 .285 .000 .28" .000 .301 .313 
43 9 1.130 .1110 .342 .311 2 .32" • 319 .302 • 300 .300 .ono .318 .000 .316 .325 
113Ht 1.130 .404 .407 .4tJ 8 .11 00 • 3'! 4 .388 .387 .388 .000 .3'30 .000 .40 1 .407 
4311 1.130 .687 .692 .6'3'1 .692 .6"5 .692 .6.'30 .691 .000 .693 .000 .697 .704 - 4312 1.130 .943 .949 .951 • Q 51 .'352 .'350 .9" 9 ."50 .00(1 .'351 .000 ."51 .962 -.j::o. 11313 2.600 .516 .517 .515 . .490 .1159 .4 00 .341 .355 .1186 .370 .1102 .'188 .426 
4314 2.600 .520 .519 .519- ." 88 .455 ." 0') • 354 .382 ."86 .356 ."37 .'148 .'135 
11315 2.600 .523 .530 .523 .5 OJ .'16 :> .If 22 .376 • II 1 '3 ."71 .1187 .490 .11 60 .474 
'1316 2.600 .5'31 .594 .592 .570 .551 .527 .520 .5117 .509 .565 .534 .560 .570 
4317 2.6 00 .868 .873 .875 .867 .859 .88<'> .855 .858 .800 .861 .863 .866 .877 
43111 2.600 1.145 1.151 1.153 1.148 1.1'17 1.1'10 1.13 " 1.1113 1.1" " 1.1'15 1.1" 8 1.153 1.15 " 
11319 4.2"0 .703 • 711 .710 .667 .637 .562 ."57 .370 • 346 • 45" .608 • 5 33 .557 
11320 II .240 .705 .706 .7J 5 .678 .638 .57f. ."59 .377 .356 .471 .606 .528 .545 
4321 4.240 .710 .711 .714 .669 .639 .56" • 117 4 ." 12 .427 .502 .616 • 5 28 .535 
4322 ".2"0 .751 • 757 .756 .721 .6'! 1 .631 .681 .618 .600 .616 .652 .702 .676 
"323 ".240 1.052 1.053 1.056 1.0411 1.019 1.00'3 1.016 1.001 1.02" 1.0H 1.031 1.03'3 1.042 
4324 4.240 1.281 1.288 1.285 1.268 1.276 1.257 1.256 1.260 1.261 1.266 1.263 1. :175 1.285 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE g VN VI YII VI-VN YI/YN EN El Ell fI-['I ['I/EI 1-[15 f"N Fl FB 

113 1 .52'1 .157 .193 .185 • [) 36 1.229 .160 .230 .199 .031 .865 .195 • 'I 92 .361 .595 
113 2 .524 .157 .1% .195 .039 1.2'1 'I .160 .232 .207 .025 .893 .156 • 'I 92 .352 .511 2 
43 3 .52'1 .157 .206 .207 .049 1.31 2 .160 .2'11 .218 .023 .90" .140 • 'I 92 .327 .1196 

43 " .52'1 .157 .237 .250 .080 1.510 .161 .269 .257 .012 .956 .065 • 'I '!2 .265 .369 
113 5 .524 .157 .49'1 .51 II .337 3.146 .1 74 .520 .51 f, .00'1 .992 .012 • 492 .088 .120 
43 6 .52'1 .157 .752 .713 .5 'IS 4.7'10 .196 .777 .77'1 .003 .99& .006 .'192 .0'17 .06'1 
'13 7 1.130 .267 .298 .27 6 .031 1.11 6 .269 .H6 .305 .042 .879 .176 • 'I 78 .405 .729 
'13 8 1.130 .267 .302 .283 .035 1.131 .269 .350 .310 .040 .887 .165 • 'I 78 .397 .6'3'3 
43 '3 1.130 .267 .310 .295 .043 1 ,,161 .;no .357 .320 .037 .8'37 .150 • II 78 .382 .641 
4310' 1.130 .267 .37'1 .377 .107 1.401 .271 .414 .392 .021 .949 .076 .478 .288 .422 
4311 1.130 .267 .657 .67 'I .390 2.461 .278 .686 .679 .007 .989 .016 .478 .124 .169 

.... 4312 1.1 JO .267 .913 .932 .646 3.419 .287 .940 .935 .005 .9'35 .008 ." 78 .076 • 103 .... 4313 2.600 .483 .486 .396 .003 1.006 .485 .55 'I .'169 .089 .840 .230 ." 52 .4'18 1.19'1 
\II 4314 2.600 .483 .'1 '30 .4J 5 .007 1.014 .11 85 .562 .475 • O~ 7 .846 .222 .452 .442 1.123 

11315 2.600 .483 • 'I 93 .11" II .010 1.021 • 485 .564 .502 .062 .890 .160 • II 52 .438 1.017 
11316 2.600 .1183 .561 .5" 0 .078 1.161 .485 .622 .579 .0'12 .932 .100 • 'I 52 .361 .625 
'1317 2.600 .483 .838 .8'1 7 .355 1.735 ." 811 .878 .863 .015 .983 .026 • '152 .198 • 3D£> 
43111 2.600 .1183 1.115 1 .12 9 .632 2.308 ." 92 1 • 1" 8 1 • 13.B .010 .991 .013 ." 52 .12'1 • 17 7 
"31Q ".2"0 .691 • 6 73 • 527 -.OIB • '17 " .69'1 .765 .637 .127 • 8 3~ .239 .'131 .'1"8 1.901 
4320 4.2"0 .6'l1 • (; 75 .515. -.0 16 .977 .6'14 .766 • (; 30 .136 .823 .254 .431 .446 1.814 
4321 4.240 .691 .680 .5J 5 -.011 • '184 • (, 93 .770 .625 .1'15 .812 .21" 9 • 'I 31 .441 1.430 
4322 4.240 .691 .7.21 .6'16 .030 1.0'13 .693 .804 .719 .085 .895 .154 .431 .40'1 .785 
4323 'I.?40 .691 1.022 1.012 .331 1.479 .695 1.075 1.042 .033 .969 .046 .431 .239 .353 
4324 '1.240 .6'11 1.251 1 .755 .56el 1.810 .697 1.795 1.274 .020 .98'1 .023 .4 31 .177 .249 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13 .0 13.5 1~.0 1 ~ .5 15.0 15.5 16. U 1 II. U 

44 1 .480 .194 .199 .200 .192 .186 .1 81 .182 .181 .000 .117 .000 • I '1'1 .1 q r. 
44 2 .480 .199 .203 .203 .1'18 .194 .187 .18 'I .183 .oon .187 .ono • J 94 .20'1 
~ .. 3. ... 80 .205 .213 .21 3 .210 .204 .197 .195 .2no .000 • lot .ono .l08 .21<; 
44 4 • ~80 .264 .272 .27 5 .275 .275 .273 .274 • l 75 .000 .771 .000 .7'13 .2'1l 
44 5 .480 .573 .582 .587 .589 .591 .581 .5'll .593 .oon .S'IS .ono .~Ol .611 
~4 6 ... 80 .877 .885 .887 .893 .896 .9 OF, .R96 .898 .000 .900 .000 .906 • CJ 1 C') 

~" "{ 1.180 .31'1 .3 24 .326 .312 .290 .211 .257 .266 .000 .?72 .ono .7147 .2'1'1 
44 8 1.180 .318 .325 .326 .317 .295 .275 .276 .264 .000 .2614 .000 .7'17 .302 
4" 9 1.180 .322 .328 .333. .321 .303 .285 .287 .283 .000 • 2~1 .000 .312 .314 
4'110 1.1'10 .367 .371 .37 4 .368 .35 'I .351 .341 .353 .ono .H8 .000 .366 .37 'I 
4411 1.180 .665 .612 .61'1 .681 .680 .68n .680 .681 .000 .~ 115 .OO(] .r, 92 .100 - 4"12 1.180 .'166 • 'I 14 .'11 <J .982 .982 .980 .'182 .988 .000 .9S6 .000 • '192 1.001 -0\ " .. 13 2.560 .498 .501 .505 • '115 ... ~ 3 .38R .123 .30F. ... 00 ."11 ... 3'1 .~18 .41'1 
""1" 2.560 ."98 .502 .506 ... 78 ..... 5 .394 .330 .334 ... 46 .381 • 3£' 7 ... 31 .420 
~415 2.560 .501 .506 .5J9 .482 ... 5 q ... 00 .3" g .3.7'1 ... 74 .361 .'133 ..... 9 ..... 7 
4416 2.560 .51'1 .530 .521 .508 .48 'I ... 36 ... 19 ... 73 ....... .4'19 • If 74 ... 7 .. ."'1'1 
111117 2.560 .858 .868 .856 .856 .861 .85" .857 .853 .85'1 .862 .116'1 .873 .8!!1 
.... 18 2.560 1.12'1 1.1311 1.13 8 1.133 1.136 1.111 1.131 1.135 1.136 1.136 1.1" 3 1.1 .... 1.15 S 
.... 19 '1.3'10 .70R .709 .113 .678 .647 .559 .468 .369 .330 .~18 • 5117 .5"2 .58f • 
"420 4.3110 .703 .707 .71 a .684 .63 <J .56" .465 • 3 7f, .333 .479 .591 .538 .573 
4421 ".3110 .103 .710 .711. .686 .64 'I .571 ."66 .380 ... 211 ."'11 .600 .5 'I£' .510 
"'122 ~. 3<tO .125 .729 .72'1 .703 .671 .598 .537 .507 .66'1 .6l'1 .667 .6"" .687 
11423 4.340 1.025 1.033 1.035 1.025 1.001 .981 .'190 .98" 1.007 .9'11 1.020 1.016 1.03<; 
4 .. 2 .. ... 340 1.289 1.2'18 1.300 1.298 1.281 1.27" 1.27'1 1. Z 84 t. 28 5 1.288 1.296 1. l '18 I. liD 



Table 2. Continued. 

C oor Q VN VI YII VI-VN y 11 TN ['N El (4 El-( 4 [ 41El 1-£15 fN fl fB 

44 1 ." 80 .126 .} 64 .165 .038 1.302 .130 • ?l7 .179 .038 .827 .248 .626 .422 .1>18 
'III 2 .480 .126 .169 .174 .043 1.341 .130 .221 .187 .034 .R45 .223 .626 .403 • I> 39 
44 3 .480 .126 .175 .185 .049 1.389 .130 .12 6 .196 .030 .868 .191 .626 .383 .570 
44 4 .4 RO .126 .234 .262 .108 1.857 .1 33 .780 .268 .n12 .958 .063 .626 .247 .338 
44 5 .1180 .126' .543 .581 .417 4.310 .158 .583 .582 .000 .9'19 .001 .621> .070 .096 
44 6 .480 .126 .847 .885 .7 ?l h.72 ;> .203 .886 .886 .000 .99'1 .000 .626 .036 .0119 
114 7 1.180 .233 .289 .264 .:J 56 1.240 .236 .356 .298 .058 .838 .233 .612 .443 .869 
44 8 1.180 .233 .288 .27 2 .055 1.236 .23F, .355 .304 .0~1 • S 57 .207 • f; 12 .4116 .830 
44 9 1.180 .233 .292 .284 .059 1.253 .236 .358 .313 .045 .875 olB:? .612 .436 .747 
4410 1.180 .233 .337 .348 .104 1.1146 .237 .396 .368 .02 'I .92B .l01 .612 .352 .526 
4411 1.180 .2:n .635 .670 .11 02 2.725 .2116 .679 .675 .004 .994 .009 .ld2 .136 .186 - 4412 1.180 .233 .936 .971 .703 4.017 .261 .977 .914 .004 .9% .006 .612 .076 .10" - 41113 2.560 .1103 .11 68 • 38 9 .065, 1.161 .406 .557 .1163 .095 .830 .211 3 .5811 .1167 1.406 

" 4" l'I 2.560 .1103 • II 68 .390 .065 1.161 .1106 .551 .1163 .0911 .831 .2112 .5811 .1167 1.241 
11415 2.560 .1103 • II 71 .41 7 .068 1.169 .11 06 .560 .1181 .079 .a60 .203 .5811 .1162 1.131 
4416 2.560 .1103 • II 89 .1164 .086 1.21 3 .11 06 .574 .516 .OSA .1'9'1 .148 .584 .1137 .840 
'III 1 7 2.560 .403 .821' .85 I .11 25 2.055 .411 • R8 3 .866 .016 .987 .028 .584 .19 ~ .213 
4418 2.560 .403 1.094 1 .12 5 .691 2.115 .416 1.142 1.134 .D08 .993 .010 .S 84 .131 .178 
4419 11.340 .S'l! .678 .556 .087 ,1.141 .596 .786 .660 .176 • R 3'1 .231 .557 .454 2.103 
4420 4.3110 .591 .673 .543 .082 l.n':! .59S .782 .652 .130 .833 .239 .557 .45 'I 2.012 
4421 11.3110 .591 .673 .511 0 .013'2 1.139 .594 .782 .650 .13 2 .831 .243 .557 .115 q 1.669 
41122 4.340 .591 .695 .657 .104 1.17 6 .594 .800 .731 .068 .914 .126 .557 .1137 I.U49 
41123 11.340 .591 .995 1.005 .11 04 1.684 .596 1 .n6 6 1.037 .029 .9B .041 .557 .255 .371 
4424 4.340 .591 1.259 1.280 .668 ?13 n .599 '1.318 1.300 .O!!I .986 .020 .557 .179 .249 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.n 13.5 1'1.0 1".5 .15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

"5 I ."90 .173 .117 .183 .178 .168 .112 .17" .178 .000 .119 .000 .172 .1110 
"5 2 ."90 .176 .183 .189 .18_ .177 .17_ .178 .185 .000 .190 .000 .168 .195 
"5 ] .1190 .179 .189 .19" .196 .18 '- .178 .182 .185 .000 .178 .000 .193 ~.207 

"5 " ."90 .212 .222 .228 .228 .226 .2211 .222 .225 .000 .229 .000 .239 .251 
45 5 .1190 .1181 .1192 .5:) 2 .506 .509 .510 .512 .515 .000 .519 .000 .527 .539 
If5 6 ."90 .75" .766 .77 " .780 .783 .78;J .785 .78a .000 .792 .000 .799 .. 812 
45 7 1.150 .2<12 .299 .299 .296 .266 .2"2 • 2 lit .2"5 .000 .26" .000 .26" .281 
"5 8 1.150 .28ct .296 .3:) 1 .291 .269 .2"'1 .233 .250 .oon .269 .000 .260 .28" 
115 9 1.150 .290 .307 .321 .292 .283 .251 .259 .158 .000 .268 .000 .278 .294 
"510 1.150 .312 .3211 .331 .318 .305 .29" .290 .296 .000 .309 .000 .3111 .33" 
4511 1.150 .632 .1'>43 .652 .658 .659 .657 .658 .662 .000 .666 .000 .67" .688 - "512 1.150 .966 .976 .986 .991 .'93 .994 • 99 It .998 .000 1.001 .000 1.009 1.022 - 4513 2.1180 ."70 .11 78 .1183 .462 .IIH .374 .305 .257 .305 .1110 .333 .338 .1122 00 
115111 2. "80 .1171 .1179 .1183 .11 57 .1131 .371 .309 .27'1 .338 .1137 .3111 .377 .1121 
4515 2.1180 .117_ .481 .1187 .11 68 .111<1 .385 .327 .33" ."56 .361 ."7" ." 35 ."22 
11516 2."80 .49" • 505 • 51 0: .11 93 ."70 ."26 ."1" ."60 .1139 .1138 .510 .1169 ."9" 
11517 2.'180 .789 .809 .816. .815 .806 .801 .8011 .803 .800 .811 .821 .827 .8"0 
"518 2.'180 1.090 1.106 1.11 4. 1.115 1.113 1.115 1.114 1.118 1.121 1.12" 1.127 1.132 1.148 
4519 4.290 .685 .687 .702 .665 .612 .563 .459 .352 .297 .352 .520 .533 .578 
"520 11.290 .683 .691 .695 .61'>0 .6'11 .561 .1159 .3"6 .307 .367 .538 .531 .575 
"521 ".290 .685 .693 .69' .658 .638 .552 .1153 .358 .31" .387 .5611 .526 .582 
.. 522 11.290 .• 690 .692 .703 .678 .6119 .569 .1180 .424 .4119 .&75 .58'3 .580 .576 
4523 11.290 .977 .981 .988 .972 .960 .933 .9111 .942 .9113 .951 .9711 .976 .993 
"5211 11.290 1.258 1.263 1.276 1.270 1.259 1.253 1.259 1.2611 1.269 1.2711 1.284 1.282 1.300 



Table 2. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y 1 yq YI-YN Y 11 YN EN El E4 [J-E4 E4/EI l-E15 FN Fl FB 

,.5 1 .4'10 .110 .143 .150 .033 1.300 .1 14 .223 .168 .055 .154 .3115, .184 .529 .161 
45 2 .490 .110 .146 .165 .036 1.321 .114 .225 .180 .!'!45 .799 .285 .194 .513 .761 
45 3 ." 90 .110 .14'1 .177 .039 1.355 .1 15 .227 .190 .037 .836 .236 .784 .497 .685 
45 4 .490 .110 .182 .221 .072 1.655 .116 .2S4 .229 .025 .902 .144 .78" .368 .503 
45 5 .490 .110 .451 .5J 9 .341 4.100 .139 .513 .511 .002 .995 .007 .784 .094 .129 
45 6 ./190 .110 .7211 .782 .6111 6.582 .1 8/1 .785 .783 .002 .997 .004 .784 .0"6 .063 
45 1 1.150 .196 .262 .251 .066 1.331 .200 .355 .281 .068 .808 .273 .773 .500 .99/1 
45 8 1.150 .196 .259 .25/1 .063 1.3? 1 .200 .353 .28'3 .01;" .819 .258 .173 .509 1.001 
45 9 1.150 .196 .260 .26" .J6" 1.327 .200 .353 .296 .057 .839 .232 .713 .506 .876 
"510 1.150 .196 .282 .30 " .!l86 1."3'1 .201 .310 .328 .Olf2 .881 .165 .773 .11118 .691 
11511 1.150 .1'16 .602 .658 .11 06 3.071 .213 .668 .f;63 .005 .'1'12 .011 .113 .1"11 .191) - 11512 1.150 .196 .936 .992 .7110 /1.716 .235 .999 .994 .004 .996 .006 .113 .074 .101 -I,Q 4513 2."80 .336 .4110 .392 .104 1.310 .342 .5511 .1160 .094 .830 .2" 3 .7"3 ."96 1.826 
"51" 2.1180 .336 ." "1 .391 .105 1.31 3 .341 .555 ."5'1 .095 .821! .2"6 .7"3 ."94 1.639 
"515 2."80 .336 

• If "" 
• 392 .108 1.321 .3(10 .557 .1160 .097 .826 .2(19 .143 ."89 1.220 

If516 2."80 .336 .lf6" .116 " .128 1 .38 1 .3411 .513 .513 .060 .8'15 .153 .7lf3 ."58 .830 
If517 2."80 .336 .759 .81 D. ." 23 2.259 .3/f5 .837 .826 .011 .987 .020 .743 .219 .299 
"518 2.1180 .336 1.060 1.118 .724 3.155 .35" 1.1? 9 1.126 .003 .997 .00lf .743 .133 .181 
4519 4.290 .498 .1)55 .5,. 8 .157 1.315 .506 .788 .652 .136 .828 .247 .712 ."72 2.1176 
11520 4.290 ."98 .653 .5" 5 .155 1.311 .505 .786 .65::1 .136 .827 .2_ 8 .712 ._7,. 2.3" 3 
"521 4.290 .491l .655 .552 .157 1.315 .5 O~ .788 .655 .133 .831 .243 .712 ."12 2.257 
4522 4.290 .4'18 .660 .546 .162 1.325 .502 .792 .651 .1" 1 • 822 .255 .112 .1161 1.381 
4523 4.290 .498 .947 .963 .11 "9 1.902 .505 1.1142 .991 .0"5 .957 .064 .112 .272 .]98 
452" 11.290 .1I9B 1.228 1.no .730 2.1166 .509 1.309 1.289 .019 .985 .022 .112 .1811 .253 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Definition 

Q discharge, cfs 

6.0 station or point of measurement (in feet) in a downstream direction, 
includes 8.0, 10.0 cfs 

YN normal flow depth, Yo 

YI flow depth at station 6.0 corrected by 0.03 I" Y 

Y 4 flow depth at station 18.0 corrected by 0.03 I , Y 4 

YI-YN YI-Yo 

YI/YN Y 1 /Y 0 

EN energy for normal flow depth, Yo + v2o/2g 

EI energy at station 6.0, EI ,(y 1 + v21/2g) 

E4 energy at station 18.0, E4 , (y 4 + V 24 /2g) 

EI-E4 head (energy) loss, El - E 4 

E4/EI E4/E I' Er , ratio of energys 

I-EIS computation of, (1 - E/·5 ) 

FN Froude number computed at normal flow depth, F 
o 

F 1 Froude number computed at station 6.0 

FB Froude number computed at the '!linimum flow depth 
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Figure 45. Definition sketch for 600 wingwall constriction with bar roughness 
shown in tilting flume. 
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Figure 46. Definition sketch for 60° wingwall constriction. 
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Table 3. Hydraulic data for tilting flume with 600 wingwall constriction and with slope varying from O.()O()O to 0.0050. 

CoDE (l h.O 1\.(1 10.0 12.0 12.5 13.0 1 3.5 PI.O 14.5 1 !',. 0 15.5 16. U 18.0 

51 I • <; O? • ~"O • 3 'J 1 .38 q • ~ f,:J .304 .215 .722 .121 .128 .nl • I" 5 .l en .201 
51 '1 • <; O? • 3~q .3'12 • ltl <j • ~ 60 .106 .224 .257 .200 .754 .727 .240 .2lfO .2"0 
51 3 • c; ~2 .3'l'l • " 0 I .4J 0 .373 .376 .287 .778 .372 .?A 3 • 313 • H I .11'1 .316 
51 4 • <; O? .5<;0 • ~l 51 .55 (J • <; 35 .520 • <; 22 .<;12 .515 • 51 ~ .511 .51 I .511 .5111 
51 5 • S OJ .7117 • 7 1I8 .7 J 1 • I; '17 .68 q .687 .685 .685 .611? .fo1l3 • 611 If .681 .688 
51 6 .11 O? .q?f; .,j 211 .877 .8 ::>Cl .824 • II II .810 .RIO .8(18 .RO'l .81 1 .81U .8ll 
51 7 .qn .~77 .~8~ .577 .0; 32 .41"> 3 .3 ?4 .262 .215 .117 • I 0'1 .1'l8 .20U .256 
51 Il .937 .519 • 5 ~l .57 d • <; 38 .4f; .., .371 .281 .244 .26'1 .?'l7 • 11 0 .2'15 .304 
51 '1 .'3H .5A3 .5 oi3 • '>B 2 .543 .47 ? .441 .344 .372 .360 .3A4 .382 .383 .386 - 5110 • '137 .68<; • n iI'> .61l4 • h 53 .607 .£>21 .5'1 '! .5'10 .(,07 .5A5 .601 .I">OU .607 

N 5 I 11 • '137 .7 F;f; .767 .7[,5 .153 .706 • h '13 .6'1'1 .107 .7f'!7 .70~ .704 .70A .710 
~ 

5112 • q 37 .R73 .874 .873 .856 .834 .834 .1132 .832 .8?q .877 .8?6 .RB .R53 
5113 1.445 .751 .751 • 7~ 1 • 7 O~ .623 .362 .377 .21;3 .111 .1 14 ."311 .353 .3lf6 
5114 1.44S • 7 ~? .753 .75 I .7 WJ .1',23 .444 .397 .7RO .722 .418 .415 .364 ."56 
511 5 1.445 .7~4 .75'1 .1'> j .704 .72 'I .447 .364 .~?7 .4!"12 .4<;'1 .475 .1168 .507 
5116 1.44S • ~ MS .80£' .RJ S .765 .67 ? .5 SP • <;q6 .l>lf4 .6111 • f.lI? .1>34 .&4~ .650 
51\1 1. 4 4~ .84" .8 Sf) .3511 • R 11 .725 .6'11 .747 .6q~ .75'1 .711 .727 .731 .736 
SIlA I. 4"~ .8'11 • A :14 .11'13 • d 0>6 • 7R 4 .8 12 .7sn .8 no .$In4 .79" • 77il .1 'IS .7'16 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE 'l YN v 1 Y4 V1-Y~ Y 11 V'l EN El E4 El- E4 E 4 lEI 1-[ 15 rN F 1 FB 

51 .5'12 .Of:fl .35[' .17 1 • "1 ~" .()1 n .'~ or .?63 • 1 qf .173 • r 1I .635 • DOD .136 3.853 
51 ? • <; '12 .oro • ~ S'l .21 l1 .1 r!l .Il~ '1 • ~ nn • 'F 2 .;- ?f1 .143 .t=r.5 .528 .00u .136 1.66 ! 
51 3 • ~ [1? .nnr .369 .28 ;; • ~ '"'If"" .0'" r • ., on .37 ? .1<?1 • r::e. I • 7 ~~ .30R .000 .131 .9'13 
51 4 • c, 02 .o'lQ • ~ 20 • 4f. ~ .')[1:' • [)1 n .10'1 .52 ? .49'1 .[n2 • 'I 3'1 .090 .00 [) .078 .3'19 
51 5 .5'P .1)'l(1 • r, 77 • r.~ 3 .1 ("'Ir • OJ '1 • '1 nr • [,7 A • (; 59 • <1 1 'I .'172 .042 • (100 .053 .22 ! 
51 b • S:I? .Dnn .73fi, .7;)3 .:: ~1 .010 .11)0 .797 .784 .C13 .'lall .024 .oou .041 • 17 (j 
51 7 .'lH .00'1 .547 .226 • r'J 00 .01 'l • ~ I1r .552 .255 .297 • q S? .686 .OOU .135 9.785 
51 8 .937 .0'10 .5 'Ie; .774 • n '13 .O:J " • [) or .55 'I .? '14 • ?(;[l .ql .(;14 .OOU .134 2.195 
51 9 • '! 37 .ono .553 • ~5 6 .1111 • Or] (1 .~Ol"' .558 .361' d '3'1 .659 .4"'5 .000 .133 1.235 - 5110 • q 37 .ona .;; 55 .5 7 7 .1 'l'l .D,] '1 .1 no • G5 8 .581 .077 .81'3 .170 • DOC .103 .525 N 
5 III • q 37 .011'1 .730 • Co '1 .:l 'l~ .00 0 • n nr .73'3 .[;83 .05h • q?C; • 11 1 • CD 0 .087 .402 u. 
5112 .937 .'100 .843 .32 3 .1 nr: • [n [l • ,][l[) .845 .825 .O?O • '37F .035 .000 .071 .306 
5113 1.44S .00[1 .721 • .n 6 .0 'i[1 .on'1 • n. Of") .728 .3<;2 .376 .Q83 • 6~ Q .00 (j .138 13.763 
5114 1.4 QS .onr. .723 .420 • ~ O!J • [J1 '1 .10 n .730 .Q46 • ?P 4 .HI • S2 3 • 000 .137 3.983 
5115 1. 4 4~ .olln .724 .477 .1 no .0'1 n .:J rn .El .493 .?H • < 7'1 • 44 7 .OOU .1 37 7.070 
5116 1.44S .onn • 7 7~ .62 n .'"Im • on n • '1 no .781 • b 2'1 .152 ."OS .277 • OOU .124 .804 
5111 1.445 .0[10 • i3l Q .7J 6 • n rIO .0'1 r .1 [10 .A24 .7 I 3 • 11 1 .8b5 .195 • DOll • 1 14 .623 
511R 1.44<; .~'lo .8b7 .7G .; • ~ GO .01 n • ~ Or> .S7? .772 dnl1 .qpr; .11',7 .000 .104 .518 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE II <;.n ~.,n 10.0 t;>. J 12.5 13. n 11.5 1".0 1" • r; 1<;.D 15.5 16. U 18.0 

52 1 • ''';0 .361 .368 · ~,," .6·6~ • 2B 7 .:>03 .222 .11" .107 .1'37 .1"6 .175 .200 
52 2 .,,~O .361 .3 "R • ~n 4 .337 .286 .701' .217 .1"" .?63 • I 1;;> .222 .1 "" .233 
52 ~ ."60 .3" 3 • 365 • 363 • 3 "I .2" I • 2 3" .270 • 2511 .n" .2'68 .267 .273 .276 
52 II • II 60 .521 .5,/11 .~( b • ~ 15 .5n 1 ."6" .,,"" .11'17 .500 .II'H .11'18 .502. .507 
~2 5 .1160 .6"<> .711;> .733 • f, "7 .6'H .F. qn .689 .6 Il'l .61''1 .6R9 .690 .692 .6'17 
52 6 ... 0:0 .~II~ • d "9 .115 I • ~"6 • 8 .. 1 • a '" • ~"2 .8"7 .839 .8"1 .8"2 .R "" •. 8"9 
57 7 .7"7 ."8'1 • .. 91> .II~ .s ." 58 • Jq" .2n .717 .179 .0'l7 .131 .229 .197 .238 
52 ~ .7"7 ,"11" ... '13 .""2 .11 <;7 .3" 3 .;> 71 .7.37 .178 .1" 1 • 2"1 .212 • 7. 32 .236 

52 " .7"7 ."'l1 ." q .. .11'1 '> • II 61 • 3'l II .787 .791 .277 •. :>~'l .3;>" .2" 1 .H2 .3i" 
5210 .7"7 .61'l .6,/3 .G24 .f;!l7 • 57 ~ .c:. r,r .1\62 .578 .577 .1;71 .571 .573 .585 
'i211 .7117 .75<1 • F. 62 .703 .753 .7' 7 .733 .731 .732 .17'1 .779 .729 .732 • H2 - 521;1 .7"7 .86~ .,n? .R73 .81;3 .!l5 " .80;1 .~" 9 .1l"6 .8"7 .R51 .851 .852 .857 

N 5213 1.1"" .6"6 • 6"9 .651 • G 07 .5~ Z • ~ 71 .797 .73! .1" 1 .1 "q .229 .235 .288 
0'1 52111 1.14" .647 • I; 51 • 651 .GOR .5"<5 .375 .2'19 .:> .. 7 .1f 0 .246 • '139 .2911 .356 

57.15 1. III" .65" • G 57 .G6 ~ .615 .5" 3 .II'l;> • "6 7 .389 .'011 1 ."1" ."111 .11 30 .1120 
5216 1.1"" .711 .7111 .71 " • 6 9~ .621 .552 .60<1) .517 .6?'1 .577 .627 .6011 .619 
5217 1.1"" .8 H! .ill" .111 II • 7 'l~ .7~" • 5 75 • 73'1 .735 .74 .. .737 .7"0 .7112 • 752 
521R 1.11111 .8'1" • 8 ~R .~89 .8fS .8n .a2E- • 1l2'! .832 .'127 .1179 .833 .11 33 .8112 
521'! 1. r; 79 .7R7 • 7 ~n .790 .7115 .62 R • "9£· .359 .287 .17" .115 .112 .3'12 .362 
5220 1.579 .7R7 .789 • 7~~ II .7"" .67.9 ... 77 .357 .788 .28 7 .~67 .1131 .3112 .419 
';221 1.0;79 .7RD .791 .7'31 .7"2 .&~q • II 9f, .371 .315 • ~q 1 ... 77 ."28 .3 gil .500 
52?? 1." 7'! .QZ6 • R 2" .33 n .7'31 .6 Q 1'1 .590 .629 .666 .600 .6117 .6511 .628 .6"2 
,27. 3 1.'179 .Af. j .R66 • !IE. b • 8 ~3 .7~:? .7117 .796 .700 .710 .779 .702 .721:1 .738 
52711 1.57'! .8'<1 .895 • ~y 5 .6 f.5 .7f, 7 .75" • 78U .757 .7811 .7f,7 .7711 .767 .7'11 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE (l v rJ y 1 yq y 1- y ~ Yl/YN ~N E1 f4 [1- [4 E 4 If 1 1-[ 1 5 rN f 1 fB 

'12 .4<~ .171 • 3 ~ 1 .171 • 1 !;~ 1 •. p G .2 !4 .34 '3 .187 .1~6 .~2~ .621 .3W .141 4.992 
~2 ;> • 4 ~n .171 .3 31 • ~) 3 .1 t:'"!'J 1 • '~? f; .181l • ~4 ~ .212 .137 • f. 07 .527 .3 RU .14 i 2.70U 
52 3 .41;J .111 .3 31 • ~~ S .1 (;? 1 • ~4 7 .1 7 P • ~S 1 .? 52 ."'l'l .719 • 3'11 .3BO .140 1. 19.1 
52 " ." 5e .171 .4 'll .477 .32J ? a7 1 • I R4 · ~o 7 .479 • f1:' q .'144 .083 .38U .07 R .367 
52 5 • 4 ~~ • 171 • f.. b9 • ... ·r. 7 ." '18 !. Yl Z .1 'P • ~ 84 • E,1;11 .8lh • 'l75 .036 • ~ 8U .049 • 199 
52 ;; .41;:; • 171 • .915 .I'q 9 • to 44 4. 7F- F. .2 111 .O3() .B2f) .[1[[1 .'1R7 .019 .380 .036 • 147 
<;2 7 .747 .2~'l • 4 ij~ .2J g .22:1 1 • 'I? 1 • ~ A5 .47 A .?30 • 74 8 .4 Al .6G6 .373 .140 9.9BB 
';2 8 .747 • 2~o .4 S" .?J 6 • 2 20 1 • q? 1 .? 92 • 4 7 8 .22~ .15'1 .47F. .670 .373 .140 4.b84 
52 q .747 .?,,;q • 4 51 ,,:?84 .? 22 1 • 37 " .;> 4F .48(1 • 2 q~ .1 B 4 .61F. .516 .373 .13'1 1.482 - ';21[1 .747 .~3~ .539 • 5~ 5 .3 <;Q 2.464 .749 .6J (; .55P .114 R • '171 .1 17 .373 .096 .449 N 

-...I 5211 .747 .? 3° • 7 2~ .71 2 • ~ '10 , • OS !l .257 .745 .714 .1131 .'359 .0J=;2 .373 .07D .345 
521? .747 .? 31 • a 3 q • q2 7 • S 9q 3. ~~ ~ .2611 • A5 4 .P.28 .1175 .'170 • D4 4 • ~ 73 .057 .235 
5213 1. 1 44 .322 • C l!; • <011 • ;> '14 1 .31 ""'i .4 J=;7 • 63 ~ .2 g I .3" <; .45A .690 .365 .138 7. 17 3 
<; 214 1.144 .3?7 .1'.17 .32 b .7;5 1. '31 6 .40? • ~ 37 .347 .790 .~44 .5'38 .365 .1 38 5.1>59 
~ZIS 1. 1 44 .37? • f., 24 .3 'HI .3'12 1 • q~ 0 .329 .1';44 • u or: .739 • f;?A .<;r.2 .365 .1 35 1.233 
5216 1. 1 44 .32? .6g1 • S8 ~ .359 2.11 <; • ~ 29 • 7J 0 • S q <. • 10<; • p S., .216 .36~ .1 19 .70.l 
5217 I. 1 44 .322 .78" • 7'22 • ~ <;8 ? .47? .3<'9 .7'38 .7 ?6 .072 .'311 .1!·2 .365 .0'37 .659 
5218 1.144 .377 .655 • ~1 2 • <; 33 7.SS5 .3 34 • P.7 2 • A 1 S .IlS7 .'135 .0'16 .365 .084 .376 
521'1 1. 'i 7'1 .4r'> .757 .332 .3 S2 1 • q:, l 1.453 .779 .371 .4nQ .470 .(,72 .357 .140 15.593 
52?0 1 • ~ 79 .4n<; .757 .323 • ~ S2 1 ... r, q .42:' .779 .4 17 .362 • c, "!~ .6:;8 .357 .140 2.810 
5221 1. <; 7'3 4 n -· ) 

.75· .471 .3 53 1 .17 ? .4 1 e • 7B f" • 4 P,~ • z'1 1 • r?7 .5fl3 .357 .140 2.406 
5;>:?2 1.57'1 .Llne: • 7 'olf, .1';1 '2 .391 1. 9h ~ .4 11 • R1 7 .673 • 1 C?4 .763 .334 .357 .1 30 .874 
5273 1. r; 7<3 • 4 ~l" • S 33 .78 q .4 28 ::!.:;r; 7 .4 I? • BS 4 .71 f .1' 7 • R ~q .231 .357 .121 .668 
5274 1. <; 79 .4fi!;) .861 · n 1 .4 SF; '2. 1:-' ~ .4 13 • RA 1 .7 f,P .11 ' .87? • 1 R h .357 .1 15 .594 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE !J C;.'i ".~ IlJ.fl I! .1 12. :) 1 ~ .. " I I. '> I 4 .11 14 • S IS. J 15.<; IG • U 111.0 

53 • 'I In .35 ? .' .F • 'I ~ • .\ I 'J • Zf, 4 .1'11 .?n h • I 03 .1 n 4 .1F;7 • 1 ~ 8 .1 5j .1 R 7 
53 ;> .4 1'1 .3~4 • I IH • ~4 tI • ., I, .27[1 .2 n.? • 74 I .7fl2 • ~4 <; .7?2 .n7 .;> 38 .2.37 
53 3 .4 1 r • 3 ~ I • ?, ~) ~J • ~h r. • ~ ~'J • j:1 c, • ., II .741 .7 A2 .301 .7 ql .28 r; .2% .307 
53 4 .4 I r. • S?I • ~ ?f • '1) "l • ~ ::t:l • 'i I ~ • ~ 1'1 • C, '1'1 .5 I 7 .510 .<.tZ .511 • ') ll· .522 
53 5 .4 10 .7!l1l • 7 1~) .7 J ~ .7 n 7 • hq q • lllli .r;<.)y .7"0 .6qq .1= 99 .7r12 .704 .710 
0;3 F; .4 I r .~ro .8 1 'I ." 1 6 • R If .Ill I • q I I • ~I n • A I I .Sln .811 .812 • ~ 15 .820 
53 7 • 7 ~2 .snr.; • ~ OP .51 1 .4 78 .41 .' .7 RP .74 F; • I A 7 .142 • I R? .;>54 .188 .250 
53 R .7Q;> • sn r· • ~ OR • S I 7 • 4 7~ .41 7 .11 r) • 7~) 4 • I q7 .lhO .2 en .2?6 .;> 53 .250 
53 '1 .182 .<;,,~ • ~ if .51 4. .4 AO .41 (; .;> 97 .H~ .3lF; .131 .144 .327 .338 .347 
531 f1 • 7 R? .ht..4 ". r; f, ..... • hr> 2 • ~ 4F; • Gl I • r, n? • F 83 .hi? .62n .514 .F;14 .G17 .627 
'i 31 I .71l? .7 r, 1 .7&7 .7(; q .757 .74 A .74 J .735 .739 .738 .73A .740 .742 .750 - 5317 .7Q? .A77 .~n • AA [) • A 71 .85 '1 • M SC: .851 .QS8 .856 .q57 .8<.7 .860 .872 N 

00 531 3 I. 140 .64n • b 44 .;)4 7 • r; [1[. • 5 ~ 4 • ., 74 .7'31 .23° • 13'l .ocq; .159 .22U .280 
5314 I. 140 .&40 • h44 • £;4 f, • r; nr, • C; 3., • :t 7" .29'1 .740 .244 .149 .330 .254 .340 
5315 1. 140 • r, ";"~ • 0 47 .64 " • 5 no • 5- '74 .374 • 304 .255 .230 .414 .322 .340 .345 
531F; I. I 40 .7'" • 7 3 7 • HI .7 II .65 A • F, <; 0 .G28 .(;63 .6:?? .~c2 .637 .658 .664 
5317 1. 1 40 • q 18 · ~n .877 • ~ 04 .7(; 0 .77<; • 7G 4 .756 .762 .763 .75'l .765 .774 
53\P 1. I 4G .~qS • d q(1 .? 9 '1 .8'17 • 87 4 .848 .84 I .842 .851 .QS2 .8~O • R 54 .861 
531'1 I. S ~n .77fo .7 8 ~ • 7jj 5 .74\ .5H .4 qq .363 .283 .177 .117 .104 .367 .342 
53;>n 1. C; q 0 .77'1 .784 .7H'i • 7~P .b?7 .497 • 35 ~ .;>79 .177 .147 .IQ9 .n4 .413 
<; 3;» I. 'i 110 .7 R I .7 8~) .7S 7 .741 .579 .')'17 .3bS .309 .322 .459 .448 ."Ou .471 
5372 1.5 gO .?'t2 • 8 37 • ~4 n • S "7 .6Q" .1;'17 .fo97 • b 97 .636 • ~ F;6 .684 .6F;7 .694 
S 32 3 1. C;'lrl • R~, 5 • Il Sf] • ~rl [1 • An .775 • (; 51 .789 .792 .72 n .730 .714 .728 .1Z9 
5324 1. <; q[1 .IIPr; • !la'l • Q 3 3 .8f'l • 7~ I .74" .771 .719 .7RI • HI .772 .76B .787 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE '1 YN Y 1 Y4 Yl-YN YI/YN EN EI E4 fl- E4 E 4/E 1 I-E 15 fN f 1 f8 

53 1 • " 10 .133 .302 • 1 ~ 7 .169 ? .271 .2 15 .32 q .16q .161 .512 .633 ." q3 .1'1'1 '1.820 
53 ;> .410 .133 .304 • 2J 7 .1 71 2 .2F 6 .1 43 .331 .214 .117 .F45 .482 .'1 q3 .143 1.333 
53 3 • " 10 .133 .321 .277 .1 88 ;> .414 .143 .348 .281 .Of; 7 .807 .275 .4 q3 .132 .752 
53 4 ." 10 .133 • 4 91 .492 .358 3 .6q 2 .1 57 .516 ." 93 .023 .955 .066 ." 93 .070 .287 
53 5 ." 10 .133 • 6 70 .680 .537 5.rPA .117 .695 .681 .014 .'l80 .030 .'1 q3 .0'14 .17'1 
53 f; • 'I 1'1 • 1 ~3 .778 .790 .1; 45 ~. 8<; 0 .1 q2 • ElL 2 .790 .012 .9~5 .022 .'Iq3 .035 .139 
53 7 .7 El2 .207 • 'I 75 .22 0 ." 68 2 .295 .287 • 50 4 .2'12 .262 .4 AO .668 • 'I!l5 .139 '1.838 
53 8 .7 q2 .287 .47G .no ." 69 2.30'1 • 2 55 • 50 5 .242 .263 .479 .669 .485 .IH 3.869 
5 ~ '! .H2 .207 .47E1 .31 7 .271 ? 3D q .217 .507 .327 .17'! .646 .480 .485 .138 1.352 
53to .782 .207 .624 .597 .4 17 3.014 .222 .651 • GOD .051 ."22, .115 .485 .093 .419 
5311 .782 .207 .731 .720 • ') 2" 3.531 .22q .757 .722 .035 .954 .068 ." 85 .073 .306 .... 5312 .B2 .2117 .842 .842 .635 4.068 .235 .867 .843 .024 .977 .041 .485 .059 .24 'I 

N 5313 1.140 .26a • b 10 .250 .341 ? 26 0 1.808 .640 .285 .355 .446 .702 .477 .140 15.590 
\0 

5314 1.140 • 2F 9 .610 .31 0 .341 ? 26 R .426 .640 .333 .307 .520 .625 .477 .140 6.439 
5315 1.140 .26'3 .609 • ,~1 5, .340 2.21;4 .2Q6 .639 .337 ,.302 • 5 2~ .616 .477 .140 2.955 
5316 1. 1 40 .2f''3 .703 .634 .434 2.61 3 .2 ar. .731 .640 .092 .874 0183 .477 .113 .580 
<;317 1.140 .26Q .788 .744 .519 2 .Q2 '! .284 .81 G .748 .068 .'l17 .122 .477 .095 .427 
5318 1.140 .26Q .81;5 .83 1 .5% 3.216 .287 .8Q2 .834 .058 .Q35 .0"6 .477 .083 .362 
531Q 1.580 .B8 .746 .31 2 .408 ? .2n 7 2. 6 O~ .778 .356 .422 .457 .691 • ~ 69 .1 ~3 18.200 
5320 1.580 .338 .74'3 .38 3 .nl 2.216 .714 .781 .412 .36 '3 • ~ 28 .617 .46Q .142 9.155 
5321 1. S 80 .3~8 .751 .44 1 .4 13 ;> .222 .~57 .783 .463 .370 .S'l1 .545 .469 .142 2.486 
';327 1. S 88 .3'B .807 • 6f 4 .4 64 2.373 .347 .833 .674 .159 .809 .272 .469 .128 .83G 
5323 1.5 gO .33R .825 .G99 .4 87 ? .441 .347 .855 .70e .148 .8?7 .247 .469 .123 .749 
5324 1.580 .338 .85b .757 • 518 ;>.533 .34Q .886 .7 h • .171 .86~ .J'l8 .469 .1 16 .61 " 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE lJ 6.0 8.0 10.0 1<.::1 1;>.5 1 ~ ." 1 3.5 14.0 J II .5 1~.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

54 • II 10 .3;>1 .3l9 .no .313 • 2f. II .190 .ZOO .1 no .071 .164 .111 8 .143 .177 
511 ;> .'110 .32fJ .329 • ~3 2 .313 • 7{; II .1 % .726 • I 6'1 .221 .188 .719 .218 .226 
54 3 • 'I 10 .B8 .346 .35 I .332 .2'l7 .300 .271 • ;>74 .2'1 II • '277 .282 .293 '.303 
54 'I • '110 .5~5 .542 • ~II a .543 • 5~ 7 .535 .535 .535 .547 .540 .541 .54" .555· 
54 5 ."10 .703 .711 .71 1 .717 • 71 ~ .11 ? .712 .713 .714 .717 .120 .721 .730 

5" (; .4 10 .S03 • 13 1 J • el G. .818 .l'!J" • 8 1 4 • ~I 5 .817 .817 .PI'! .821 .823 '.831 

5" 7 .7112 .4'l3 .501 .5) 6 .47& .40 " .37'1 .243 .189 .09'1 .077 .135 .171 .243 
54 II .7Q2 ."92 .507 .501 .416 .41 1 ~ 3 85 .249 .195 .238 .796 .2'11 .250 .255 
54 q .7A2 .4"5 .501 .508 .478 .'11 ~ .290 .272 .29D .280 • ~27 .311 .319 .327 
541n .782 .620 .62'1 .1'33 • G 17 .57'1 .575 .581 .5'14 0,583 .5~7 .588 .589 .604 

.- 5411 .782 .71'5 .772 .777 .768 .74 q .151 .749 .751 .753 .753 .156 .757 .71:; 8 
~ 5412 .782 .848 .856 .% I .856 .844 .841 .840 .843 .84 'i .8115 .8'18 .1' 7'1 .85 'I Q 

5413 1.1 35 .679 .637 .1;4 1 .603 .Sq .3 67 .791 .<'38 .138 .092 .190 .212 .2~ 7 
5414 1. I 35 .62'l .635 .64 I .603 .5:>1 .368 .2'17 .2313 .1" 4 .237 • 329 • 2 61 .338 
5415 I. I 35 .631 .640 .'i44 .606 .63fJ .38n .:no .322 .311 1 .357 .359 .373 .3A" 
5411'; 1. 1 3'5 .128 .735 .739 • G 13 .65'1 • ~ a4 .630 .673 .634 .667 .649 .660 .61';9 
'5417 I. I ~5 .8r3 .816 • 'II 8, .7% .14 R .76(1 .761 .751 .154 .752 .735 .760 .772 
<;41R 1.135 .S41 .88~ .~85 .810 .a21 .831 .828 .839 .839 .8411 .8117 .847 .855 
5419 1.563 .1F 5 .773 .771 .73& .;;7. 5 .483 .351 .21~ .174 .111 .091 .346 .33'1 
54?n 1.5 {; 3 .1r6 .77'2 .771 .733 .1;23 • Ii 92 .356 .278 .111 .130 .314 .359 .397 
5'121 1.563 .7~'l .713 .779 .7 3£. .620 .!'> 8f; .356 .288 .34 '! .536 • £,22 .360 .4£''1 
542? 1.563 .81'1 .8l3 .R26 .793 .687 .599 .~10 .775 .674 .{;56 .672 .657 .681 
0;423 1.563 .84P • A 56 .05 'I .8 J'l .Pl • {; 6R .188 .695 .1'28 .731 .110 .7'11 .761 
542" 1. 5~3 .8Q{; .3'13 .89 B .871 .777 .76P .781 .711 .ROI .781 .787 .196 .722 
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Table 3. Continued. 

CODE 

54 
54 ? 
54 3 
54 4 
54 5 
54 h 

54 7 
54 A 
511 'l 
5410 
,,411 
51117 
54 \3 
5414 
5415 
~41EC 

5417 
~41A 

041'1 
C;t.t"':-j 

~4"')1 

')4:''') 

54?! 
S"'''4 

'1 

• 4 18 
• 4 1(1 

• 4 18 
• 4 1 0 
." 1 Q 
.4 In 
.7 R.2 
.H2 
• 7 ~2 
.7R2 
.7q2 
.7Q2 

1. I ~~ 
1. 1 35 
1. 1 ~5 
1. 1 35 
1. I '5 
1. 1 3S 
1. r; t;"3 
1 .. r, r: '! 

l.!:"..!'? 

1. "~ 
J. <, 
1. C', 

YN 

.11 7 

.I 13 
• 1 1 3 
.113 
• II 3 
.11 3 
.\7h 
.17(; 
0176 
.17'" 
.17& 
.17(; 
.227 
.227 
.227 
.221 
.227 
.. ' -:'7 
.7'4 
.2°4 
• ? Q 4 
.. ? I~ 4 

.. ,~ l..j 

• :? '0 4 

Y I 

.;>'11 

.29" 
• 3 0& 
.50~ 

• G 73 
.77? 
.463 
.402 

.. " bC; 

.5 qO 

.735 

.SIA 
.. 5 '39 

• S 9'l 
• f. r, I 
• (, ~3 
.7 P, 

• q 17 
.. 7 "){ 

.. 7 .)n 

.. 7 :S(. 

7 -34 

"}J..' 

::. ') ~ 

V4 

.14 7 
• J '1 b 

.'7 ) 

.. ~l2 S 

.7J [J 

.6J 1 

.71 1 

.. 225 

.297 

.574 

.738 
• R2 '! 
.. 2:" 7 
.3J ,R 

.. S~ 4 

.;3 '1 

.742 
.. :=.: ~.) 

... {'j 4 

7 
.. IJ ,I (~ 

•. ,< 1 
.. 7 ~ 1 

-;, ? 

Yl-YN VIIYN 

.1 7b 

• I 77 
• I '15 
.3'12 
.q;O 

• E E.O 
.281 
.? IF. 
.789 
.4 14 
.559 
• b 42 
.372 

• ~ 7? 
.371, 

.47\ 

.. t;. 4:""· 

.. ') g~ 

.. 4 c 1 

.. '4 r:2 

.I.l r.:.: . 

• : 1;4 

• c 7? 

2.575 
2. 5f; 6 
? 77 6 
4. 4f; '1 

5.15 h 
e • a4 1 
(.631 
? .6?5 
2. G4? 
3.352 
4.17 f; 

4.64 R 
7.G39 
2.63 q 

2. 64 ~ 
? .. ;l7 c; 

~.4'1'; 

~ .. C;'" 0 

;:- .. S':- Q 

;" .. So ") 
" .. '; , ") 

-; .. 7f 1 

7. -l: -
?j.'11 'oJ 

EN 

1 .10'" 
.. 1 ":? 

.1 n 

.1 4" 

• I 75 
· I 04 

3.259 
.2 np 
• I '11 
.1 % 
.. 2 01 
.214 

2.'14G 
.43? 
.247 

• ? 4 (' 
.. ;: U"7 

.. ~ ('" 1 
q ... , 

1 ").,"": 

.. z .-~ 7 

•. ? en 
• ? '_~ c 

E1 

.333 

.332 

.34 9 

.545 

.712 
• BI 7 
.536 
.535 
.588 
.h31 
.775 
.858 
.644 
.. c::,4 4 

• <" 5 
• 74 I 
• 0 I C 

• 7~. 1 
.7F? 
.7P S 

.. ;..,:. 3 
.-::::: r 

E4 

.16r1 
• 2 O~ 
.277 

• ~ ?f 
.7 r:l] 
.8 n I 
.23h 
.2~h 

.30'3 

.577 

.740 

.831 

.290 

.BI 

.'72 

.G44 

.74', 
• ~ ,? 0 

• Z ~.l '.) 

•. ~ )P 

.4 h I 
• :.'c, I 
• ., 7 '-=J 

.701 

fl-E~ [4/fl 

.173 

.178 
• ']7 3 
.0,10: 
.11) I 

.Cl n 

.nn 
• ?6[1 

.1'?9 

.054 

.(1~<; 

.027 

.353 

.31? 

.;?7 " 

.r17 

.1,"·0 

.. 4';' 
• 7~ ~ 

• ~ 7 f1 

• If·~ 
.174 
• 1 'l'1 

.~82' 

.61' 

.7 'l? 
.'3105 
.qA4 
.c;~7 

.~F;6 

.4R~ 

• b08 
.91~ 

• 'l5~ 
• '3 F;~ 
.4 S 1 
.515 
• t:. 7~ 

• R 71 
• ("I 1 [;, 
.. '1 '. c:.. 

.It 47 

.. r. C:lI 

• " il 7 
• 7 ~ 7 

" i:'.; 
.77 Q 

1-[ I 5 

.666 

.520 

.2')5 

.OSO 

.07~ 

.DI':! 

.582 

.65 I 

.52 h 

.126 

.068 
• e4 8 
.5'17 
.631 
• ~r. 3 
• 1 0 q 

• I Z 4 
• r 53 
• 7~ I 
• r <. 7 
.C)t: 1 
.. ?? n 

• ?'l 7 

• 31 ~ 

FN 

.63LJ 

.fdO 

.630 

.o3U 

.630 

.5 311 

.618 

.618 

.618 
• Ed 8 
.G18 
.618 
.612 
.612 
.. 512 
• h 12 
.Q2 
• r; 1 Z 
• r; C:I 
.;: U 3 
.. c" r. 3 
.. ~[13 

."iJ3 

.r-03 

f I fB 

.152 11.452 

.153 I.B54 

.140 .804 

.067.265 

.043 .112 

.035 .140 

.145 17.796 

.145 2.105 

.144 1.523 

.101 .451 

.072 .297 

.062 .249 

.143 17.048 

.143 b.837 
• 1 4 2 1 • 66 8 
.114 .591 
.CQ7.445 
.G~u .37U 
.145 24.[15b 
.144 11.4bl 
.144 2.7Gb 
.131 .a44 
.123 .111 
.llS .b3D 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE Q ~.'1 8.:1 10. [) 1;> • J 17.5 13. n 1 3.5 1'1.0 1" • ., I<;.a 1 c, • c-~ 1r..:J 111.0 

55 1 .351 .277 .289 • 3J 1 • ? P.l .;nq .11? .188 .OP'" .oc;q • 1 ~ 3 .147 • I'll .1 f,0 
'is ? .351 .77f'. .;> d'l .290 .21'l • 2~ 7 .1 14 .ISE .n<'ll! .171 .1 H • I ~ 7 .164 .1 ~ 'I 
5<; ~ • ~ <;t .270 .21lQ .237 .;> ~1 .23 ~ .186 .211 .14R .212 .2n;> .711 q .? f.l .2711 
55 4 • 3 ~ 1 .<;'10 .511 .57 (J • r; ;>J .51 3 .517 .517 .521 • <;?[1 • r;?-a: .. ~7 7 .1") 31 .5"3 
55 5 .351 .60,8 • b'l'l .73 '1 .713 .71 3 .712 .7l4 .7J 7 .717 .7;>0 .774 .77n .140 
<;5 6 • 3 ~ 1 .807 .81@ .326 .831 .8H .834 .1137 .835 .1138 .841 .8" 1'") • p 45 .115 ol 
55 7 .7(;5 .473 .483 .491 .463 .4'11 .274 .?36 .1110 .0'14 .O(;'! 0111 '3 .1 ~~ .226 
55 8 .765 .473 .484 ."91 .463 .3<17 .275 .234 .18R .105 .1 <'ll .238 .?05 .24 q 
55 'I .765 ."76 .411f. .492 .4 (;3 .4a 4 .284 • 716 .272 .7f;r . • ;>Ol4 .797 .30e, .32, 
5510 .71;5 .635 .645 .646 .6"3 .61 " • 6 12 • 613 .618 .1;1'1 .r ?" .L3n • f, 34 .&41 
5511 .71;5 .766 .775 .793 .7 eo .1(; 1 .765 .767 .770 .771 • 7 ~I .775 .77!l .7'14 .... 
551 ? .765 .83P .861 .1\6 'I .87:1 .858 .854 • os 9 .861) .% 1 .R67 .8(; II • P6'! .885 ~ 

N 5513 1.135 .(;25 • 635 .645 .611 .536 .37r .289 .? 34 .141 • n"l • OP f • .~O7 .274 
5514 1.135 .6?4 .ld5 .64 " .6E1 .5~9 .371 .294 .231; .;>45 .104 .771 .2 ,>u .122 
5515 1.135 .623 .635 .1;44 .605 .5~ 3 .37" .299 .252 .251 .3qOl .3<; 7 .171 .3Pl 
5511; 1.1 35 .735 .746 .75 " .733 .678 • c; 98 .657 .694 .657 .f;Ol) • til 5 .6119 .6'11 
5517 1.1 35 .837. .8 4 ~ .852 .838 .7Ol4 .7'19 .!l06 .7Q8 .799 .110'1 • A II .~ 13 .829 
551" 1.135 .878 .887 .'195 .8 R9 .840 .846 .8'15 • ~ 5'3 • ~t 4 .R7'! .11£0,4 .11&6 .8'13 
5519 1. <; 80 .753 .765 .173 .734 .G? 4 .'184 .354 .?79 .174 • I 1 II .092 • ~ 08 .3 If! 
5520 1.580 .753 .76'1 .17 3 .733 .62'; • '! ~5 .349 .277 .171 .115 .231 .403 .3QO 
5521 1.5~0 .7<;'i .763 .773 .733 • b2 7 .46E .357 .272 .19'1 .309 .4RE • ~ 611 .469 
~527 I. <;80 .:::C}Q • ~ 27 • il4 1 • >lO'! .7[17 .731 .756 • h 93 .61' 7 .73'! • F,'18 .70b .72'! 
5523 1.580 .s'!? .855 .%1 .836 .740 .~ 7f. .781 .718 .761 .741 .7f; 1 .7 hb .7'14 
552" 1.580 .er6 .818 .BB 7 • 86~ .76 R .764 .784 .767 .787 .7P? .791 .7'lS .818 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE (l Y"l Y 1 Y~ Y1-YN v11vN EN E1 E4 fl-[4 E 41fl l-E 15 FN F 1 FS 

5S 1 • ~ <;1 .GR7 • 2 ~ 7 .l3lJ .1 G(1 2.,F9 3. E' 27 .31 P- .14? .168 .459 .6R"! .7'38 .167 16.480 
55 2 .351 .~87 .. 2 45 • I S 'l .15Y 2. 8? ~ .;> ;>5 .30 9 .1 r7 .142 .541 .603 .798 .168 4.590 
55 3 • 3 <; I .087 .2 'If, • I 'J ~ .161 2.8'; I • I I" • ~1 I .70~ • 1 [1 R .1;53 .472 .798 .166 2.008 
S5 4 • 3 '>1 .087 .47[1 • SI 3 .383 5.40 ? .1 'Ill .531 .514 .017 .%" .048 .798 .064 .253 
55 5 • 3 SI .087 .. 55? .71lJ .571 7. 5~ 3 • I 87 .71 R .710 .OOR .989 .017 .7'38 .038 0152 
55 6 .3 <; 1 .OR7 .777 .O? '3 • b 1J R. 'B 1 .225 .837 .879 .008 .qqO .014 .7"18 .0 30 .119 
55 7 • 71;5 • 1 'I ~ _"43 .19 h .2 'l5 2.99 3 ~.527 • SO 8 .222 .?H • 'I 37 .711 .784 .151 23.032 
55 R .7G5 .140 • ~ 43 .. 21 q .295 2.9'33 .78'3 .588 .240 • ?f; R .472 .676 .784 .151 8.636 
55 "I .7SS .1"' .4 'It; .295 .298 3.014 .169 .511 .3(16 • ?05 .1;00 .536 .784 .150 1.547 
C; 51 0 .765 .14 q 

• '" 05 • hi 7 • 4 57 4. OR B .1 79 .668 .620 .048 • <;In .106 .784 .095 .400 
5511 .7r.C; .148 • 7 3[, .7(' 'I .588 4.973 .1 93 .7'38 .756 .037 .'31';0 .060 .7811 .07l .282 - 5512 .765 .148 .808 • A5 5 • ;; [,[l 5.459 .202 • fl7 0 .85~ • ~Jl 3 .. ":H~5 .023 .784 .061 .244 

IJ.' 
5513 1.1 35 .1'15 .595 • ?~ 4 ." DO. 3 .'151 5.711 • bE 1 .281 .380 .42S .723 .769 .144 19.860 IJ.' 
5514 1. 1 35 .1'lS • 594 • 2Y" • 3 '39 3 .04 6 7.120 .~60 .31A .347 .4 a 1 .666 .769 .145 13.074 
5515 1. 1 35 .1'15 .59~ • ~~ 1 .398 ~ .04 1 .234 .1"59 .3[;9 .7"10 .r;s~ .582 .769 .145 2.533 
5516 1. I 35 .lq5 .705 .~o 7 .5 1::J 3. b 1 ~ .2lA .709 .672 .097 .873 • 184 .769 .1 12 • ~30 
5517 1. 1 35 • 195 • g 02 .799 • h 07 4. 11 3 • 2 2~ . • fl5 5 .8n2 .063 • 'l?7 .107 .769 .092 .394 
551B 1.1 35 • 1 'l <; • B 4e • g~ 3 .5')3 4.349 .22e • '11 1 .856 .055 .94Q .OA9 .769 .085 .361 
5~lq 1.5~[] .245 .723 • 2P- a .471> :> • 951 Q.952 .791 .33'3 .452 .47'l .719 .760 .150 23.732 
5570 1. 5 ~o .245 .723 • 3S 0 ." 7 8 ? 951 7.737 .791 .385 .406 .4 P.6 .[;61 .7[;0 .150 14.784 
55?1 1. <; q::J .2"5 .725 • u 3 'I .480 7.95 '1 .4;>" • 793 .461 .B? .531 .557 .160 .149 5.273 
55?? 1. <; 90 .2Lf,) .789 .h~ 3 .544 3.22 n .2[;3 .856 .7 o.R .148 .877 .248 .76U .132 .721 
5573 I.~~n .245 .il12 .7h 4 • <; G7 3.3\4 .263 .' 7 q .77\ • In 7 .878 .177 .76L1 .126 .706 
55~4 1. <; ~ 0 .245 .836 .788 .591 ~. 'II? .76h .002 .795 .U17 • R 8 I .173 .760 .121 .583 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE (l fj.rJ B.n ] 0.0 12. D 12.5 13 .0 13.5 IIf.O 14.5 15.0 1.5.5 16.0 18,.0 

G] ] • <; 00 .71;8 .267 .265 .74] .226 .7.,21 .216 .205 .1 '32 .200 .206 .215 .223 
f'] ;> • <; nll .274 .2711 .7.-72 .7.1f6 .H7 .:nl .231 .228 .234 .225 .218 .237 ,2 3 6 
f, 1 3 .500 .2~7. .2 SI .279 .2 !>7 .247 .7.3" .239 .7"0 .:?35 .2110 .242 .21f0 .248 
b 1 4 • i; on .4 I': If .465 .463 .4 <;2 .4<; a .If If" ./flf 7 .1f47 .444 .44t; .1f/i5 ./i 51 .1f55 
I;J 5 • Ii on .62 7 .625 .628 • <; 17 .61 q .617 .613 .615 .613 .61? .612 .62U .622 
1;1 f' • ~ 0:1 .q]O .811 • ql U .9 OJ .817. .801' .798 .8nn .7'!7 .7"7 .7"7 .803 ':806 
(;1 7 • ~?fJ .31',4 .364 .360 .32') .2R 1 .<' 46 .<'38 .253 .233 .247 .291 .266 .280 
I;J II • 'l2'l .3r,1; • 3 ~7 .363 .3:>3 .2~1; .257 .271 .2311 .271 .242 .269 .268 .286 
f.] q • <)20 .377. .371 .3;' 7 .332 • ,11' 4 .~ 7') .287 .2511 .295 .271 .283 .292 .291 
Fill 0 "q "'n .Cj~~ • <; 51, .555 .0;38 .53 <; .52" .523 .537 .525 .52" .525 .532 .537 - 1',111 ." 20 .7]7 • 7 22 • 71 7 • 7 05 • 7nn .6 9~ .698 .697 .695 .696 .6'l8 .703 .707 

W &;117. • '121' .'1(.1; • ~ 68 .S[' 7 .8 so .dt; 7 .95? " J.1S0 .S/f,! .849 .1149 .84" .A 5/f .859 
~ 1'-113 1. If 40 .47 0, .117& .473 .If 1'6 • 2g I' .30<) .250 .242 .298 .797 .297 .327 .349 

611 If 1.lIlIn .47&:1 • II 70 .473 .f.I 75 .. 3n? .3 1" .256 .21;5 .319 .2'l1l .31 " .334 .351 
611 <; ].114(1 .u g ? .11 ql .478 ,432 .3'1n .323 .3::14 .354 .300 .315 .3117 .339 .356 
f,IH 1.44:] .6112 ,,6- 32 .63 ? • S 73 .5SI; .5 !iT • SIf 1 .541 .542 .549 .541f .553 .559 
f,ll 7 1 ... 4O .777 .72-;' .726 .704 .697 .692 .6117 .69J .687 .690 .689 .698 .702 
!jIlP I ... "n .8':-~ • a 56 • °5 5 • S ~7 .8'H .831 .82'9 .835 .1l?'5 .825 .827 .834 .837 
1'>11" 2.0S:) .5'1,,! .602 .5~ 5 • ~ 3& .1f8 c; .If 0[1 .301 .25" .257 .34') .391 .331 .429 
1;121' 2.190 .5'l0 • &0;' • sg 4 .539 .1111 7 • If 0(1 .304 .7.5!l • 2A 1 .378 .3"0 .:H8 .444 
r;,] 7.1 2.nan .61'1 • bOI .S'l7 • <; 4~ .40 " .4 a'! .nl .329 .3'l5 .381 .395 .387 .407 
61 ;>:> 2.'180 .f,q(; • £, 'l'l .69 '5 .1; 54 .629 .617 .611 .618 .608 .604 .620 .62U .632 
q2~ 2.nao .7'1" .7 J" .791 .758 • 7Q 1 .73'l .729 .727 .737 • 7~3 .733 .7/f5 .751 
617" 2.0AO .~I'>n • aG.! .R58 • ~ 30 .8]1; .8 I;> • ~I 3 .snl! .A06 .1112 .812 .818 .809 
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Table 3. Continued. 

CODE 

;; I I 
(, I 7 
b I , 
f> 1 4 
<;) 5 
61 r 
~ 1 7 
~ 1 A 
(, I q 

6110 
~1l1 

61 I" 
bll~ 

1;) 14 
61 I 5 
611h 
1;117 
(; I I A 
611" 
(;I?O 
6171 
;127 
6P~ 

f>J?4 

" 
• S ']C) 

• C; '1'1 
.5 rIO 
.5[1" 

• ~ 1'1 
.5<10 
.97:1 
• q?n 
• 'J 2[J 
• 'l?n 
.3 ?J 
• q~:1 

1.44:1 
!. 4 4') 
1.44'1 
1.44'1 
1.44'1 
1.44[1 
2 • ., ~:l 
2.'18rt 
'2."R~ 

'2. '1 qn 
2. r] ,~n 
2.'1Bn 

PI 

.on" 

.:l'1 n 

.orr. 
• [1 IJ'1 
.ll[1'1 
.8:'0 
• or: r: 
• C rj:i 

.O~" 

.01"''' 
• 0[,:8 
.on~ 

.n'11 

• :100 
.oro 
.'1n(' 
.oc;r 
.U0 n 

.11"fl 

• il r:'J 
nr- (" · " , 

• '1 " r~ 
• ll'~ (1 

.0r1~ 

Y I 

.21" 
• Z 44 
.2')2 
.4 34 
.!) 'J7 
.7 q" 

• 3 3~ 
• 3 3b 
• .3 42 
• S 21-
• Eo d '7 

• q 3b 
.44£ 
.4'-4? 

• 4 <;, 
• 'J 72 
• t-) '37 
• H 2 tJ 
• :) G '3 
• ~) hO 

• S 71 
• b ~-.h 

.7 i:".4 
• ~ ~r' 

yu 

.H 3 
• :"' J ; 
.:-'1 !:\ 
.'l? r; 
.~:: l 
.77", 

• ~5:1 
• ?:) h 
.2(,. 1 

• C:)J 7 

• n 7 7 
• ~, j 

• ~1 9 
.32 1 

• 3? 6 
• S? 1 
• ~ 1 ? 
• 9J 7 
.H'J 
.41 4 · ,7 7 

• r .1 ? 
• 7? 1 
.771 

YI-YN VI/YtJ 

, ".., 
• J n=-, 
• " 0" 
.'1:-:'"'1 
.'1 rn 
• J 'l~ 
• 1 '1~ 
.1 '1r 
• ~ 11'1 
.;-J rID 
., ., n1 

.:J no 

." 'In 

• '1 ~~ 
.1 '1J 
.1 '10 

.::"" 

.1 n~ 

• ~ n:l 
• J '1:"1 . ..,,,:; 
• "1 '~f1 

• 1 r"ln 
.") r ..... 

• u'" '1 
• (11 n 

.'1' '1 

.!J1 " 

.U" ., 

.1'1 .., 

• n~'" 
• nn " 
.ll'''' n 
.0,1 il 

e"'" " 

• ~'"j 1 

• ~~ :1 
.:nn 
• rr: "': 
• J" '1 
• J1 .., 
• G.":1 · ~'"; ~ 
.'r" 

C ... ~ · , 
.. 1'l~ 
.n'" n 

eN 

• '1 C!1 
• 1 nr 
.:J nn 
• " 'F' 
.1 '1:' 
.1 !JfJ 

.1 f'1r. 

• '1 nrc 
• ~ "'C' 
• n (;'1 

• ~ nr : 

• r: nr' 
.:1 n'" 
• ~ :lrj 
.:"'! Or"! 
.1 nr , 

• "": (1'1 

• r rlf 
.1 nn 
• ., ~n 

.1 ':r 
~ ~r. 

• ., n:-J 
.., ~p 

E1 

4 f; 

:. 1 
5~ 

.436 

.59~ 

.78 1 

.14 7 

• ~4 g 
• .~ 4 

• c: 31 
.~9n 

.R3P 

.4(,6 

.41,6 

.4 f" 
• C:,B 3 
.714 
• ~3ri 
.S<3? 
.S92 
• t"·1)4 

• ,,8 3 
.777 
• ~4 1 

E4 

.2 n. 

.2\1> 

.? 27 
• 4 77 

• S ~~ 
.777 
.773 
.27 e 
.?82 

• 5 1 ' 
• F 8~ 
.8 H 
.354 
.3S~ 

.359 

.542 
• E- gn 

• B 1? 
.445 
.~C"7 

•• 79 

• F. 12 
.7 3'> 
.7'1 \ 

C- J - [. f 4 IE) 

• Ull 1 
• P3 5 
.f':32 
• '1r,q 

• r.n c:;: 

• GCl4 

• 'l7 4 

• PI 
.07 ? 
.;'11 '3 
.'lln 
• rl'17 
.IIZ 
• II n 
• 11 :" 
• ()4 1 

• '17" 
.')) q 

.14 ~ 

.135 

• If S 
.nr-n 
• '14 I 
.O~., 

· ~ ~~ 
• Qf,1 

• R 77 
.S.a1 
.t;~:> 

.095 

.7P.7 

.797 

.7 "!5 

.qhs 

."Rb 

.<>'17 

.7~':" 

.n3 

.7F.5 

• C?~ 
.,:?f;5 

.C)7C'1 

.7<,7 

.77? 

.772 

.0 l? 

.?47 

.94\ 

l-E IS 

.740 

• 2fJ" 
• 17 R 
.C'f' 
.012 

• no 8 
.31" 2 
• 28 q 
.28'1 
• n~ 2 
• [121 
.012 
• 3~ 8 
.333 
.330 
• 1[14 
.n52 
.['1"1:2 

.347 

.321 
• 3"~, 
• 17 'I 
• (17 'l 
• 0R 7 

FN 

.00u 

• GO ... 
• CO LJ 
.Oou 
• DOu 
.0ClJ 
.oou 
.000 

• DOll 
.00U 
.000 

• DOll 
.Oou 
.oou 
.000 

• DC LJ 
.00 LJ 
.Doll 
.eo" 
.000 
.00 ... 
• 00 U 

.000 
• DO U 

F 1 

.25 I, 

.2 '62 

.231 

.102 

.0Ed 

.0'12 

.27 'l 

.276 

.25 8 

.141 

.094 

.070 

.280 

.280 

.277 

.1'14 

.144 

.1 12 

.2R 3 

.283 

.281 

.223 

.1 R 2 

.1 fil 

F8 

.8'12 

.713 
• E>2 7 
.218 
.131 
.087 

1. 17 Ll 
1.1,18 
.983 
• 3D'! 
.197 
.144 

1.716 
1.559 
1. 194 

• '159 
.315 
.23& 

2.2<32 
2.222 
1.480 

;SSE> 
.416 
.35 :, 



Table 3. Continued. 

C oor " r.:;.n M.D 1 ~ • il l? .:1 12.5 IL" I ! • 5 14.r. 14 • < 1". n IS.S 1f,.U 111.0 

6:> • ~ "!J • 2f 1 .2ol • ~t; n .? ~5 • ":!.., 4 .? 1< • 1 '17 • I ')7 • ? 1 2 .213 • 1 '1 Po .:>18 .225 
~? ? • t", 71 .2~C. .? 7':' • 2:, oj • 2 45 .ne; .7 31 • '")2 ~ .?l1 • zrr, .2lS .71 q .? 211 .237 
r,2 ~ • S 2'1 .ZF.[l .2B:: .201 • ., hi .247 .74F .744 .? SO • 741; .:> 1'1 .251 .752' .2~'1 
67 4 • c; '?n .4~3 • 4 q~., .'i G fJ • '~ FI.~ .'of::) q .48f .4 n 5 • 4 ~3 .4" 3 .484 • 4R r, .4 q 1 .4'17 
62 5 • C; ? ~l • f,.~ 4 • f, R 7 · ~,~ '") .0 RI • 6B;:- • S .~ 1 • h7 '1 • r 'In .b 7 ~ ." 7'1 .682 • f' 87 .691 
62 F .5:>:1 • B:; 5 • R s~ • >IS '~ • ,.. c4 • 3S " • e 'i~ • F-5 2 • Ii 53 .85· Z 

• p '" 
.8<;4 .863 • 86 4 

62 7 .87'1 .340 • .~ 42 .338 .3% .276 .2 B .7,7 .;> 21 .240 .242 .244 .246 .21;2 
62 R .870 .340 .343 .HlJ .306 .279 .243 .256 .7 ?2 .2<; 3 .235 .261 .257 .265 
62 '1 • ~ 7[1 .3<;1 .354 • 3~ S •. 3 :>2 • .2'=! <) .;> 7'" .?7 7 • ~ Sf! • 2~) 7 .289 .251 .2% .290 - 1;21'1 • q 70 .522 • S 2f .~" 3 • t: 08 .5' 1 • <, nJ .500 .5'1' • sno .<;"Q • 50 1 .511 .516 

~ <; 711 • 'I7n .7G" • 7 ["'- • 7J:I • c, J~ .6'1 S • ~ 91 .691 .5°:,? .S8q .F'l2 .691 .698 .704 
0\ f,?12 • 'I7~J • q F ? • K hr; • ~f 7 .·9 6~ • ~t:: q .8 57 • ~5 <, .~~E. .%3 .8 0.6 .85 '3 .863 .867 

6213 1. q. q'l .477 .47R .477 .4 )} • P 4 •. 3 14 .?~ 7 • <' 20 .2~4 .3~'1 .295 .318 .320 
6214 1.4 9;] .477 • t4 79 .'~ 7 B .4 31 .3' , .5 1 q .252 .? 50 .312 .308 .299 • 3 37 .352 
621S 1. q gO .477 .. 4 q[J .48 Z .4 % .39 ;> .329 .333 • ~ ,)G • ~?7 .341 .356 .3 SO .359 
[;216 1.480 .51'1 • [, 21 .62 l) .. c; 1? .SR :-' • 5 .~ I .574 .572 .56 'I .~73 .578 .585 .596 
,,217 l.qq'1 .74'l .7SS • 7S r; • 7 3~ .727 .1 27 .723 .7n .723 .726 .72 'I .73b .741 
F'71~ 1.48Cl .Q72 • b 7r: • .Q7 I • q £2 • as 1 .. q 57 .85 (; • H 53 .854 • ~54 .857 .863 .866 
GZI Q 1.'lQ8 .S7S .. 578 .57 & • <; 23 .47 ? .387 .290 .241 .134 .2% .373 .3 Ul .421 
6220 1. g "n • 5 7(. • 5 71 • 577 .523 .47 1 .3 R 7 .299 • Z,7 • 2A ~ • 3 ~n .377 .347 .437 
52:>1 1.91:1 .5p.t) .. J s.q • Se 3 • <; 3D • 4R 1 • 4 O~ .259 .4 13 .455 .354 .404 .421 .443 
6227 1.~qn .[.73 • h H, • h 77 • b 36 • GI 7 • r nn .588 .507 • 59 ~ • Eo']? .597 .613 .624 
622 ~ I • ')'1:) .77,1 .177 .772 .. 74[1 • nq .727 .7::1 9 .714 .7?Z .772 .722 .729 .742 
-<;??4 1.'19:) .qF4 .6 .q q .. 8~ ? .. 3 F;Z .. .135 5 • '1S', ,,'45 .P 62 .851 .. ,q 51 .8,4 • f\ 58 .866 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE Q Y" VI Y4 YI-YN YI/YN EN El E4 FI-E4 E 4/E 1 I-E15 FN F 1 FB 

62 1 • ~ 2[1 • 18 h • .? 31 .195 • n 45 1.24 ;> .18'l .254 .707 .047 .815 .264 .378 .273 .886 
62 7 • <; 20 .1~6 .239, .2J 7 .053 I .285 .189 .26 I .218 .044 • 8 ~~ .240 .378 .260 .819 
62 3 • ~?O • 18h .;> 50 .?2 'l .064 1.344 • I 89 .27 2 .238 .'134 .875 .182 .378 .243 .633 
62 4 .520 .IAF .46' .467 • Z 77 2.411 q • I 97 .480 .469 .01 [1 .978 .032 .378 .096 .198 
62 5 .5 ?f) • 1 qF .6 S4 • <;b I .468 3.516 .20'7 • b5 9 • ~ 62 .007 .989 .017 .378 .057 .116 
62 6 .0; ?rJ .185 .82S • R3 4 • b 39 4. 4 ~ 5 .219 • ~4 0 .835 .005 .994 .010 .378 .040 .081 
62 7 .870 .nG .310 .232 • ~ 44 I .16 <; .269 .338 .256 .082 .758 .341 .370 .294 1.212 
62 R .870 .2f;£; .3\[1 .23 0; .044 1 .165 .;> 69 .338 .258 .07'! .765 .331 .37U .294 1.203 
62 9 • II 70 .266 • 321 .2(; f) • [155 1 • 2n 7 .2 G'l .348 .279 .069 .802 .282 .370 .279 .974 
6210 .870 .26<; .492 .486 .226 I. 8S 0 .272 .512 .491 .020 .'l60 .059 .370 .147 .31 " 
6211 .870 .266 • & 72 • G7 4 .406 2.526 .277 .689 .577 .012 .'!82 .027 .370 .092 .189 - 6212 .870 .21;5 .832 .837 .566 3. j? 8 .2113 .948 .839 .on'! .989 .017 .37U .067 • US 

W 621~ 1.4110 .311 7 .447 .790 • '160 1 .1') 5 .391 .480 .334 .146 .~% .419 .359 .28 'l 2.079 
"-l 6214 1.480 .3R7 • q 47 .322 .060 1 • ISS .3'l0 .480 • ,58 .122 .740 .356 .359 .289 1.668 

6215 1.480 .3 0 7 .4 .. 7 • ~3 'l • a <;0 I. 15 <; .3 'Ow ... 80 .371 .\09 .774 • 31 'I .359 .28 'I 1.207 
6216 1.4110 .3~7 .588 .556 .201 1 .51 9' .391 • 61 ~ .57f! .036 .942 .086 .359 .192 .435 
6217 1. 4 ~o • 3R 7 .719 .71 I .332 1.85 R .393 .74 I .718 .n22 .970 .045 .359 .142 .298 
6218 1.480 .3"7 .842 .833 .455 2.! 7~ .395 .852 .843 .01B .979 .032 .359 .1 12 .231 
621'l 1.9"10 .47'! .54[, .39 I • Q 57 I .14 n ... ~ 4 .583 .435 .148 .746 .355 .350 .288 2.512 
6270 1.990 ... 79 .5" ~ .4) 7 • U 57 1 • I" 0 .483 .583 ..... 8 • 135 .71;~ .327 .350 .288 2.140 
6221 1.9'30 .47q .55'! .41 3 .1 8[1 1 .167 ... 83 .595 .453 .14 ? .761 .337 .350 .278 2.112 
6222 1.'190 .47q • b 43 .594 .1 64 I • .Ill 2 .4 B? .h74 .613 .061 .ql~ .132 .350 .225 .555 
6223 1. '!'lO .47 0 • 7 4~ .71 ? .251 1.545 ... q ~ .7'07 .725 .0" I .9 .. 6 .080 .35U .182 ... 14 
627" J .9'lO .47'! .85" • p 3 6 .375 I • 7P 3 • .. IlII .878 • A 46 .032 .'l64 .0<;4 .3 50 .147 .315 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE Q 6.(1 8.0 10.0 12. [) 12.5 13. a 1 3.5 111.0 14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

63 ) .250 .233 .236 .?3 £, .2111 .2fll .20n -177 .J 65 .177 .1117 .1119 • ) 'III .197 
1;3 2 .750 .238 .240 .24 C .;> 2n .207 .206 .200 • ) 'JI'! .177 • ) q4 .1"1 .20ll •• 203 
63 3 .250 . • 2't 3 .241 .211 8 .229 .71 7 .214 .;>16 .2:n .272 .?15 • 21 R .2;>5 ~ .222 
63 II .250 .478 • II 84 .486 .481 .'+8 1 .48(1 .4~r. .4 <?:o .47"! .IIRD .482 ." 89 .495 
63. 5 .2'i0 .57£. .679 .683 • b 7& .67 'I • f' 79 • (;7 9 .679 .57'1 .f 19 .6AO • c; 87 .693 
63 6 .250 .Q3Cl ·835 • 8~ 8 .834 .8~5 .834 .834 .835 .834 • P 35 .A36 .~"3 .849 
63 7 .950 .351; • ~ 59 .359 .323 .287 .236 .206 .227 .219 .;> 55 .213 .2bu .270 
63 8 .950 .357 .35'1 .359 .323 .211 'I .24(1 .217 .250 .22,. .734 .246 .268 .287 
63 'l .950 .362 .365 .367 .3 3D .305 .269 .289 .248 .299 .765 .2"4 .287 .301 - 6310 • 'l50 .510 .514 .517 .'i OD .494 .491 .490 .487 .4R'l .4'13 • ,.93 .500 .510 

~ 6311 • 'lSO .680 .6 !l4 .687 .678 .674 .613 .671 .1; 72 .672 .674 .673 • I', 81 .688 
00 6312 .950 .il58 • P 70 .Sb 6 • R 5'3 .as'l .857 .856 • S 'i8 .85 f; • ··59 .859 .864 .872 

6313 1. q 40 .464 .468 .468 ." 25 • 37 '3 • 30Q .239 .210 .22'1 .275 .285 .311 .306 
6314 1.4"0 ."f,3 .469 .46 S ." 211 • 37 ~ .305 .211 4 .230 .2e 2 .303 .2139 .317 .342 
6315 1. Ii 40 .4611 • It 70 .473 .It 28 .3'15 .3 Z? .?'!O .347 .3}7 • 33~ .350 .345 .360 
6316 1.440 .608 .612 • "1 "3 .588 .576 • 5 7~ .5711 .570 .567 .575 .575 .582 .593 
6317 1. Ii 40 .74? • 7 1t6 .750 .732 .727 .723 .723 .722 .721 .725 .128 .733 .H2 
6318 1. It 40 .g 54 .860 .81. 5 • ~ 53 .a4 " .84£ .81t 7 .• 844 .844 .84!! .848 .855 .1163 
6319 2.000 .571 • S 75 .576 .512 .471 .3117 .292 .242 • :>:>6 .273 • JE. E .298 .422 
6320 2. oar] .570 .577 .576 .525 .472 .385 .293 .255 .77'1 .375 .376 .352 .42'l 
6321 2. ODD .575 .580 .581 .530 .48 n .3 'lll .330 .35D .lilq .3R7 .390 .408 .425 
6322 2.000 .671 .675 .f,77 .6"0 • 615 .602 • 6~ 1 .613 .s'! ~ .hOl! .611 .621 .634 
6323 2.000 .7'.4 .7"7 .748 .720 .7'12 .691l .6eO .698 .694 .687 .70r] .707 .731 
6324 2.000 .876 .8S0 .B82 .1360 .85 1 .846 .839 .845 .846 .848 .852 .860 .81',7 
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r, 3 q 

~ 3 5 
f; 3 r 
(:;3 7 
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0,317 
r,313 
1';314 
[dl C, 

h 31 b 
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S 3?f1 
h 371 
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.36 a 
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Table 3. Continued. 

C 1)0 f (l f;.0 9.0 1[1.n P.J 1.'. I) 1-\.'1 t ~. t) 
'" .11 1 ' •• C; I ~. ~ 15.5 1 f • " 18.0 

f,4 1 .500 2 l '" • 2 3~ • "'Iq 1 • Z 71 .m 1 • I Hr, .170 • 1 14 .1 t; ") • I 7~ • I" S .1 ~2 • OR 7 
611 '1 • S 011 .2~4 .;> 41 .74 .. • ? ?-~ • ?'1 7 .1 qr .IH • 1 ... ~} • I R 0 • If, 7 .)7 3 • I '18 .2 I q 
611 3 • ~ '10 .23~ .244 .74 II • ? ?ti JOJ L · , .? 1 ~ .1'l3 • I q ~ .?r1 r; .711 .211 ? .ZlO .22'1 
64 4 .5 "In .44q ." Sb .4; l .4 r,A • 4h 'l • '" r,,"! .II~ Q • II r .. 7 .4[,0 .4";> .4r;2 .471 .110, 1 
Gil 5 .5 no .f;G3 • b 73 .h., 7 • h 75 .b77 • r. 77 • h 76 • f, Rn .679 • b AD • 6R 3 .6 'lu .698 
64 6 .5 no .~o~ .837 • R" .? • Il 'I I • '14 ~ • P 43 • RII 'I .845 .A44 .A47 .A49 • ~ 5& .3F;4 
64 7 • q 10 .3~7 • :144 .34 F; .315 • 2~ 0 ., ;>q .1 ':15 • I '13 .IPS .22? .18 I .246 .24G 
64 8 .910 • 3~ 7 .343 .34 b .3 1 r, .ll ~ • '1 JI • ?:l2 .778 .213 .757 .nG .254 .274 
Gil 9 .910 .341 .347 • ~4 ~ .321 .2'1 I .? 5' • 7f, 9 .240 .27R .244 • 7f, ~ .777 .296 
G"IO • 910 .5~2 .!> 39 .542 • <; 3Z .52R • r; 77 • ')2 fl • r. 30 .5?8 .529 .534 .5"2 .5q 
6411 .910 .6q'l .707 .71 ;> .704 .m6 .70-=: .703 .7 ns .707 .70Q .7D'l .718 .727 - ""12 .'110 .R"7 • 'lSG .'1b'l • R 56 • d5 7 • II 5[- .115 " .~57 .858 .~"o • 8h2 .870 .878 0l:>-e G"13 1.450 .455 .4 ":J .4f, .. • II 24 .37 R • ~l ['17 .247 .204 .19R .n5 .2'10 .? 73 .292 
641" 1. 4 ~o .454 • 46[1 .4b 3 .4. 24 .37 q .30'1 .241 .272 .7(;0 .30? .285 .316 .328 
G415 1.450 .457 .464 .41; 9 .4 D • 3R R .327 • 3J 3 .362 .31 I .3 !7 .360 .3"6 .37 7 
G"16 1.450 .5 q 4 • Gm .&05 .5 P.S .570 .572 .56 " .558 .565 .517 .510 .582 .594 
6"17 1.4 'i0 .743 • 751 .755 .744 .n"l • 7 3" • 73 3 • 7 3" .734 • 7 3B .740 .7"a .no 
G418 1.4 'i0 .RSI .85'1 .Rf, 4 .853 • '15 2 .'I4~ .847 .1150 .851 .IlS? .8~7 .8 f.3 .874 
6"1"1 1.'140 .551 .557 .560 .5 fl6 .41'> I .377 .785 .230 .208 .224 .333 .303 ."07 
6"20 1.940 .<;05 .555 .5SQ • <; [1'1 .4'i 5 .378 .287 .239 .251 .339 .370 .HS .413 
G421 1.9"0 .55A .:' 62 .556 • <; IE; .477 .403 .355 ." 10 .44G .~"9 • 409 ." 23 ."37 
6"22 1.94". .649 • r; 5;' .61', I • [; 2'1 .6D 4 .:' 92 .593 .';11 .58~ .GO? .hOo .616 .62G 
6423 1.940 .77!. .77'1 • 7b 4 .764 .74 II .7"" • 14 5 .74A .74"1 .750 .157 .760 .778 
6"2" 1.940 .1161 .868 .874 .857 .84 F> .839 • a" 4 .84E. .847 .1l41'> .81: 1 .R6U .872 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE () VN v 1 v~ v I-v N y 1/ v N EN E1 E4 f" 1- E 4 E 4 /El l-E 1 5 FN Fl FB 

1>4 • ~ ~[1 • 12'1 • ;> ,~? • Q~ 7 .173 1. St, f. .1 {;' .251 .188 .%3 .750 • 3~ 1 • f> 30 .321 4.214 
04 7 • S flO .12 0 .2114 .1 b q • J 75 1.5'1 1 .1 34 .753 .2[11 .052 .7'35 .291 • f> 30 .311 1.141 
F4 ~ • son • 12 0 .708 .1'l9 • '179 1.61 2 .1 14 .256 .?In .046 .819 .2<;9 .63.J .308 .884 
64 4 .5 rJO • 12q .41 9 • 1J5 1 .2 gO 3.24 R .148 .4E.O .453 .007 .985 .022 .630 .1 (j8 .214 
~4 ., 

• S 00 .12'1 • G 3' • F,f', K • ~ C4 4 .9n 7 .171 .672 .b69 .004 .995 .008 .630 .05.8 .115 
54 F • ~ no .12'l .778 .1'34 • b 4'? h.rn 1 • 1 91 .817 .835 -.018 1.021 -.032 .630 .0113 .085 
64 7 • q 10 .lq~ • 3')7 .21 b • ) 12 1 .574 .2 n2 .'60 .246 .114 .583 .435 .617 .312 1.80'1 
h4 8 • 'l1 ~ .195 .307 .244 .1 12 1 .574 .20) .360 .268 .093 .7113 • %0 .617 .312 1.'18'1 
h4 9 • <J lQ .lqc .311 .71; 6 .1 16 1 .5~ 5 .2 nr .364 .286 .018 .786 .304 .617 .306 1.100 
1;410 • Q 10 .1~S .5'12 .52 1 • ~ 07 ? 57 4 .207 .546 .526 .070 .964 .054 .617 .1'19 .303 - 61111 • 'J 10 .IOS • f, b9 .r; 3 7 .4 7<1 ::.431 .216 .111 .100 .011 .985 .022 .617 .0~17 .193 

"" 6'117 • 'l1!1 .lq~ .0,17 .84 R .622 4.1 qO .221i .A58 .850 .008 .99) .013 .617 .072 .143 - h413 1.4 so .27n • 4~" .262 .1 'is 1.574 .231 .483 .314 .169 • ~ SO .416 .603 .505 2.11119 
<;414 1. 4 ~o .nn .424 .2':1 8 • I 54 1.570 .27F .482 .338 .144 .701 .413 .603 .306 2.005 
5415 1.450 .21r .427 .34 7 .1 57 1 • 5R 1 • 7. 7~, .485 .377 .tOB .777 .315 .603 .303 1.182 
(4)f; 1.4 <;n .?7fl • 5 54 • Sf; 4 • 2 94 2 .I)R 9 .277 .614 .575 .038 .937 .092 .603 .200 .496 
li417 1.4 'in .270 • 7 13 .73 iJ .443 ? 64 I • 2 83 • 75 S! .737 .022 .971 .011 3 .G03 .141 .28G 
6418 1. 4 ~n .?70 • 8 21 • q4 4 .5 'i1 3.14 1 .2 RG .Rf 5 .849 .015 .982 .021 .603 .114 .228 
5419 1. q 4~ .331 • ~ 21 .377 .1 90 I .574 .34f, .583 .422 .161 .724 .384 .594 .301 3.005 
<;4;>n I.Q4D • 3. 31 .475 .38 3. • 144 1 .435 .341 .542 .427 .11 5 .7AR .30 I .594 .3116 2.362 
642) 1. q 40 • 3 ~ I .528 .40 7 .1 97 1.595 .3.36 .589 .446 .14 'I .756 .342 .59'1 .295 1.252 
5422 1. q 4:1 .3., I .h19 .5'3 G .288 1 .87 n .337 • li7 4 .6 14 .060 • q 11 .131 .5911 .232 .5119 
f,421 1.'l4n .3. II .743 .74 A .4 12 2.245 .3.4[1 .793 .159 .034 .958 .063 .5911 .177 .373 
!i4?4 1.94:1 .1Q .8 H .84 Z .5'11 ? 51 1 .347 .~7'3 .851 .028 .969 .011 7 .5911 .1119 .310 



Table 3. Continued. 

coor Il 6.0 8.0 1[1.0 12.0 12.5 13. n 13.5 14.0 14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

65 .4 qO .209 .217 .22 3 .;> 02 .190 • I 59 .\52 .1 13 .1 hi .144 .129 .161 .186 
65 ::> • 4 ~o .212 .219 .227 • ~O8 .193 .173 .159 ~ 162 .153 .166 .175 .182 .199 
65 3 .4 qO .216 .215 .234 .217 .204 .202 .183 .181 .203 .201 .198 .203 .221 
65 4 .4811 .421 .439 .441 .441 .450 ... 39 .449 .457 .4~ 3 .455 .459 .466 .480 
65 5 • 4 ~n .642 • 6 5~ .661 .!; 63 .666 • f; 67 .666 .f, 14 .672 .614 .617 .685 .698 
65 6 .4 An .~4n .852 .8& 1 • ~62 .6&6 .866 .869 .810 .871 .813 .817 .884 .8'l7 
65 1 .970 .336 .3 'If, .352 .324 .:>8 'l .234 .187 .176 .154 .16J .232 .222 .231 
65 A .910 .336 .34f, .35 'I .323 .287 .235 .190 .182 .174 .212 .223 .? 31 .246 
65 9 • Q10 .336 .347 .354 .375 .299 .216 .209 .240 .229 .259 .234 .274 .'296 
6510 • q7D .';~O .544 .549 • 'i 43 .53 'I .537 .537 .538 .53 'l .5'1" .548 .555 .56 " ... I; 511 • '170 .6 Q6 .710 .71 G .712 .712 .712 .713 .715 .715 .71 q .721 .731 .744 

~ 1;512 • '170 • ~ 3 Q .1l4Q .85 q • • 5<; .301) .8 S9 • '15 '3 .964 .863 .%7 .870 .879 .8'11 
6513 I.3QO .'127 .438 .445 ." OP- .,6 'I .;> 94 .218 .1'13 .\19 .18!J .211 .225 .281 
6514 1.3AO .421 .435 .445 .4 Of .365 .? 99 .231 .1 "" .I 92 .212 .27'! .277 .293 
6515 1.380 .427 .437 .'.f4 ~ .409 .367 .297 .737 .224 .271 .2'!" .2q2 .312 .353 
6516 1.380 .603 .~14 .&24 • I'; 08 .607 .!; DO .596 .[;07 .597 .6116 .611 .618 .633 
6517 1.3110 .nl .740 • H 9 .741 .739 .7 ,p .737 .140 .739 .7<14 .747 .750 .772 
651A 1. BO .8 '0 .843 .351 .347 .84 I .A 40 .845 .847 .8<17 .851 .853 .863 .866 
6519 1. "73 .542 .5 S3 .555 • S Iii • II!; 6 .368 .:>88 .235 .201 .199 .2'B .351 .402 
6520 1. 'l73 .5410 .552 .561 .518 .46 c:; ." ~3 .282 .238 .271 .288 .371 _.299 .425 
6521 1. 'In .5~0 .557 • Sb 7 • ~23 .472 .395 .337 .402 .434 .389 .401 .44Ll .450 
~527 1. 'l73 .6(.9 .685 .!': ~ 2 .1'068 .6<; " • G 51 .G25 .662 .637 .664 .646 .665 .680 
"'i23 I.Q73 .187 .795 .812 • 7 ~9 .774 .774 .774 .787 .781 .7~1 .193 .864 .81'1 
t;~74 I.CJ73 • ~!=. q .86'3 .876 .864 .852 • a 5:' .1150 .~S7 .8~<J .P5~ .867 • B 76 .8'l0 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE 0 YN v I Vq VI-H' V 11 VN EN El E4 fl-E4 E 4/fl I-E 15 fN f 1 fB 

55 • 4 R~ .IOq • I 7., .15 .; ." 71 1.657 .J 27 .25 I .J 77 .079 .6115 .433 .789 .370 2.335 
65 '? .4 qn .Irs .182 .1 b ':I .074 1.1)85 • I IS .254 .183 .O7l .720 .38':1 .789 .361 . 1.294 
~5 3 • q ql') .1!1" .1 dC. .197 • !178 1.72 ? • I IS .257 .2'17 .050 .~05 .278 .789 .349 .933 
65 4 .4 An .lrA .397 .451l • 2 ~9 3.676 .13;' .45 'l .452 .008 .984 .025 • 7~9 .ll2 .223 
55 5 .4 AO .1'18 .h12 .!;6 ~ • <; 114 5. (:if; 7 • I 63 ."73 .61;'1 .0[14 .9'14 .009 • 789 .059 • 111 
1;0; (; ." qa .Inq • ~ 10 .Sh 7 .70<' 7.5''1 • 204 .117 I .8h8 .00 3 .9q~ .on 5 .7119 .038 • 017 
.;!> 7 • '170 .1 7~ .30h .2J I .1 31 1.74 'I .1 '31 .383 .241 .142 • ~:?9 .502 .773 .334 2.584 
be; !l • '17[J .175 .306 .21 G • I 31 1.74 q .186 .383 .25n .133 .1';<;3 .472 .773 .334 2. 06 5 
b"i Q • 'j71 .175 .3 Of. .2h b • I 11 1.749 .1 83 .383 .28'1 .Q94 .753 .346 .773 .33'1 1. '190 
f; <·1 0 • Q7C .17" • ~ Ole .53 q .325 2.857 • I 'l[1 • ~IE; f) .5'15 .022 .'l~1 .057 .773 .160 .319 - I;ql • q7fJ .17" .1' bb .714 .~ 'H ~. 8:1 6 .!'" 1 .730 .717 .Ol:? .9'-~ .026 .173 • I 0'1 .208 

~ Gr.!? .'17{1 .17~ .811" • 8f I .6 34 4.1;73 .n? .?7 I .853 .OnR .9Qn .014 .173 .078 • IS 5 ~ 
.,<'I~ 1. ~ A'l .2'~ .397 .25 I .1 74 1. 7A n .241 .478 .302 .\75 • F; 3~ .'196 .765 .322 2.191 
[,514 1.3AC .223 .3'17 .2E 3 .! 74 1.711 n .23R .478 .310 .I&q .1>4'1 .'177 .765 .322 2. '16 2 
6515 1. !'1r .7>2' • 3 '~7 .:? 3 .174 I. 7R n • Z 33 .478 .354 .173 .741 .31'>2 .755 .322 1.879 
':;0;11- 1.3 qO .l21 .57~ .n 3 .3"1 ?57r'l • 2 ?F • F4 3 .612 .'131 .957 .071 .755 .1% .377 
r;~17 I. ~ qO .223 .7 ell .74 ;> .~ U • • I" 3 .. 7 41 .1f. ';) .74A .Q?O .Q74 .038 .765 .137 • 27 ~ 
r,5 t R 1. '! qO .221 • 8 ~l'''' • r:3 t'; ."17 3 .5~ 7 .? 'IF' .1\5 '5 .841 .n24 .977> .042 .755 .113 .22~ 

6!>lq I.qn .'AJ; .512 .372 .? 76 1.7"'1 • 3 I I .597 • 4 20 .177 .70~ .41 1 .70;3 .314 3.30 3 
f, ~,~ ('I 1.973 .lar- • ~j 1[.' • 3'-J C) • .? 3::1 I .8~ 4 .3 n 3 • r;o I .437 .1£·3 .72~ .37'l .7'53 .311 2.749 
h~'? 1 \. ~7! .2 0 f, II ~. 88 .4,0 .? I~ I. 74 ~ .~ 93 .'i87 .40;R .!29 .780 .311 .7'53 .325 1.349 
r;~?" 1."'73 • ~::H; • h In .(,<"1 " ~ ~:;t ~. 2~ 4 .7 Q~ .7lS .I';f,f, .050 • 'l31 • If);> .753 .225 • SOil 
r. ~,?~ 1.973 .2 0 ':; .7 S7 • 7.'j 4 .4 7) ;:. t:.4 "7 .2'3'3 • ~2 '1 .795 .!J34 .as~ .0" I .753 .175 .358 
h~,24 I.Q7~ .2~F. • P.lS • ~r, J .54? ? .ilO c:; .3 0] .Q98 .PF-~ .079 .95R • 0·8 .753 .153 .30 '; 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE (l 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 12.5 13 .0 1 3.5 14.0 14 .5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

71 1 .509 .251 .250 .245 .231 .277 .22f· .224 .223 .21 q .222 .Z22 .228 .227 
11 2 .509 .279 .278 .ns .262 .260 .25"1 .256 .757 .256 .255 .257 .262 .262 
71 3 .509 .319 .320 .316 .308 • 3rJ 7 • ~ 02 • m2 .30;> .300 .301 .302 .308 .308 
71 'I .509 .479 • '180 .480 .47) .471 .4 6~ .'168 .468 .46 S .4 f.6 .467 .472 .473 
71 5 .509 .671 .672 .670' .663 .663 .661 .660 .F>60 .658 .65'1 .660 .667 .667 
71 6 .509 .843 .845 .843 .835 .8~5 .8 H .A32 .8 B .831 .831 .833 • R 37 .83"1 
71 7 .972 .337 .328 .324 .305 .2Q9 .7 'IF> .7'10 .284 .2"1 ;> .7% .288 .298 .2"17 
H 8 .972 .384 .383 .379 .363 .340 .357 .354 .350 .353 .351 .355 .364 .365 
71 "I .972 .430 ." 30 .427 .'1 I3 .111 'I .4(1"1 .40 'I • 4 04 .4(17 .40R .409 .4 1 'I .417 
7110 .972 .541 .5115 .54 1 • '530 .5;>9 .527 .52 (; • '575 .519 .57'1 .574 .53U .533 
7111 .972 .6"19 .700 .700 .690 .61\ 8 • F> 87 .686 • F> AS • F>P. 4 .684 .6A6 .69 j .693 
7112 • "172 .837 .838 .833 .87.9 .82 Q .87.6 .877 .823 .S?? .87) • A;> 4 • R 3U .832 - 7113 1.518 .407 .405 .400 .376 .364 .352 .347 .341 .30;0 .340 .332 .36b .35 "I 

~ 
~ 7114 1.518 .435 .434 .429 .408 .3"19 03 97 • 38 7 .385 .376 .3'14 .4D1 .404 .404 

7115 1.518 .4fS .463 .459 ." 39 .431 .424 .421 .... Z5 .421 .427 .424 .433 .435 
7116 1.518 .574 .517 .575 .561 .557 .54 Q .551 .552 .557 • <; h 1 .557 • S h j .564 
7117 1.518 .716 .715 .7) I .699 • 7n 1 .697 .694 .695 .694 .6'17 • r.9 7 .703 .7D5 
7118 1.518 .846 .844 .845 .834 .<12 'I .8 31 .831 .829 .828 • ~?'I .831 • II 36 .839 
7119 1.973 .464 .461 .453 .425 .'102 .396 n94 .392 .376 .409 .3'37 .401 .411 
7120 1. '173 .484 .484 .476 .447 .434 .424 .4;» .417 .427 • 4 31 • 447 .436 .435 
H21 1.973 .51? .510 .505 .483 .478 .459 .459 .454 .45 II .473 .446 .475 .47'5 
7122 1.973 .614 .613 .61 1. .595 .584 .581 .581 .583 .583 • S81 .585 • '> 93 .597 
7123 1.973 .735 .736 .735 .721 .716 .711 .722 .71[1 .712 .712 .713 .72lJ .720 
7124 1.973 .846 .845 .846 .832 .826 .828 .826 .824 .82S • R?7 .879 .~ 33 .834 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Yl yq YI-YN Y 11 YN EN El [~ El-[4 E41El 1-[ 15 fN fl fB 

71 1 .51)9 .00(1 .221 .191 .000 .000 .000 .:>30 .208 .072 .906 .138 .000 .286 .~90 

71 '/ .509 .oon .249 .732 .000 .ono .000 .256 .2~0 .016 .938 .092 .000 .239 .371 
11 3 • ~ 09 .000 .289 .218 .0 rlO .000 .00(1 .29~ .28~ .01 1 .96~ .053 .000 .191 .287 
11 ~ .5'19 .000 • ~ 49 .44 3 • J 00 .000 • ODD .451 .~45 .006 .981 .020 .000 .099 • 1~ 0 
11 5 .509 .000 • b 41 .631 • D 00 .000 .000 .64 Z .638 .004 .994 .009 .000 .058 .081 
11 6 .509 .0'10 .813 • AJ 9 .0 no .o~ '1 • 000 .814 .810 .oo~ .995 .007 .000 .0'11 .056 
11 1 • '172 .onn .302 .261 .000 .oon .0 on .320 .290 .03n .906 -138 .000 .3'12 .601 
71 8 • '172 .or-o .354 .335 .0 '10 .00 n .0 no • ~61 .3~9 .018 .957 .011 .000 .269 • '1'1 5 
11 9 .912 .000 .4 on .381 .00:1 .0'10 • :100 .410 .398 .012 .910 .0'15 • 000 .22'1 .336 
1110 .912 .oon .511 • 5J 3 .:1 00 .0'10 .!1 on .511 .509 .0011 .985 .023 .000 .155 .225 

.... 1111 .917 .ono .669 • [;6 3 • n no .00 '1 .::1 00 • ~ 13 .6[;1 .006 .9°1 .013 .000 .104 • l't 5 

""'" 
11 12 • 917. .onn .801 • 8J " • J nn .0:1 n • [] 00 .809 .805 .ons .994 .009 .000 .078 .109 

Vl 111J 1.518 .orn .377 .329 .000 .on 0 .'lon .405 .365 .0~9 .903 .I 'I 2 .000 .383 .723 
1114 1.518 .onn • '1;)5 .H4 • J n1 .no n .0 on • ~2 9 .402 .027 .931 .092 .000 .344 .590 
7J 15 1.51R .ono • 4 3~, .4J 5 .0 on .0[10 • nno .456 • ~ 29 .on .941 .081 .000 .309 .'191 
1116 1.518 .0£10 .544 .534 • '1 no • dc) n .000 .551 .548 .009 .91\3 .025 .000 .221 .321 
1111 1.5 18 .ono • b Re, .615 .:J 00 .0'1'1 .0 on .694 .684 .011 .q~5 .023 • DOll .156 .222 
111 R I. SIP .ono .81 h .R] 'I .1 00 .01 n • n on .822 .8 15 .001 .99;:> .013 .000 .120 .168 
1119 I. Q 13 .00'1 • 4 3~ .33 1 .1 nn .01 n • Q 00 .469 .~ ?1 • (14 3 .909 • 133 .000 • '103 .167 
1120 I. qn .nno .454 • 4J 5 • [) [10 .orw • '1 00 .486 .445 • O~ 1 .916 .123 .000 .376 • G6 1 
1121 I. '173 .nro .492 .44 5 .100 .on n • [) 00 • SI 1 .418 • OJ;? .931 .093 .000 .34" .582 
1127 1. qn .ono .584 .561 .100 • on n .0 on • E'O 3 .588 .016 .91~ .039 .000 .258 .382 
1123 I. '!B .oon .105 • c;q n .1 nn .on [] • J on .718 • 1 O~ .014 .980 .030 .000 .194 .278 
1124 ) • 973 .0'10 .alE • RJ 4 • Q DO .!JnO .nno .826 .8 14 .012 • 9~6 .021 .000 .156 .221 



Table 3. Continued. 

COO E Q 6.0 6.0 10.0 12. J 12.5 13.0 13.5 1~.:J 1 ~.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

72 1 .513 .233 .233 .230 .716 .216 .211 .209 .210 .708 .211 .211 .219 .220 
72 2 .0;}3 .25A .260 .259 • 2 ~9 • 2~ ~ • 2 ~ 1 .2~ 3 .2~7 .2~ ~ .2~5 .2~7 .252 .25~ 
72 3 .513 .2"15 .297 .297 • 2 88 • 2R ~ .287 .;>87 .290 .286 .288 .288 • 2"1~ :298 
72 ~ • S 13 .~57 .462 • liE. 1 .11 57 .1157 .~ 55 .~55 .~56 .455 • ~ 55 .~5 7 .~ 62 .~66 

72 5 .513 .6~9 • G 52 .65 ~ .6~8 .6~ 9 .647 .6~ 7 .648 .646 .E.48 .649 .655 .660 
72 6 .513 .826 .830 .R30 .825 .826 .825 .825 .825 .,823 .825 .826 .832 0'836 
77. 7 1.510 .385 .383 .37 3 .358 • 34 ~ .329 .327 .321 .331 .311 .354 .34'1 .3'13 
72 8 1.510 .410 • ~ 10 .408 .390 .389 .374 .369 .365 .364 .381 .387 .381 .3'37 
72 9 1.510 .452 • ~ 54 .453 • ~ 39 .~3 7 .'128 .421 .425 .42'1 • 'I 31 .'131 ." '10 .'144 
7210 1 • 5 10 .537 • 5 40 .537 .5<'9 .524 .522 .519 .518 .517 .5<'1 .524 .532 .537 
7211 1.510 .695 .£.95 .69£. .688 .684 .686 .88'1 .685 .685 .687 .687 .695 .701 - 7212 1.510 .R]O .832 .833 .876 .821 .822 .821 .812 .822 .824 .827 .833 .839 

~ 
Q\ 7213 1."160 .'+3R .437 .432 .'108 • JIIII .361 .361 .378 .358 .410 .348 .'10'1 .'101 

7214 1. "160 .468 .470 .46 '3 • 'I 5D .'135 .'123 .427 .'110 .~33 .~21 .457 .~ 37 .4 117 
7215 1.960 .519 .520 .518 .503 .~"I3 .489 • ~8 4 .490 .~94 .498 .512 .~ 99 .509 
7216 1."I6rJ .587 • 59n .590 .580 .573 .58n .569 .565 .570 .570 .57~ .579 .58~ 

7217 1.960 .705 .707 .71 1 .701 .700 .697 .694 .700 .694 .697 .701 .704 .709 
721A 1.960 .81"1 .819 .819 .819 .817 .8 1 'I .813 .815 .812 .8U; .819 .819 .823 
7219 .975 .302 .302 .299 .282 .282 .277 .267 .263 .262 .268 .270 .279 .283 
7220 .925 .330 .332 .no .316 .311 .308 .306 .306 .306 .309 .306 .312 .321 
7.221 .925 .373 .375 .374 .363 .360 .356 .356 .357 .351 .357 .361 .362 .372 
7222 .925 .500 .503 • SO 3 .495 .494 .4911 .494 .~93 .494 .49~ .496 .503 .506 
7223 .925 .68"1 .686 .1;86 .681 .682 .679 .684 .680 .679 .679 .681 .688 .696 
7<'<'4 .925 .833 .836 .832 .831 .831 .831 .830 • B 30 .829 .87.9 .831 .8:n .843 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE Q YN Y1 YII Y1-YN Y 1/ YN EN [I [4 E 1- [4 [II /El 1-El5 FN Fl FB 

72 1 .513 .184 .203 .190 .D19 1.103 .186 .n8 .202 .026 .887 .165 .379 .321 .540 
122 .513 .184 .228 .;12 " .0"" 1.23"1 .187 • 2~ 1 .233 .018 .928 .106 .379 .275 . .419 
72 3 .'in .1A" • 265 .268 .081 1."" n .181' .2A6 .274 .012 .960 .060 .379 .219 .313 

72 " .513 .181! .I!27 ."36 • 21!3 2.321 .193 • I! I! I! .If 38 .oos .988 .019 .379 .107 .146 
72 5 .513 .184 .619 .630 • II 35 3.36 If .203 .635 .631 .003 .'195 .008 .379 .061 .084 
72 6 .513 .18" .796 .8:16 .612 ".326 .2lf; .811 .807 .00" .9'15 .008 .379 .0"2 .057 
72 7 1.510 .3'13 .355 .31 3. -. ,138 .90 "5 .395 ."no .353 .0"8 • 881 .173 • 358 ."17 .802 
72 8 1.510 .3'13 .380 .357 -.:113 ."167 .395 .lf21 .3117 .03" .910 .118 .358 .376 .619 
72 9 1.510 .393 • II 22 ."1 II .029 1.07" .395 ."58 ." 37 .022 .953 .070 • 358 .321 • "89 
7210 1.510 .3'13 .507 .507 .1 III 1.2'10 .396 .537 .522 .01" .973 .0"0 .358 .2"" .351 - 7211 1.510 .393 • &65 .671 .272 1.6'H .398 .688 .680 .009 .9R8 .01 9 .358 .162 .226 

~ 7212 1.510 .3'33 .8 on .RJ 9 .407 2.036 .4 no .820 .815 .006 .9'13 .010 .358 .123 .170 ...... 
7213 1. 'ISO ."13 • "08 .371 -.065 .863 ." 7" .462 .'H9 .0" 3 .906 .137 .352 ."39 .865 
721" 1.9S0 .473 • ct 38 ."1 7 -.n 35 .926 ." 75 ."86 .ct 55 .032 .93" .097 .352 .395 .662 
7215 1."11'0 .I! 73 • ct 89 ."79 .!) 16 1.0~4 ." 75 • 531 • 508 .023 ."156 .065 .352 .33ct .507 
7216 1. '160 ."73 .557 .55 " .!l All 1.17 A • 117(. .592 .575 .017 .'171 .0"3 .352 .275 .39& 
7217 1.960 ."73 .& 7'5 .1)79 .202 1."27 ." 77 • 7:1" .693 .011 .985 .022 • 352 .206 .287 
7218 1.9S0 .qn .789 .793 .316 1.6611 .478 .81 q .803 .011 ."187 .019 .352 .1&3 .22 " 
721"1 • '125 .271 .272 .253 -.005 • ')lIl .27'1 • ~06 .276 .030 .901 .1" 5 .37U .380 .655 
72"0 .925 .277 .300 .291 .023 1.0R 3 .279 .331 • ~OR .072 .932 .100 .37U .328 .505 
7221 .925 .277 .3"3 .3" 2 • ']66 1.2~ II .28'1 .370 .35" .015 • 959 .0&2 .370 .269 • qO 2 
7222 .975 .271 ." 7n ."7& .1 33 1.6'17 .l82 .491 ." ~2 .nn9 .'3A3 .026 .370 .168 .232 
7223 • '125 .277 .£,59 .6&6 .382 7.37'1 .287 .1'77 .669 .007 .9A9 .017 .370 .101 .1" 0 
722" • "25 .271 .803 .813 .52F. 2.a'l" • 2 91 • 820 .815 .00" • '395 .008 • 3 70 .075 • 102 



Tahlt' .~. Continued. 

coor Q h.n R.r In.o 12.0 12.5 13. n 1 3.5 14.0 14. <; 1<;.J 15.5 16.U 1 B.O 

13 1 .4'17 .211 .2 19 .216 .;> O~ .207 .202 .200 .202 .2n4 .204 .206 .208 .212 
13 2 .4'11 .240 .:? 33 .242 .238 .237 .237 .235 .23S .232 .237 .239 .237 .247 
13 1 .4'17 .2'l0 .2'l5 .295 .2 q1 • 21l 'l .288 .286 .288 .21\7 .290 .291 .287 .302 
13 4 .4'17 .44~ ." 49 .45 ;> .454 .454 .453 .452 .453 .452 .453 .457 .4 'ill .464 
13 5 .4'17 .6(;0 • b b4 • f.7 1 .G (;7 .1';(; 9 • G68 • (;6 9 .669 .669 .(;7[) .671 .614 .681 
73 6 .497 •. ~n 1 .807 .Il~ 9 • BID • dl 1 .811 .8ll .812 .81 n .81? .813 .814 .822 
73 7 f. n 70 .2'12 .2'32 .291 .280 .285 .271 .257 .262 .259 .259 .259 .266 .277 
73 8 1.020 .320 .323 .372 .308 .306 .301 .30n .298 .299 .302 • 3n 3 .311 .314 
73 'l 1.020 .34 q .353 .351 .345 .34 3 .341 .329 .340 .341 .319 .344 .349 .354 
7310 1.070 .48<; ... 89 ... 91 • If 'II .48 'I .489 • 4A 'I .488 .4aq .49D .494 • If '15 .502 
731 1 ) .0;>0 .673 .678 .GA 1 .6111 • G8 1 • b 79 .680 .G80 .680 .681 .h8" .(; 8f, .693 - 7312 I. n;>o .811 .811 .82 1 .8 l!; .8ll .8 15 .843 .RIS .g \'; .811l .819 .825 .832 

.j::o 
00 7313 I. <; 20 .3(;R • j 72 .372 .346 .329 .3111 .314 .310 .320 .:H2 .3 .. 4 .331 .341 

731'1 1.520 .3% .401 .40 ;> .3 ao .31 n .361 .361 .360 .364 .377 .360 .37" .386 
1315 1.520 .4 ~4 .438 .43 Il .423 .41 '1 .4 11 .406 .414 .414 .410 .409 .426 .43'1 
1316 1.0; ?O .551 .558 .560 .550 .547 .544 • S4 5 .545 .542 .551 .550 .55" • 566 
7311 1.570 • 7U·~ .710 .71 5 .106 .70 R .7'14 .704 .105 .705 .700 .711 .116 .724 
7318 1.570 .816 .820 .82 3 • ~ 16 .81 7 .811 .814 .81<; .814 • P 11 .819 .828 .833 
731'l 1. '170 .42~ .422 ."20 • 3 99 .377 • 3 'I'! • 3S 4 .370 .351 .~51 .352 .402 .389 
7320 1. '170 .457 • 'I 61 .4f, (J .441 .427 • If If, .411 .409 .41'1 .396 .458 .430 ... 38 
7321 1. '110 .'I'l8 .501 .531 .486 .471 .477 .411 .469 .46'1 .4 q'l .411 .481 .500 
7322 1. '170 .<;AA .591 • S9 J .585 .51 q .581 • <;7 5 .575 .580 .581 .586 .5 A7 .598 
7323 1. 'l70 .106 .711 .11 1 .707 .10 " .100 .702 .103 .705 .704 .109 .714 .119 
732q 1.970 .!l21 .829 .829 .827 .824 .8 n; .822 .825 .8;>4 .A2B .830 .834 .831 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE ~ PJ Y 1 V4 Y 1- Y t~ Yl/Yi~ EN El E4 '"1-[4 E 4/El I-E 15 fN f 1 fB 

73 • '" 'l7 • 1 ,. 1 • 1 37 .1 P, Z • ~ ~6 1 .;>, ~ .1 54 .223 .195 .078 • R 73 .I1l4 .494 .359 .561 
7 ~ ? .497 .151 .?In .21 7 ."} 59 1 .3'11 .1 55 .24 " .22(; .018 • '3lS .106 .494 .301 .433 
73 3 .0 0 7 • I ~ I • Z 6'1 .272 • 1 [19 1. ]7? .1 SF .29 n .278 .013 .957 .064 .49'1 .219 .303 
73 4 .4 0 7 • 1:; 1 • !of 1 :' .434 .? 64 2.74 R .1 r.4 .441 • 4 3~, .005 .9'18 • (11 B .4'14 .108 • 14 1 
73 5 .497 .1 S 1 • b 3[1 • "~ 1 • 4 79 4,[7 ? .1 81 .655 .&52 .003 .9'35 .007 .4'34 .058 .079 
73 F; .4'17 .1 c 1 .771 .7'3 ? .6 n 5.1 0 ~ .1 qr, .796 .7Q3 .003 .'!% .OG6 .4'34 .043 .058 
73 7 1.020 .243 .262 .?47 • n 14 1.05 G .2 Sf' .312 .27f, .036 .8P5 0167 .482 .444 .146 
73 8 I. '120 .24 R .2 '3n .284 .142 I .16 q .251 .335 .306 .02'! .'313 .127 .482 .381 .582 
73 '! 1. D?n .24R • ~ 1 R .::2 " ." 70 1 • Zg Z .251 .3£>0 .~41 .01'! .94B .077 .4 R2 .332 .493 
731') I. ') 28 .24e .455 .472 .2 rJ7 I • d~ <; .254 .08 R .4 AD .008 • '3 A4 .023 .482 .194 .263 .... 7311 1.:J ;>0 .24<1 .543 .5Ed .3 'l5 ;>. S'l 3 .;> 61 • h7 1 .£>G7 .004 .994 .009 .4 A2 .1 15 .156 

.j>. 73l? 1. n?o .2uA .7 B 1 • RO 2 .~ 33 3.14 q .255 .808 .805 • no 3 .Q96 .OOG .4 112 .086 .117 \0 
7313 1. 'i 20 • 32~ .3 S'l .31 I .00'1 1 .027 .3 31 .396 .352 .045 .887 .164 .470 .451 • S 1 1 
7~14 1 • ., ;>0 .3?Q .~55 .35 b • J ~h I • 1 ~ 9 .331 .419 .387 • Q3 I .925 .111 .470 .402 .634 
7315 1.520 .32 0 .4 'ill .4J" .175 1 • .?2 ~ .33:> .45 ;> .428 .n;>4 .947 .079 .470 .345 .521 
731 F; 1. 'i ;>0 .32Q .52' • ',35 .1 14 1.5'l[] .334 .561 .550 .012 • 'l 7'l .031 .470 .235 .328 
7317 1. 'i zn • "32 0 • b 7B .5'14 .349 ~ .nr; 1 .3 3f; .711 .7'12 .00 A .988 .018 .470 .159 .211 
731A I • ~?n .3;>'l .786 • B~ 3 .4 S7 :-'. 3i1 ~ .3 3'! .~IG • B rJ9 .007 .9'l1 .013 .470 .127 .173 
731 'l I. 'l78 .3'lS .393 .35 3 -.0 n2 • '3'l ~ •. 397 .460 .410 .050 .89;> .157 .41;3 .467 • 8£> 5 
73;>0 1. 'l7D .3°5 ." 27 • 4J A .032 1. oa 1 .V37 .487 .44A .040 .919 .119 .463 .412 .704 
73?J 1. 'l 70 .3 c S .458 .47 C • ~ 73 1 .195 • ~ 'lA • S2 2 .5 on .022 .'357 • OF 3 .If 63 .359 .536 
73?7 1.'l7o .3'1<; .5 SA .558 .1(;3 1 .41 J .399 .603 .588 .015 .97£> .036 .463 .276 .387 
73"3 1.970 .3'!5 • b 7b • bA '3 .281 1.71 1 .400 .714 .7 n3 .012 .9A4 .024 .463 .207 .2S4 
73:>4 I. '!7o .3'lS .7B • .q] 7 .3 'lA ? no 1\ • 4 0;> .828 .817 .010 .QA7 .019 .463 .163 .221 



Table 3. Continued. 

COO E (l 6.r. ~.D 10. n 12. J 12.5 13. n 13.5 111 .0 14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 18.0 

14 I • S '15 .IA~ • 1 8'l .197. • 1 ~7 olA 0 .11A .179 .118 .11'? .186 .183 .188 .19" 
74 '2 • <; 05 .'212 .215 .21 'I .718 .211 .214 .213 .215 .214 .217 .221 .223 .221 
74 3 .5 ns .241 .254 .259 .258 .25 q .'251 .259 .259 .259 .262 .264 .265 ".217 
14 4 ·.50C; .4?1 • II 35 .439 .443 .445 .444 .445 .446 .4'16 .44'1 .452 .454 .463 
74 <; .505 .650 .651l .6E. 2 • r; 66 .1;61 .667 .669 .670 .611 .f, 72 .614 .618 .686 
74 r; .0; 'JS .7A5 .792 .791 .801 .814 .803 .804 .806 .806 .807 .810 .813 .822 
14 1 • '140 .258 .261 .264 .25& .251 .234 .233 .235 .234 .237 .251 .249 .250 
7'1 8 .940 .280 .285 .288 .211 .275 .27u .271 .282 .214 .274 .282 .280 .2"13 
74 9 • "140 .320 .321 .3;> 'l .326 .325 .322 .321 .323 .323 .321 .330 .333 .j41 
1UI0 .940 .4'l1 • 'I 99 .505 .~ 06 .506 .507 .506 .510 .509 .511 .513 .511 .526 
1411 .940 .616 .6 R3 .&88 .693 .6'l2 .692 .692 .6'l3 .694 .696 .699 .103 .712 - 1412 • 'lila .191 • ., 01 • 8D 4 • S08 .81 1 • e O'l .811 .811 .812 .814 .811 .820 .829 VI 

0 1'113 1.498 .340 .341 .340 .326 .310 .281 .292 .284 .294 .308 .312 .311 .320 
1'114 1.'I Q B .351 .361 .363 .346 .344 .321 .315 .314 .371 .312 .331 .345 .352 
1415 1.498 .3113 .391 .39'1 • ~ 84 .317 .311 .366 .368 .364 .376 .3'l3 .388 .395 
7'116 1. '198 .5?6 .532 .536 .536 .531 .529 .531 .533 .533 .535 .52'l .545 .555 
7417 1.498 .6~3 .6 'l0 .694 .6:15 .6"16 .694 .694 .698 .697 .699 .702 .701 .717 
71118 1.4 'l8 .800 .801 .812, .807 .813 .8 12 .812 .815 .1'115 .818 .820 .824 .833 
741'l 1. 'l50 .403 • 'I 01 .43 II .383 .361 .32'1 .:n 1 .340 .346 .331 .379 .348 .373 
7420 1.950 .422 • '127 .427 .408 • 3~ 7 .374 .382 .386 .311 .409 ."02 .395 .408 
7421 1. 'ISO .113<; .458 .462 .448 .'134 ,429 .429 .422 .43'l .41" .451 ',450 .460 
7'122 1. '1';0 .540 .547 .551 • C; 41 .5'12 .531 .532 .539 .5'14 .540 .54r; .562 .569 
74:?3 1. 'ISO .686 .5'32 .f,91 .6'15 .6':q .694 .692 .695 .69'1 .696 .101 .701 .1.16 
7'124 1.'1<;0 .1'13 .801 .836 .80£' .~O 4 .804 .80'1 .807 .802 .807 .811 .817 .826 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE Q VN Vi Y4 YI-YN Y 11 VN EN E1 E4 O-E4 E4/EI 1-EI5 FN FI FB 

74 1 .5 as .130 .159 .164 • D 28 1.215 .133 214 .180 .0311 .843 .227 .629 .,46'1 .702 
7. '2 • "> os .130 • 1 62 .1;1 1 • {'I 52 1.4'10 .1 3" '23. .2n3 .031 .869 .190 .629 .380 .51 " 711 3 • 5 n~ .130 .217 .247 • D 87 1.6f;9 .1 J!; 265 .2511 .011 .960 .059 .629 .2'12 .395 
711 II .0;05 .13r .3H .433 .2 f;7 3.DS4 .1 4F 438 .435 .00 J • q'l4 .010 • (; 2~ .ll8 .160 
74 5 • <; as .130 • I; 2[1 .6~ 6 .4"0 11.71; 'I .169 660 .657 .003 • 'leu; .006 .629 .060 .082 
74 I:: • c; '15 .13" .755 .7;t2 .& 25 5.'10 II .1 81l 79. .793 .001 .998 .003 .629 .0'15 • Of>! 
711 7 • 'l40 .1''1'1 .228 .220 .1 ;>9 I.U6 .702 795 .251 .044 .PSO .216 .618 .504 .813 
74 R • 'lllfJ .Iq'l .25n .2f> 3 • n 51 1.25 f; .2n3 312 .28S .028 .911 .130 .618 .113'1 .628 
74 'I • 'l4D .1'19 .;> '10 .31 I • '1 'II I .4S 7 .203 346 .~27 .0;>0 .'!II~ .OR4 .618 .351 .'176 
"'410 • qlln .IO'! • .. f;1 .II~6 .2 b2 ~. 31 7 .209 506 .5n2 .004 • 'I'll • (11 3 .618 .175 .238 - 7411 • '140 .lq<? .,,116 • r1 8 2 .447 3.246 .217 688 .685 .003 .'1% .006 .618 .106 .143 III 741<' • 'III' .1')" .761 .739 .562 3.8<' 4 .2711 IID2 .8nl .ono .'1'19 .001 .618 .083 .112 - 7413 I.II"Q • 27r. o ~ lro .79'1 • '1 ~4 I • I;> ~ o Z 79 388 .335 .053 .P64 .1'17 .603 .506 .926 
711111 1." qR o27r. • ~ 11 .322 • '145 1 • IF; 3 .ZH J96 .359 .038 .905 .139 .603 • .,81 .791 
7415 1.4"18 .271:: .3">3 • 31:> 5 .017 I •. ?7 9 .;> 8n 422 .394 .O?!! • '133 .099 .603 • .,17 .61" 
741(, 1.4'18 .ns .496 .57. S o Z <'0 1.7'l7 ." 82 550 • 5 39 .011 • 'HILI .030 .603 .250 .339 
7417 1.4 '1Q .27<. • .; !J3 .,,87 • ~ 77 ? ~F 6 .7. 86 700 .1'95 .005 .9"'2 .011 .603 .166 .225 
7411'! 1. 4"~ .27!'- o77r:l • RJ 3 .1\94 2.7'10 .790 A15 .809 .0nE; • 9~3 .Oll .603 .1 :?9 .175 
""lq 1 • f1 C":l • 3 <: ., .3 7 ~ .H 3 .""1 1.123 03 35 458 .3'18 .060 .869 .1'10 .5'15 .500 1.035 
7470 1. '" <:[1 .3'7 • .3 32 .37 p. .'60 1.t q 1 .335 473 .423 .04 0 .8 'l6 .152 .5'15 ."D'I • 77 5 
74?1 I. '" <;1 • 'l ,7 • ~ ns .43 (1 .!l 73 I.nn .335 483 .41;5 .018 .963 .055 .595 • .,41 .6.,8 
7477 1.'1<;[) .3~" .~IC; .53 '3 .1 713 t. 5~ ~ .337 573 .5f.I .012 .979 .031 .595 .312 • .,3" 
7473 1. <:1 'itl .3-:::? • b;iF .Ho6 .3 :-'4 1.'F6 .3 39 739 .7 no .01n • '18f; .020 .595 .21'1 .290 
74?4 1. ~ CiL • LI? .70) .7;1 b .4 31 ? 2"1 q .3., 1 111 3 .806 .OrJ6 .992 .012 .5"'5 .171 • 231 



Table 3. Continued. 

C ('0 ~ r. • .., , ., 
'"0 •• ' 1 II. '1 11.0 17.<:. 1 ~ • 11 1 ~. ') 14.0 1 If • t; 1 C,. n 1 c .. '-:. H,.u III.U 

7< • L.J S.~ .1(-.' • 1 r t", .lfl' • 1 hf) • I ~ q • I ., 7 • 1 ~ 7 .154 • I~· ~ • J I; 1 • 1~, (j .11,8 .1 II U 
7< ~ .4 'i:> .1 77 .1o.)h • I n I • 1 'l ~ .194 • 1 '11 .1 'lO .194 .1 'l7 • 1 'IR .311 7 .708 .211 
7" ~ • q r:.!. • 2~: " • ? 4"~ · )") \, • ? t,~ ./E n .7 bJ .7&2 .7 f • ., .7f,4 • Jf'. 7 .772 .? 1!l .27'1 
7<, 4 • q C,? ." I ' • I .. 2 ~ ." S I • 4 ~f, .411 " .4 41 .44 3 .443 .44r; .114R .44 'l .4 "'Ii • 4f, I; 
75 c, .4;:;/ • ~.4' I • b 1.2 • b 7,1 • f, 7h .(,7/1 • r 7'l • fob I • f, 117 • r;8 7 • f, /If, .6R'I .f,'H .7US 
75 .. .4 r'i ...... .77" • 7 ~4 .7'14 .11113 • Af]:> .803 • RO <; .807 .;jOR • A 11 .81 J .Rlb .82'1 
F 7 • q7 7 .,><,7 .2 h/ ./S q .24'j .24 I .? Z'l .n4 .;> 75 .734 .7l'l .n4 .? 48 .20;0 
7' p .'177 • 2f " • ? 7 r. .?qq .;> 82 .27'1 .7 f,/l .71>1 .777 .71; 7 .772 .77<; .;> 112 .302 
7< q • <]77 • Ylf.. • 1 I", • .17 I • .1 71 .317 ., If, • ~1 ') oJ III .31 II .370 .12'1 .31U .H2 
"7 c.} n • rl 77 .4 n .4 q3 • 4~ il • q q~ .497 .4'14 .4'15 • Ii £10 .snn .501 .507 • ., 1 U .522 
Ell .077 • for,., • r, 7f. • bH ! • (, Rb .b'll • b H'l .6'11 • b 'l2 .b'l3 .6 Q 4 .7[11 .704 .7111 - 7c:.l? • c 77 .7~" .7 'Jl .112 J • R nrl • ill I • R 1 n .R17 • P 13 .A17 .AIA .821 • R 74 .821i til 

N 7 C, 1 ~ 1.4" 7 • 37 ~ • .1 .11 • B ~ • :1 If, .7" 7 • 2 f.'l .757 .381 .271 .2% .711" .3\9 .3 or; 
7~14 1 ... 117 .33<; • 3 .. 7 .34 q • ~ '3 .:H ~ .304 • 11 7 .311 .J?1 .314 • 15" • 341 .345 
7<;1<; 1.4 n .3; 3 • 17" • ~ d 3 .1 r;s • .~r, 'i d57 .357 • ~ 57 .%0 .377 • 3f. 7 .377 • 3R 'l 
7 C:=. 1 F. 1.4H .511 • ~ 21 • ',2 g • '1 .lD .5~7 .5?7 .57 'l • ~ 37 .53' .S3S .53q .~) 4b .5<; 1\ 
7517 1.4 II 7 .~77 .b"'r. • b 'J'> • f. ')11 .7:11 • f, 'III .mo .707 • 10 ~ .701; .711 .706 .123 
7S 1 ~ 1.4 R 7 .7'<7 • ~ IJ~ • D;] .:;, .8 ?CJ • fl2 1 .871 .~7" • R 7~) .8:'7 • A ~7 .834 .838 .8"6 
7 r) 1 0 I. "~'1 • 3" 4 • 'i\<j • 3')4 • .1 78 .354 • ~ WI .218 .7'11 .537 • ~ 1 4 • B4 .3')3 • 3f, 7 
7 :'?D 1 • n c:;r~ • .1 q? • II !'II ... ~ 3 • I gf, • ~b 1 .33r .377 .355 • ~5 1 .357 • 38 1 .37J .3'l4 
7 I: ,7) I. , ~'1 .4~~ .44R .4', 3 .4 43 .4'9 .471 .424 .4111 .437 .407 .If c) 1 .4 q 7 .41) R 
7~, ';! ~ 1.'lSJ .5~p .<,47 .5:> 4 • ') ') 1 .541 • ~ 4q .54 1 .~45 • ')5 '1 • ~ 54 .5')'1 .565 .511) 
7sn 1. (tS1 .710 .712 .71 7 .7\7 .717 .7 14 .718 .71R .771 .774 .730 .734 .752 
7<74 I." 5" .7Gl .711 • 7'j ~ .8'11 • R'17 • H 01 .800 • R n~ .801' .R HI • A12 .811 .731 



Table 3. Continued. 

CODE 0 VN VI V~ VI-VI'< V 11 VN EN EI E~ EI-E4 E4/EI l-E15 FN FI fB 

75 .452 .ln4 .133 .150 .029 1.279 01 08 .71 3 .1f,5 .047 .778 .314 .786 .544 .829 
75 ? .452 .1n.4 .147 .187 .:J 43 1. 'II ~ .109 .?23 .197 .02f, .883 .171 .7136 .468 .634 
7~ .452 .104 .209 .24 "I .105 2.01n .1 12 .277 .255 .022 .919 .119 .786 .276 .37 'I 
75 4 .457 .1['4 .382 .43 b .278 3. 67 ~ • I 27 .444 .438 .007 .9!15 .022 .786 .112 • 151 
75 5 .4<;2 .104 • I; 19 .575 .515 5. "152 .160 .f,80 .676 .004 .994 .009 .786 .054 .078 
75 C. .4';2 .1'14 .744 .799 .640 7.154 • I 91 • ADS .80n .0[15 .9"4 .009 .786 .Olf1 .056 
75 7 • "l77 .17f, .227 .220 • rJ 51 1.2'" n .180 .319 .254 .065 .7"l6 • ?"l0 • 772 .527 .90lf 
75 ~ • "l77 .176 • 2 3"l .272 .063 1.35 " .1 81 .327 .2'l4 .033 .~<l8 .149 .772 .lf88 .696 
75 q • '377 .176 .27& .312, • I 00 I. Sf, 8 .181 .357 .329 .029 .920 .118 .772 .393 .533 
7 S I'J • '177 .176 .443 .4'12 .267 2.517 .188 .51 1 .4'19 .013 .975 .037 .772 .193 .262 - 7~lJ • q 77 .176 • r; 3 c, ."88 • 4 59 3 .6rJ 8 • I 9"l • f,"l 9 • 6 91 .008 .9A9 .016 .772 .113 .153 

U'I 751? • q17 .176 .7 C;'.J .B& .578 4. 2P 4 .? OR • 817 .799 .018 .978 .033 .772 .087 .118 (,j.j 
751~ 1.4P7 .2~5 .293 .?7r, • 0 59 1 • 24 7 .7.39 .397 • 3 2~ .071 .!l70 .257 .762 .547 1.087 
7514 1.4~7 .Z35 .305 • ~1 5 • [J70 I. Z"l II • 2 39 .405 .353 .053 .870 .188 .762 .515 .820 
751<; 1.4 q 7 .235 .333 .359 • n 98 1. 'II 7 .? 4n .427 .! 88 .03"l .909 .133 • 762 .452 .629 
75 IF, 1.4 P, 7 • ?3 C, .481 .52 fl .? 46 '2 .Ott 1 .243 .557 .542 .016 .'372 .Olf2 .762 .260 .353 
7517 I. 4!17 .n'> .547 · Fe" 3 .4 12 2.753 .24Q .716 .701 .015 ."l7Q .032 • 762 .167 .226 
75111 I. 4 ~ 7 .235 .7b7 .81 £. .532 3. 2~ 4 .254 .R33 .822 .012 .'3~6 .021 .762 .129 .115 
7 ~, 1 a 1. <) SO .2~4 .354 .33 7 .070 1.246 .28P .466 .394 .Q72 .84& .222 .752 .540 1.249 
7 ,,~f) 1 • 'l5~ .7R4 .362 • ~6 " • ~ 78 l.n 5 .2 gA .471 .413 .05'3 .1l7f; .11l0 .752 .522 .953 
7<;71 I. Q ~TJ .2P4 .40Q .43 d .1 24 1 • 437 .28A .507 .472 .035 • Q 31 .1rJ? .752 .437 .680 
75?? I. '1 S[1 .;>?4 • S (1P .54 (, .224 1 .789 .29'1 .593 .568 .02<; .957 .063 .752 .31'1 .426 
7~2~ 1.1<;1 .2·Q4 .;; 7n .72" • 3 IlG 2.35 Q .2'14 .74 " .734 .01('1 .987 .020 .752 .201 .281 
7~?4 1'. q'in .2 i,4 .751 .7]1 .467 ? .644 .2'3<; .822 .714 .108 .A68 .1'l1 .752 .175 .263 
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